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A b str a c t
The research reported in this thesis makes a contribution towards a comprehen
sive understanding of the online distance learning process. This research specifically
addresses the effects of learners’ trust in relation to particular trust factors in their
academic performance when studying at a distance.
An initial theoretical framework is outlined, which encompasses investigated
areas such as distance education, online distance learning, trust, performance, as
sessment, online communities, co-operation and collaboration. Subsequently, a two
stage empirical research process is described. Firstly, a survey is outlined to enable
the construction of a set of trust factors characterising learners’ beliefs in relation
to online distance learning issues as well as to provide the student group profile.
Secondly, a study which accounts for both a quantitative and qualitative data collec
tion is presented. Quantitative data was used to test an hypothesis which explored
the relation between trust and performance under different conditions. Qualitative
data was gathered to better understand and explain the results from the first stage.
Results identified the importance of fostering trust in a distance learning com
munity and in providing trustful online distance learning environments and reflects
on the understanding of the concept of trust and possible implications for the online
distance learning design and it pedagogy. Implications for online distance learners’
needs and support are also identified.
Results also confirmed the interaction between trust and performance although
some results were unexpected. For instance, under certain conditions a negative
correlation between trust and academic performance was identified. These results
might, somehow, be related to Cape Verde’s specific characteristics such as lim
ited broadband access to the Internet and access to ICT facilities, serious water
and electricity shortages, limited agricultural possibilities and shortage of higher
education opportunities.
Within this context, this work’s major contributions are at the intersection of
areas such as trust, online distance learning and learners’ academic performance.
Which offers an. increased understanding of the effects of learners’ trust beliefs over
their academic performance in online distance learning processes.
An additional contribution was the development of an Information and Com
munication Technologies Online distance learning module for every initial year of
the Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo Verde undergraduate programme, thus con
tributing to reducing the existing gap between developed and developing countries.
A complementary contribution is the identification of a number of consequent
research questions which pave the way for future research work.

A b stra ct
The research reported in this thesis makes a contribution towards a com
prehensive understanding of the process of online distance learning. This
research specifically addresses the effects of learners’ trust in relation to
particular tru st factors in their academic performance when studying at a
distance. In order to attain these goals, the areas investigated included dis
tance education, online distance learning, trust, performance, assessment,
online communities, co-operation and collaboration.
An initial theoretical framework is outlined, which encompasses trust,
online distance learning and academic performance. Subsequently, the two
stage empirical research process is described. Firstly, a survey is outlined
followed by the presentation of a study which accounts for both a quantita
tive and qualitative d a ta collection. The survey’s goal was to construct a set
of tru st factors characterising learners’ beliefs in relation to online distance
learning issues as well as to provide the student group profile. Q uantita
tive data was used to test an hypothesis which explored the relation be
tween trust and performance under different conditions. Qualitative data
was gathered to better understand and explain the results from the first
stage.
W ithin this context, this work’s m ajor contributions are at the intersec
tion of areas such as trust, online distance learning and learners’ academic
performance and offer an increased understanding of the effects of learners’
tru st beliefs over their academic performance in online distance learning
processes. Results confirm the relevance of tru st in online distance learning
and its relation to academic performance. They also stress the im portance
of fostering tru st in a distance learning community and in providing tru st
ful online distance learning environments. Implications for online distance
learners’ needs and support are also identified. An additional contribution
provided by this research work was the development of an Information and
Comm unication T echnologies Online distance learning module for every

initial year of the Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo Verde undergraduate
programme, thus contributing to reducing the existing gap between devel
oped and developing countries. Furthermore, a number of consequent re
search questions are presented which pave the way for future research work.
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Preface
In Praia, Cape Verde, 2001, Universidade Jean Piaget de Cape Verde1 felt
the need to integrate its Capeverdian students into the Instituto Piaget2
community. To support such requirement, the university invested strongly
in a higher distance education program.
Among other start-up initiatives, this university, included an online dis
tance education module (disciplina3) on basic information and communica
tion technologies (ICT) skills (Information and Comm unication T echnolo
gies Online or ICT Online for short) into every graduation curricula’s first

year to foster the use of ICT.
The university adopted the Portuguese learning management system
Formare to deliver their online distance learning modules.
The research work herein described is mostly a product of this environ
m ent and was conceived having this environment as a background.

1Higher education institution base in Cape Verde.
2A Portuguese cooperative institution spread over Portugal, Brazil, Cape Verde, Angola
and Mozambique which charters autonomous higher education institutions in developing
areas or countries.
3The Portuguese word for “subject” or “module” such as used in Britain.
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G lossary
A c h ie v e m e n t Relative performance in relation to identified learning out
comes based on collected evidence and judged against es
tablished criteria. See assessment.
A sse ssm e n t

Assessment is the process of collecting information on stu
dents’ achievements and performance. A balanced assess
ment includes a variety of assessment tasks. (Consortium,
2003). See achievement and performance.

A s y n c h ro n o u s c o m m u n ic a tio n
Communication which occurs interm ittently, not in ’’real
tim e” . E-mail is an asynchronous means of communication.
See synchronous communication.
B a sic t r u s t

Children who have secure attachm ents w ith their parents
have a general sense th a t the world is predictable and reli
able. This is basic trust. See trust.

C la ssro o m a s se s s m e n t
Classroom assessment is the evaluation of the quality of
students’ performance, and the proficiency of their learn
ing (National Academy of Sciences, 2003). See assessment
and performance.
C o g n itiv e level o f t r u s t
People’s cognitive level of tru st represents the peoples’ trust
who is assumed at the beginning of the relationship.
C o lla b o ra tio n
Literally, consists of working together w ith one or more p art
ners. See collaborative learning and collaborative learning
environment.
15
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C ollab orative learning
Is an umbrella term for a variety of approaches in education
th a t involve joint intellectual effort by students or students
and teachers. Groups of students work together searching
for understanding, meaning or solutions or creating a prod
uct.

See co-operative learning and constructive learning.

C ollab orative learning en viron m en t
Represents an integration of collaborative learning m ethods
and virtual learning environments. A collaborative learning
environment represents a learning structure where students
work in groups, m utually searching for understandings, so
lutions, meanings or creating a product. See also construc
tivism and co-operation.
C on stru ctivism
Is a theory of learning based on the idea th a t knowledge is
constructed by the knower based on mental activity. Learn
ers are considered to be active organisms seeking meaning.
Is a ” view of learning” in which learners use their own ex
periences to construct understandings th a t make sense to
them . See constructive learning and constructive learning
environment.
C on stru ctive learning
It is based on students’ active participation in problem
solving and critical thinking regarding a learning activity
which they find relevant and engaging. They are ” construct
ing” their own knowledge by testing ideas and approaches
based on their prior knowledge and experience, applying
these to a new situation, and integrating the new knowl
edge gained with pre-existing intellectual constructs.

See

co-operative learning and collaborative learning.
C on stru ctive learn in g environ m ent
Represents an integration of constructive learning m ethods
and virtual learning environments. Learning activities based
on constructivism put learners in the context of w hat they
already know, and apply their understanding to authentic
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situations. See also collaboration and co-operation.

C o-op eration
Refers to the practice of people working in common with
commonly agreed-upon goals and possibly methods. See co
operative learning and co-operative learning environment.
C o -op erative learning
A set of processes which help people interact together in
order to accomplish a specific goal or develop an end product
which is usually content specific. See co-operation and Co
operative learning environment. See constructive learning
and collaborative learning.
C o-op erative learning environ m ent
Represents an integration of co-operative learning m ethods
and virtual learning environments. Represents the learner
and teacher act to work together, to join efforts towards
one common end. Learning activities focus on the process
of working together. In co-operative learning environments
students work with their peers to accomplish a shared or
common goal. See also collaboration and constructivism.
C riterion -referenced assessm en t
Generally involves determining whether the student can per
form, to a pre-set minimum standard, a specific set of tasks
or activities within a particular situation or context. See
assessment.
D ista n ce E d u cation
is a general term used to cover the broad range of teach
ing and learning events in which the student is separated
(at a distance) from the instructor, or other fellow learn
ers. Distance education brings together both teaching and
learning a t a distance element and because such relationship
occurs a t a distance i.e., it occurs when the teacher and the
learner are physically separated and sometimes separated in
time, such relationship m ust be m ediated by some kind of
technology or medium. See distance learning and distance
teaching.
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D is ta n c e L e a rn in g
Distance learning means acquisition of knowledge at a dis
tance. It includes the process of transforming experience
into knowledge, skills, attitudes, values, sense and emotions
(Holmberg, 1995). See distance teaching.
D is ta n c e T each in g
Teaching a t a distance is an effort, sometimes successful, to
simplify learning towards some goal (Otto, 1994). It is the
process transferring the knowledge from one to another; the
process to facilitate learning and shape or mould learning.
See distance learning.
D is tr ib u te d te a c h in g a n d le a rn in g
Represents the uses of various electronic technologies to pro
vide distinct teaching and learning approaches. It also can
be used as a complement to face-to-face education or dis
tance education. The use of different information and tech
nology tools to teach and learn at a distance. See Learning
management system and virtual learning environment.
D is tr u s t

Feelings of distrust inside of a relationship, either implicit or
explicit, implies th a t the t r u s t e e is not willing to tru st the
tr u s to r . Those feelings can lead or motivate thoughts and
emotions of revenge and become very difficult to be repaired
(Tyler and Degoey, 1996). See tru st, trustee, trustor.

E le c tro n ic le a rn in g
Covers a wide set of electronic applications and processes,
providing computer instruction (courseware) online over
the Internet, private distance learning networks or via an
intranet/extranet (LAN/WAN). This is also known as eLeaming.
E m o tio n a l level o f t r u s t
People’s emotional level of tru st is assumed afterwards,
when the relation becomes stronger.
E x p e c ta tio n

A belief about (or mental picture of) the future, the feeling
th at something is about to happen.
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E x trin s ic m o tiv a tio n
Extrinsic m otivation is motivation to engage in an activity
as a means to an end. Individuals who are extrinsically m oti
vated work on tasks because they believe th a t participation
will result in desirable outcomes or avoidance of punishm ent
(Pintrich and Schunk, 2002). See motivation and intrinsic
motivation.
F e e d b a c k a sse ssm e n t
Provides indicators regarding learners’ progress. See assess
ment.
F o rm a tiv e a sse ssm e n t
Includes all activities th a t teachers and students undertake
to get information th a t can be used diagnostically to alter
teaching and learning (Boston, 2002).
I p s a tiv e a sse s s m e n t
Type of assessment whereby the norm against which assess
ment is measured is based on prior performance of the per
son being assessed - the comparison of the student’s perfor
mance with their own earlier performance. See assessment.
In tr in s ic m o tiv a tio n
Intrinsic motivation causes people to engage in an activity
for its own sake. An intrinsically m otivated student, is the
student who enjoys the challenge of learning. See motivation
and extrinsic motivation.
In s tru c to r

One who instructs; a teacher. See teacher.

I n s tr u c tio n

The act, process, or art of im parting knowledge and skill
teaching.

I n s tr u c tio n a l d e s ig n e r
One who performs the analysis of learning needs and sys
tem atic development of instruction often using information
and communication technology as a m ethod for developing
instruction (Wilson, 1996b).
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K n o w le d g e

Information combined w ith experience, context, interpreta
tion, and reflection. It is a high-value form of information
th a t is ready to apply to decisions and actions.

L e a rn in g m a n a g e m e n t s y s te m
The whole range of information systems and processes th at
contribute directly, or indirectly, to learning and the man
agement of th a t learning. A learning m anagement system
integrates the online mediums available into one school en
vironment place, where learners and teachers and admin
istrators can interact w ith each other and form a virtual
learning environment community (Holyfield, 2003). See vir
tual learning environment.
L e a rn e r

See student.

L esso n

Something to be learned.

M o tiv a tio n

A complex concept, closely aligned w ith the will of learn,
and encompassing feeling of self-esteem, self efficacy, effort,
self regulation, locus of control and goal orientation. The
psychological feature th a t provides incentive to a person to
act, to believe or expect. M otivation is the driving force
(desire) behind all actions of an organism, is the reason for
the action. See Extrinsic, intrinsic motivation and trust.

N o rm -re fe re n c e d a sse ssm e n t
Norm-referenced assessment is generally used to sort stu
dents rather than to measure individual performance against
a standard or criterion. See assessment.
O n lin e c o m m u n ity
An online community is a group whose members are con
nected by means of the Internet. These communities share
the same norms, core values and goals (Wilson, 1997b).
O n lin e D is ta n c e E d u c a tio n
The process of extending the teaching and learning process
to locations away from a classroom by using online tech
nology or the Internet.
learning.

See online distance teaching and
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O n lin e D is ta n c e T e a c h in g

Represents the teaching process m ediated by the online tech
nology.
O n lin e D is ta n c e L e a rn in g
A learning activity where students work on their own at
home or at the office and communicate w ith faculty and
other students via e-mail, electronic forums, videoconfer
encing, chat rooms, bulletin boards, instant messaging and
other forms of computer-based communication.
P e rfo rm a n c e Student’s performance regards a list of students skills and
cognitions th a t students should acquire throughout their
learning process. Those enable him /her to do or act ac
cording to learning performance aims previously determined
(Organization, 2002).
S tu d e n t

One who is enrolled or attends classes at a school, college,
or university. See learner.

S u m m a tiv e a s se s s m e n ts
Summative assessment is comprehensive in nature, provides
accountability and is used to check the level of learning at
the end of a course or module. (Organization, 2002). See
formative assessment and assessment.
S y n c h ro n o u s c o m m u n ic a tio n
Communication which occurs in ’’real tim e” . T he most fre
quently used form of synchronous online communication is
instant messaging or chat. Audio and video conferencing
and white boards are other examples.

See asynchronous

communication.
T eacher

A person who teaches. See instructor.

T e a ch in g

The educational process of instructing. See instruction.

T e a c h in g a n d le a rn in g a t a d is ta n c e
See distance education.
T r u s te e

One who trusts another person, organisation, tool, or pro
cess. See trust.
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A relationship between a person, organisation or process
(a t r u s t o r ) and another person, organisation, process or
object (the tr u s te e ) . Usually, the trustee is a person who is
willing to ascribe an intention, a motivation, an interest or a
goal to another person, or organisation, or process or object
(website, a server, a group, a society, an institution). See
trustee and trustor. It is a feeling th a t the community can
be trusted. Trust represents the willingness to rely on other
members of the community in whom one has confidence.

T r u s to r

The person, organisation, tool or object who or which is
trusted. See trust.

U n it

P a rt of a module See module.

U n m o tiv a te d
A person who is not willing to act. See motivation.
V ir tu a l le a rn in g e n v iro n m e n t
A virtual learning environment is a set of teaching and learn
ing tools designed to enhance a student’s learning experi
ence by including computers and the Internet in the learn
ing process.

Represents the learning environment which

uses learning management system together w ith learning
methodologies, online collaboration, and instructor facili
tation to achieve applied learning results not possible from
face-to-face education in a truly flexible, anytim e/anywhere
fashion. See learning m anagement system.

Part I

Introduction and overview
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Overview
This first part provides a comprehensive introduction.
The first chapter, entitled Trust, performance and ODL provides an overall
view of the work, establishing its context, highlighting its conceptual and technical
contributions and pointing out the related areas of research. The chapter ends with
a preliminary view of the results achieved.
The second chapter is a reading plan to which the reader can refer for a synopsis
of each of the parts, chapters and appendices.
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C hapter 1

Trust, perform ance and ODL
1.1

In trod u ction

High dropout rates are a common scenario in distance education, contin
uing to be one of the most relevant problems, together with students’ low
performance and lack of motivation. All these problems are also inherited
by online distance education.
It is my belief th a t tru st plays a crucial role in the success of online
distance learning, hence this effort to investigate the interaction of tru st
with online distance learning specially regarding academic performance.
This first chapter begins by setting the context of the work herein de
picted and ends highlighting its main contributions.

1.2

C o n tex t

Distance education involves the separation in space and tim e of teachers and
learners.
In distance education all communication is m ediated by technology,
therefore rules naturally applied to our social relationships become different
in a distance education environment. These rules m ust be adapted to this
way of learning.
Contrary to early distance education, online distance education resources
brings the characteristics of its communication process very close to faceto-face education. Close enough to promote a sense of deceiving familiarity
which sooner or later threatens the distance teaching and learning processes.
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This resemblance potentially leads to confusion and misleads those in
volved in an online distance education process as one tends to assume th a t
the social rules and conduct are the same in face-to-face and online distance
education environment. B ut they are not.
As an example, hum an non-verbal face-to-face cues easily perceived in
traditional education settings are very hard to convey in online environ
ments. Therefore, although familiar and close to face-to-face settings, online
environments lack a number of less obvious or direct communication features
which results in increased difficulty when trying to assess and understand
needs and feelings of all concerned.
These worries are patent, nowadays, in online distance instruction design
methodologies. These methodologies aim, more and more, to provide virtual
learning environments which:
• Foster reliability;
• Facilitate interaction (both asynchronous and synchronous);
• Provide unobtrusive feedback mechanisms;
• Cater for users’ needs; and
• Prom ote trustful learning communities.
Unfortunately, providing a trustful virtual learning environment is not as
simple as it might seen, although efforts have been made. Take, for instance,
the use of photographs in electronic commerce as a way to boost tru st on the
customer side (Steinbriick et al., 2002) or the study of the effects of presence
on customer attitudes.
Still, it is difficult to picture w hat is a trustful virtual environment or
further, w hat contributes towards a trustful virtual environment and how it
relates to teaching and learning outcomes such as the academic performance
of the students.
As attitudes are usually based on past experiences, one might propose
th at students’ tru st in online distance learning settings build on their relation
with such an environment and are related w ith their performance.
The work herein presented addresses a subset of the issues raised in the
previous paragraph as it only addresses the questions of:
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• W hat kinds of tru st are relevant in online distance learning; and
• How does tru st relate to academic performance in online distance
learning.
This is further justified by realising th at, due to the now apparent identi
cal face-to-face and online distance learning education settings, people form
their online distance learning expectations from experiences gathered in their
past face-to-face environment.
As one’s learning needs and feeling are not ascertained in the same way
in both environments, when both teachers and students realise th a t their
initial expectations where not fulfilled they tend to be frustrated and inse
cure. These feelings of insecurity and frustration can lead to distrust and
consequent negative attitudes.
The next section outlines the setting in which a study was conducted to
make way towards providing answers to the above research questions.
1 .2 .1

C a s e s tu d y

In order to address the research questions identified above, the work was
conducted on an Information and Com m unication T echnologies Online
module taught a t a distance at Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo Verde.
To help readers’ better understanding of the context within which this
work was carried out, a brief introduction will be provided about Cape Verde,
about the university and about the module taught at a distance. Further
and more complete information on these issues is provided by appendices at
the back of this document.
Cape Verde is located in the N orth Atlantic Ocean, 500 km West of
Senegal in W estern Africa. The republic of Cape Verde consists of 10 islands
of which one is uninhabited.
Cape Verde has a population of 418,224. The m ajority of Cape Verde
population is young.
The national language is Creole (Krioulo) and Portuguese is the official
language.
Cape Verde is a Least Developed Country (LDC). The Cape Verde econ
omy is fragile because this country has few natural resources and limited
agricultural possibilities, which makes it heavily dependent on foreign assis
tance and overseas resources.
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This country has very unfavourable im port/export rates as most of its
resources are im ported from neighboring countries such as Senegal and the
Canaries and from those who share a common language such as Brazil and
Portugal. Export figures are close to nil.
Nevertheless, Cape Verde has made a considerable effort to foster the
development of its educational sector.
It has close to eighty per cent literacy rate b u t no concrete plan to supply
all schools with personal computers or internet connections, one of the school
problems’ being its lack of technical know-how on a number of fields related
to the overall education process.
Again, in the higher education area, Cape Verde suffers from a lack of
opportunity as there are only seven higher education institutions including
one of the newest, Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo Verde.
Cape Verde’s lack of opportunity in higher education implies th a t most
students must go abroad in order to pursue their education.

Over 2000

Cape-verdeans are pursuing tertiary education abroad, primarily in Brazil
and Portugal and an estim ated 1500 study in Cape Verde.
Cape Verde’s information and communication development started rel
atively late. The country’s mass media is underdeveloped, although Cape
Verdean exposure to mass media is considerable.
Internet facilities are still in expansion in Cape Verde and unfortunately
there is only one Internet Service Provider (ISP) and limited but costly broad
band access. This obviously results in a very low Internet usage penetration
rate although information and communication technologies have a consider
able potential in this archipelago country in the education, government and
health sectors.
The Internet could definitely play a key role in providing greater educa
tion opportunities to all b u t Cape Verde still needs to make a big effort to
push itself into the information society alone, not to mention the knowledge
society.
W ithin this general context, Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo Verde is
located in Praia. P raia is the capital city of Cape Verde and is situated in
Santiago island.
Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo Verde is one of Instituto P iaget’s
higher education institutions which are spread over Mozambique, Angola,
Cape Verde and Portugal.
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Prom its start, the university was willing to integrate this community
into a broader community, the Instituto Piaget community. Therefore, this
university invested on the development of a distance education program to
cater for the needs of its students and teachers.
The Information and Com m unication T echnologies Online module,
taught a t a distance, is a first year subject attended by every under-graduate
student a t the university. Its main goal is to foster students’ interest and
know-how in the day-to-day use of the Information and Communication
Technology throughout their course and lives.
Although referred to as taught at a distance, the ICT Online module
has two face to face moments, one in the beginning of the programme and
another one at its end1.
The next section addresses the research strategy devised in the above
context to address this work’s research questions.
1 .2 .2

R esearch str a te g y

As stated above, the questions driving this work are:
• W hat kinds of tru st are relevant in online distance learning; and
• How does tru st relate to academic performance in online distance
learning.
Thus, this line of research aims to contribute to the understanding of
the influence of tru st in the online distance learning processes focusing its
efforts on the understanding of students’ tru st beliefs and their influence on
students’ performance.
To achieve those above research goals a two stage study was designed.
F i r s t s ta g e The first stage of the study catered for a factor analysis of
a survey’s results.

This survey’s questionnaire aimed to gather an

overall detailed picture of the students’ tru st beliefs in online distance
learning. Chapter 8 describes this first stage’s methodology as well as
the results achieved.
XA more detailed information regarding this module design, development and imple
mentation is provided in appendix B.
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S e c o n d s ta g e The goal of the second stage of the study was to test the
hypothesis th at tru st and performance are related in online distance
learning. It is this second research stage th a t uses ICT Online mod
ule as its testbed. C hapter 9 provides a detailed description of the
methodology of this stage together with the results achieved. A par
allel qualitative study was also conducted, at this time, to explore the
eventual influence of the ICT Online module and its virtual learn
ing environment on these specific learners’ tru st and academic perfor
mance. Chapter 10 discusses the methodology and results.
Figure 1.1 provides an integrated schematic overview of this work high
lighting its two stages and depicting the parallel qualitative study together
with the quantitative approach as they were conducted in the same lapse of
time.
Id en tific atio n of th e m a in
tr u s t f a c to r s

o

F a c to ria l a n a ly s is

E x p lo rin g th e rela tio n
b e tw e e n tr u s t a n d
p e rf o rm a n c e

V irtual le a r n in g
e n v iro n m e n t
a p p re c ia tio n

C o rre la tio n a n a ly s is

D ia rie s a n d in te rv ie w s

<>

S tag e o n e

S t a g e tw o

Figure 1.1: The overall research methodology

1.3

C ontributions and results

This work’s contributions and results where gathered from a two stage study
conducted to explore the relation between tru st and performance in online
distance learning. The first stage provided insights on w hat kinds of tru st are
param ount in online distance learning whereas the second stage contributed
towards the understanding of the interaction between tru st and academic
performance in online distance learning.
A related but also relevant result was the design, development and de
ployment of the Information and Comm unication Technologies Online
module to be taught a t a distance over the internet. Further details on
this instructional design project can be found in appendix B.
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C o n c e p tu a l c o n trib u tio n s

A first conceptual contribution is the definition of three main tru st factors
based on a wide survey of students feelings towards online distance learning.
These trust factors provide an insight on what to look for when trying
to boost the students’ trust.
A second contribution relates to the understanding of the interaction
between tru st and performance. The results of this study show th a t there
is in fact a relation between tru st and performance although was not pos
itive correlation as it was expected. Instead results identified a negative
correlation between students’ tru st and their performance, i.e., when tru st
increases, academic performance decreases.
As a corollary, some guidelines for future research opportunities are pre
sented which build on this work, as the feeling prevails th a t it is im portant
and th a t there is a need for further investigation regarding trust in online
distance learning environments.
1 .3 .2

R e s u l t s a c h ie v e d

One m ajor result is the confirmation th a t trust is a key issue in online
distance learning environments as shown by the results of the first stage of
this study which highlighted three m ain tru st factors:
F a c to r 1 - Students’ tru st towards the interaction between students and
teachers;
F a c to r 2 - Students’ tru st towards the virtual learning environment; and
F a c to r 3 - Students’ tru st towards technology.
The same d a ta collection tool - a questionnaire - used on the survey con
ducted as p a rt of the first stage of this study also fostered the understanding
of trust:
-• Across the main three factors identified;
• Across age and gender;
• Among subjects’ computer ownership condition;
• Across internet access condition; and
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• Across previous experience in distance education and information, and
communication technology knowledge and skills.
Further and detailed results of this p art of the study are available in
chapter 8.
The second stage of the study fostered the understanding of the relation
between tru st and academic performance identifying a statistically signifi
cant but not positive correlation between students’ tru st and their academic
performance.
To achieve this goal a m ulti-m ethod approach was used. It examined
the relation between tru st and performance from three different perspec
tives. The first two approaches were quantitative, whereas the third was a
qualitative approach.
The first approach investigated and established the correlation between
students’ initial self tru st beliefs and final theoretical and practical assess
ments grades2.
The second approach examined the students’ tru st correlation with stu 
dent’s performance by analysing tru st indicators and theoretical and prac
tical marks gathered before and after the students attended the ICT Online
module3.
Both approaches returned results, confirmed th a t there is a correlation
between tru st and performance although...
• Results from the first approaches show a negative correlation between
tru st m arks of all three tru st factors4 and the academic performance
of the students; as well as
• Results achieved from the second approach, show a negative correla
tion between tru st and students’ academic performance over factors
two (trust towards virtual learning environment) and three (trust to
wards technology).
According to the above results, students w ith an initial high level of
trust will probably achieve worse academic performance. Especially those
2A1so known in this work as summative assessment
3Also known in this work as added value performance.
4Students’ trust towards the interaction between students and teachers, students’ trust
towards the virtual learning environment and students’ trust towards technology.
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students, who according to the second research approach, rank higher on
trust towards virtual learning environment and trust towards technology.
Those students will probably achieve worse academic results when com
pared to their colleagues, who rank lower on trust towards virtual learning
environments and trust towards technology.
Finally, a third approach - this one qualitative - showed th a t the ma
jority of the students considered attending the ICT Online module a good
experience. Generally students displayed motivation towards learning on
line although there were moments in tim e where students manifested anxiety
and frustration, specially when a technical failure occurred near a summative
assessment activity date or deadline.
The m ajority of students agreed th a t tru st represents a key factor in an
online distance learning environment. Also, most students agreed th a t in
online relationships, a face-to-face opportunity could help foster trust.

1.4

C losing rem arks

During this research work a Information and Com m unication T echnologies
Online module was design, developed and deployed.

As a consequence,

today, Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo Verde students now learn how to
use a computer and the internet mainly at a distance.
This setting diminishes possible technological phobia and contributes
towards the integration of the use of information and communication tech
nology in the students’ daily lives.
For most students the ICT Online module represents their first contact
w ith a computer and the internet as research results in chapter 8 indicated.
Starting on a very conceptual level and providing the reader w ith an
overview of this work’s main contributions and results, this chapter provides
an entry point to this docum ent’s context and content.

C hapter 2

R eading plan
2.1

D o cu m en t organisation

This document is organised as follows:
F r o n t m a t te r This includes the abstract, the table of contents, the lists
of figures and tables, a preface, the acknowledgements, the au th o r’s
declaration and a glossary of terms and expressions th at will be used
throughout the document.
P a r t I - Introduction and overview - This p art provides a comprehensive
introduction to this docum ent’s contents and provides this reading
plan.
P a r t I I - Theoretical landmarks - This set of chapters aims to provide both
the rationale and the related work overview th a t set the context of the
project resulting from this dissertation’s research work.
P a r t I I I - Empirical approach - Following the scenario set in P a rt II,
P a rt III provides the specification, im plem entation, methodology and
presents the results of the empirical study undertaken to test the un
derlying hypothesis.
P a r t IV - Closing remarks - This provides both an overall discussion of
the results gathered as well as a sum m ary of the work presented in
this document and future work proposals based on the content of the
previous chapters.
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P a r t V - Complements - Finally, this last p a rt provides the appendixes,
the bibliography and an index.
The Appendixes include a presentation of the online module developed
to enable the undertaking of the empirical study. Also, briefly presents
the Cape Verde environment context, including the country conditions
and associated culture.
The appendices also enable close examination of relevant online m od
ule, survey and empirical study materials, such as the student guide
for the online module and all task protocols, consent forms, question
naires, observation instrum ents, interview scripts and collected quan
titative data.

2.2

C hapter con ten ts

The titles of the various chapters should convey relatively clearly the sub
jects addressed in each case. In principle, most chapters can be read more
or less independently and if necessary, pointers are given to where comple
m entary information can be found either in other parts of this document or
externally.
C h a p te r 1 - Trust, performance and ODL - This chapter provides an over
all view of the work herein presented establishing its context, highlight
ing its contributions and pointing out the related areas of research.
The chapter ends w ith a preliminary view of the results achieved.
C h a p te r 2 - Reading plan - I t ’s this one and the reader can refer to this
chapter for the synopsis of each of this docum ents’ parts, chapters and
appendices.
C h a p te r 3 - Teaching and learning at a distance - This chapter addresses
issues related with teaching and learning a t a distance. It also, gives
an overview of the influence of technology when teaching and learning
at a distance, as well as providing a perspective of distance educa
tion evolution through time. This chapter ends providing some initial
thoughts regarding the online distance education.
C h a p te r 4 - Online distance learning - In this chapter the goal is to pro
vide the rationale behind the particular case of learning through the
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Internet. It also discusses the online distance learning challenges.
C h a p te r 5 - Trust and performance - This chapter considers tru st and
performance. It drafts a relation between tru st and online distance
learning and briefly provides the rationale behind the trust and per
formance relation when in an online distance learning environment.
C h a p te r 6 - Related work - This provides an overview of the related re
search work regarding tru st, performance and online distance learning.
It explores more thoroughly the rationale behind the relation between
tru st and performance when studying and learning a t a distance.
C h a p te r 7 - Exploring the effects of trust on performance - This chapter
introduces the reader to the research work undertaken to understand
and evaluate the interaction between trust and performance in online
distance learning environments.
C h a p te r 8 - Trust factors survey - Presents and discusses the results
achieved in the first research stage which aimed to study students’
main tru st beliefs and opinions regarding Online Distance Learning.
C h a p te r 9 - Trust and performance study - Presents and discusses the
results achieved in the second research stage which aimed to explore
the interaction between tru st and performance.
C h a p te r 10 - Online module usage appreciation - Examines the students’
V irtual Learning environment and provides a general overview on stu
dents’ opinions, feelings and beliefs regarding the ICT Online distance
learning module offered a t Jean Piaget University of Cape Verde to all
its first year undergraduate students.
C h a p te r 11 - Overall discussion - This chapter encompasses all results
and aims for a comprehensive discussion bringing together both theo
retical landmarks and findings presented throughout the document.
C h a p te r 12 - Summary and future work - Finally, this chapter recalls the
path taken and evaluates the relevance of this work’s contribution,
underlining the significance of the undertaken research as well as the
results of the empirical studies. The limitations of this work are also
acknowledged, stressing w hat was proposed but was not addressed and
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w hat might have been done to foster better and more self-sustainable
results.

2.3

A p p en d ix con ten ts

As with chapters, appendix titles should convey the subjects covered.
A p p e n d ix A - Cape Verde - Provides a summary of the Capeverdean
context, including its economics and technological indicators.
A p p e n d ix B - The Information and Comm unication Technologies On
line module - This appendix presents and depicts the online module

developed to enable the undertaking of the empirical study.
A p p e n d ix C - ICT Online student guide - This appendix provides an
English translation (from the Portuguese original) of the Information
and Com m unication T echnologies Online’s student guide distributed

to the students at the time the empirical study was undertaken.
A p p e n d ix D - Empirical study materials - Contains the empirical study’s
m aterials such as task protocols, consent forms, d a ta collection instru
ments and samples of collected quantitative data.
I hope th a t reading this document proves to be a good experience.
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Overview
This set of chapters aims to provide both the rationale and the related work
overview that set the context of the project resulting from this dissertation’s re
search work.
In Teaching and Learning at a distance, a number of issues related with distance
teaching and learning and online distance education are addressed. Topics cover a
wide range of aspects providing a broad review of the three subjects and related
research trends.
The Online distance learning chapter gives attention to the particular case of
distance learning through the Internet i.e., online distance learning case scenarios.
The chapter also narrows down to the discussion of online distance learning chal
lenges and the importance of online distance learning communities development
within such process. At the end of the chapter, some hypotheses and ideas which
lead to this research work are briefly presented.
Further the Trust and performance chapter, considers the necessary context for
trust and assessment performance. It also establishes the connection between trust
and performance in online distance learning settings.
The next chapter reviews Related work and provides an overall view of related
research work, thus providing a general research space reference in relation to the
work presented in this document.
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C hapter 3

E ducation at a distance
3.1

In trod u ction

For most of us, distance education is characterised by the separation of
the teacher and the learning group, where the interpersonal face-to-face
communications has been replaced by a personal mode of communication
mediated by technology (Holmberg, 1995).
Initially, until the 1970’s, distance education was characterised by some
terminology confusion. Those included term s like home study, correspon
dence study, external studies, distance teaching, learning at a distance,
among others (Keegan, 1996).
Those terms define particular aspects of the process created to provide
education - any tim e, any place, anywhere.
Nowadays, the main term s and concepts of distance education have been
elucidated, although we continue to use and see a number of common words
describing a specific distance education process, i.e., words which illustrate
specific aspects of the teachers’ and students’ interaction process.
This process most of the tim e refers to a distance education particu
lar case, associated w ith the use of a specific communication technological
media. For example Online distance education or electronic learning.
Today, w ith the development of information and communication tech
nology, the Internet and the World W ide Web became a chosen m edium of
information distribution. It became an infrastructure on which society can
rely on to enable distance education.
Technology has developed in the direction to provide online infrastruc
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tures which integrates different communications tools and enables simpler
ways to provide an interactive and successful distance education environ
ment.
W ith online technology, the distance teaching and learning processes
became more flexible. The hum an interaction a t a distance became more
accessible and reachable. In this context, new educational models emerged
together with changes and reorganisations of fundam ental concepts which
include the role of the teacher and the role of the learner within such online
contexts.
Section 3.2 explores distance education conceptual framework. It ad
dresses the definition of distance education, a description of the education
elements, main education theories and communication process.
This section is followed by section 3.3, which considers the distance ed
ucation evolution and trends up to the present time.
This chapter ends with section 3.4 where an overview of today’s distance
education process is provided.

3.2

C oncep tu al fram ew ork

This conceptual framework section aims to present the main concepts of
distance education.

This includes a distance education definition and a

description of the education environment and process.
3 .2 .1

D is ta n c e e d u c a tio n

To better understand distance education and its process this section first
explores the distance teaching and learning forms as p a rt of a distance ed
ucation process.
D is ta n c e L e a rn in g - Distance learning means acquisition of knowledge
at a distance. It includes the process of transform ing experience into
knowledge, skills, attitudes, values, sense and emotions (Holmberg,
1995).
D is ta n c e T e a ch in g - Teaching at a distance is an effort, sometimes suc
cessful, to simplify learning towards some goal (O tto, 1994). It is the
process of transferring the knowledge from one to another; the process
to facilitate learning and shape or mould learning.
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Distance education brings together both teaching and learning ele
ments a t a distance (Keegan, 1996), as figure 3.1 illustrates.
D is ta n c e E d u c a tio n - Is a general term used to cover the broad range
of teaching and learning events in which the student is separated (at
a distance) from the instructor, or other fellow learners. According
to Ljosa (1994), distance education is a common word to define and
describe an interactive educational process between a student and her
teacher, when physically and sometimes separated in time.
Distance Teaching
Distance Education
Distance Learning

Figure 3.1: Distance education
A distance education scenario implies three main key features, according
to Keegan (1996).
• Teacher and learner separation in space and/or in time;
• The learner assumes more control of his or her learning process;
• Technology is used as a distance teaching and learning process medi
ator.
D is ta n c e e d u c a tio n p ro c e ss
A distance education process is characterised by:
P h y s ic a l a n d tim e s e p a r a tio n . Distance learners and teachers are phys
ical and timely separated from each other. Most of their communi
cation is achieved with the help of a technological medium, today’s
elected medium is the Internet.
In a face-to-face scenario both the student and the teacher must be
physically and timely together, in the same place and at the same
moment in time.
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T ech n o lo g y a s c o m m u n ic a tio n m e d ia to r - In distance education envi
ronment the technology is self imposed to mediate the teaching and
learning process. In face-to-face education processes the technology is
not the main communication m ediator.
I n te r a c tio n - In distance education process, the interaction established be
tween teacher and learners is m ediated by technology. The technology
assumes here a main role and if it fails, people’s lack of interaction
could leads to anxiety and feelings of frustation.
This kind of lack of hum an contact is more difficult to find in a faceto-face environment as technology does not assume the main commu
nication role. In this situation people’s relation is easier to reach than
in a distance education environment.
L e a rn in g e n v iro n m e n t - In distance education environment the learner
controls his or her learning. In the face-to-face education the teacher
tends to centre the learning methodology on him or her self.
D is ta n c e e d u c a tio n a n d face to face c h a ra c te ris tic s
This distance education environment is better understood if distinguished
from the face-to-face education process. Table 3.1 provides a brief overview
of such environments characteristics.
Table 3.1: Face-to-face education and distance education (Brown et al.,
1993)

Access

Communication

Face-to-face education

Distance education

Students and teacher meet at a

Teachers and students are phys

pre-determined location

ically and sometimes in time
separated

Allows a simultaneous dialogue

Allows a simultaneously or at

between teachers and learners.

distinguished moments in time
dialogues between teachers and
learners, but in this case those
are always mediated by technol
ogy(c o n tin u e s n e x t p a g e ...)
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(...c o n tin u e d from p re v io u s pag e )

Interaction

Face-to-face education

Distance education

Students’ and teachers’ feed

Students’ and teachers’ feed
back is achieved simultaneously

back is immediate. Uses mainly
voice and facial expression to

or at distinguished moments in

communicate.

time, but always mediated by
technology. Today it is mainly
the used text, images, video and
audio to communicate.

Technology

The technology is used simulta

Teacher and learners use the

neously in time and at the same

technology as their main com
munication medium. It is used

physical location by the teach

Didactics

ers and learners. Technology
here is not crucial for the edu

at distinct time and physical

cation success.

here is crucial for the education
success.

Resources used are mainly de
livered by the teacher through

Technology is the main medium

text, or verbally.

text with images, video, graphic

locations. Technology adopted

of resource delivered through
and audio attachments.

Pedagogy

3 .2 .2

The verbal mode is the most
common way to transfer knowl
edge. It is interchanged with as

The written mode is the most
common way to transfer knowl

sessment procedures and group
tasks. Teacher centred pedagog

sessment procedures and group
tasks. Learner centred peda

ical instruction is the most com

gogical instruction is the elected

mon pedagogy

pedagogy.

edge. It is interchanged with as

E d u c a tio n t h e o r ie s

Distance education is included within the education context. W ithin it we
can find three main education theories.
The three main education theories include Behaviourism, Cognitivism
and Constructivism.
Those theories represent different point of views on the nature of knowl
edge and the learning process.
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B e h a v io u ris m - Behaviourism theory argues th a t learning is determined
by the surrounding environment and the hum an organism is adapted
to it. People’s behaviour is a mechanical answer th a t is given when
subjected to external stimulus (Capitao and Lima, 2003; Mergel, 1998).
Weakness - the learner may find himself in a situation where the stim 
ulus for the correct response does not occur, therefore the learner
cannot respond.
Strength - the learner is focused on a clear goal and can respond
autom atically to the cues of th at goal.
C o g n itiv ism - Cognitivist theory is interested in understanding the inside
of the hum an mind. Here learning is the process of building sym
bolic representations of the external reality (Capitao and Lima, 2003;
Mergel, 1998).
Weakness - the learner learns a way to accomplish a task, b u t it may
not be the best way, or suited to the learner or the situation.
Strength - the goal is to train learners to do a task the same way to
enable consistency.
C o n s tru c tiv is m - Constructivism theory claims th a t each person con
structs knowledge and the way the construction occurs can change
from person to person. The knowledge is constructed by the learner
instead of being transm ited. Learning is an active and reflective pro
cess, the learner interpretation is influenced by her or his previous
knowledge and the social interaction brings multiple learning perspec
tives. Learning requires the understanding of the whole context and
not ju st of the isolated parts and the knowledge cannot be consid
ered for granted as it is relative. The learner is guided from w hat is
presently known and w hat is to be known (scaffolding) (Capitao and
Lima, 2003; Mergel, 1998).
Weakness - in a situation where conformity is essential divergent think
ing and action may cause problems.
Strength - because the learner is able to interpret multiple realities,
the learner is able to deal with real life situations.
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The above educational theories describe the knowledge and the learning
process, and they identify which theory suits general education aims.
For Behaviourism and Cognitivism the knowledge is absolute, it exists
in the outside world and is accepted as it is. The m ajor difference between
Behaviourism and Cognitivism is th a t Behaviourism does not advert m ental
activities whilst Cognitivism studies the learners’ m ental processes.
From the Constructivist perspective, knowledge is relative and it changes
from person to person.
The first two theories describe the learning process as a passive process
whilst on the other hand, the constructivism theory describes it as an active
knowledge building process.
3 .2 .3

T h e c o m m u n ic a tio n p r o c e ss

In a distance education environment, technology also assumes an im portant
role because it enables people to communicate. So to understand distance
education we also need to understand the communication process and its,
influence on people interactions.
G reater attention m ust be paid to the communication process in distance
education and to its effective use, as it represents an im portant aspect in
the distance education process (Alberta, 1999; Wilson, 1996b; Wilson et al.,
1993).
Communication is connected to distance education development. The
use of an adequate medium for communication is vital to,
• Provide adequate and dynamic distance teaching and learning process;
• Prom ote interactive moments;
• Provide feedback mechanisms; and
• Develop a distance education community;
Distance education emerged in the last century and has crossed a few
generations as represented in table 3.2. In its past generations went through
telecommunication era, multimedia, computer and Internet which represent
today’s communications generation. These communications changes are as
sociated also to the development of the teaching and learning process (Moore
and Kearsley, 1996).
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Accordingly, such communication process influence arises mainly from
the communication, delivery m ethod and interaction level th a t is enabled
(Barker, 1992; Bates, 1995).
I n te r a c tio n levels
The achieved interaction level in distance education can be seen from two
main perspectives,
• low interaction levels
• high interaction levels.
In the past the available communication to teach and learn at a distance
only perm itted low interaction levels. Later on, w ith the communication
development higher interaction was enabled.
These communication media changed the way we communicate as a so
ciety and influenced the distance teaching and learning process.
Today distance education resources bring characteristics in its commu
nication process much closer to face-to-face education. This fact sometimes
brings confusion to the understanding of the distance education process.
G r a n u la r ity
Such distance education communication can be achieved from two commu
nication perspectives synchronously or asynchronously.
S y n c h ro n o u s c o m m u n ic a tio n - Represents the communication which
occurs in ’’real time” .
A s y n c h ro n o u s c o m m u n ic a tio n - Represents the communication which
occurs intermittently, not in ’’real time”.
An asynchronous communication between teachers and learners can go
from mere seconds until days. This is why an asynchronous communication
can be more flexible than synchronous communication. It allows a time
for reflection for the teacher and the learner and so it may lead to a more
accurate information exchange.
On the other hand, there are moments were imm ediate communication,
synchronous communication is im portant, especially when it is aimed to
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increase in learners a deeper feeling of presence or when it is applied in a
situation where it requires immediate problem resolutions.
Synchronous communication is more difficult to achieve in some contexts
and the information exchange cannot be so accurate as it does not to allow
time for peoples’ reflection.
In the end, as Moore and Kearsley (1996) remark, usually a combination
of different communication tools is the most appropriate way to develop
distance education, as it allows for a variation of learning styles.

3.3

E volu tion and tren d s

Teaching and learning at a distance began 150 years ago w ith the commu
nications transportation era.
Since then it experienced several stages until today’s Internet generation,
which represents a big change in the distance education process.
During the nineties, with the electronic era development and together
with growing demands on traditional schools, the use of electronic commu
nication has become a valuable component to provide a distance education
complement in many educational systems such as schools, colleges and uni
versities (Bates, 1995; Wilson, 1996a,b).
Information and communication technology enables distance education
students to (Ng, Kwok-chi, 2000):
• A faster access to information; and
• A higher interaction level w ithin their education environment.
These were the main characteristics to enable and make the electronic
communication technology faster and more easily accepted among research
educators.
At the beginning of distance education, courses or modules contents
represented a copy of face-to-face courses or modules. Usually the content
m aterials were delivered by mail and the communication was established by
telephone, mail or electronic mail (Chaloupka and Kopp, 1998; Dede, 1996).
W ith the information and communication society growth, the Internet
and the World W ide Web became the chosen medium of distribution, be
cause:
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• It enables faster information access;
• It perm its a more flexible access to the learning contents (any
tim e/anyplace) (Dede, 1996); and
• It facilitates the use of distinct learning approaches.
But, within those, distinction m ust be made between w hat may be re
ferred as an integrated electronic education model established to promote
more interactive and effective learning in contrast to th a t which represents
the mere transm ission or the delivery of content m aterials (Richards, 2002).
Those features introduce a change in the traditional way we see distance
education and its educational paradigms. The change enables the imple
m entation of a distributed distance teaching and learning paradigm which
will (Dede, 1996):
• Promotes the development of distance education communities through
the use of synchronous and asynchronous communication;
• Perm its a more free exchange of ideas and thoughts (Dede, 1996;
Preece, 2000);
• Facilitates the use of constructivism m ethods1 (Dede, 1996; Perkins,
1991); also
• Allows more collaborative and co-operative environments (Kumar,
1996; Lehtinen et al., 2002; Panitz, 1996).
This new distance educational model implies a reorganisation and the
renewal of four fundam ental concepts: the teacher’s role, the learners’ role
and the time and space understood in such context (Chaloupka and Kopp,
1998; Wilson, 1996b).
T e a c h e r - The teacher in this context is seen as a learner facilitator, adviser
or as a learning manager.
L e a rn e r - The learner assumes his own learning methodology and learns
how to use these new distance learning environments to communicate
with his or her teacher, educational institution or colleagues.
1Section 3.4.1 will provide more information regarding the constructivism learning
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S p a c e - The classroom becomes a virtual community space, its geographic
localisation being irrelevant. Students now belong to a virtual group
and m ust interact as a group.
T im e - The learning resources (content and communication media) are
always available.
In a distance education process the learner still assumes learning con
trol but now the Internet and its tools are used as an educational support
environment.
Nowadays, research efforts become more focused on understanding the
possible ways to provide successful teaching and learning communications.
These include studying new forms of integrating distinct electronic media
tools into the complex process of distance education.
According to Barker (1992), today the main difference between distance
education and the face-to-face education rests on the delivery m ethod and
on their interactivity level.
Electronic communication technologies made it possible to obtain dis
tance education environments with higher levels of interaction, closer to
those we used to find on face-to-face education environments (Cavanaugh,
2002; Wilson, 1996b). Closer enough to prom ote a sense of deceiving famil
iarity which sooner or later threatens the distance teaching and the learning
process.
T hat is why it is im portant to understand distance education surround
ings so as to be able to provide an efficient distance education process.
The face-to-face environments have decades of experience in term s of
w hat was already seen as common sense. For m ost teachers and learners in
online distance education such notions still need to be developed.
Similarities between online distance education and face-to-face education
potentially lead to confusion and can mislead those involved.
Table 3.2 provides an overview of the communications media and dis
tance education evolution and trends until the present day.
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Table 3.2: Communications and distance education history, adapted
from Capitao and Lima (2003); Moore and Kearsley (1996); Taylor
(2001)
Communication

Distance education

Leaning theories

medium

400 a.c.

Platao

1400
1700

Press (1450)

1800

Telephone (1876)

F irst gen eration

Photography

Correspondence model base
on print and telephone tech

Rousseau

(1888)

Wundt (1880)

nology.
Cinema (1895)
Radio (1895)
1900

Television (1926)

Behaviorism
Watson (1913)
Skinner (1950)
Bloom (1956)
Cognitivism

1970

1980

Miller (1956)

Video (1970)
Microprocessor

Second g en eration

(1971)
IBM

Multimedia

Personal

computer (1981),
PC

model

based

Piaget (1968)

on print, audio, video and
computer-based
learning
technologies.

Graphical
user
Interface (1984)

T hird gen eration

Vygotsky
(1978)

Telelearning model based
on
telecommunications
technologies

(audio,

tele-conferencing,
video
conferencing; audio-graphic
Communication,
TV/radio
and
teleconferencing) .

broadcast
audio

(co n tin u es n e x t p a g e ...)
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(...c o n tin u e d from p rev io u s page)

Communication

D istance education

Leaning theories

F ourth gen eration

Constructivism

medium

1990

CD-ROM and In
ternet (1990)
Web (1991)

Flexible

education

model

based on online delivery
via the Internet technology

Merging
of
the
Cogni
tivism
and

(Interactive multimedia on

Constructivism

line, Internet-based access

perspectives.

to WWW resources, Com
puter mediated communica
tion).
Browser (1993)
Streaming media
(1997)
2000

F ifth gen eration
The fifth generation of dis
tance education. Intelligent
flexible education model is
essentially a derivation of
the fourth generation, which
aims at capitalising on the
features of the Internet and
the World Wide Web (In
teractive multimedia online,
Internet-based access to
WWW resources, Computer
mediated

communication,

using automated response
systems, Campus portal ac
cess to institutional process
and resources).

3.4

C ontem porary approaches

The Internet has sustained a phenomenal growth since the beginning of the
decade. It can be seen as a tool used by everyone to exchange or access work
or personal information.
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W ithin it, people may solve a problem, find an answer to a question, or
communicate with each other.
Nowadays the Internet represents many technological innovations. W ith
online communication delivery via Internet, the distance teaching and learn
ing process becomes more flexible and the human distance interactions be
come more accessible and easier to reach (Stanchev and Iavnov, 1997).
This use of online communication delivery via the Internet to teach and
learn a t a distance is referred as online distance education.
O n lin e D is ta n c e E d u c a tio n - Online distance education represents the
process of extending the teaching and learning process to locations
away from a classroom by using online communication.
O n lin e D is ta n c e T each in g - Online distance teaching represents the
teaching process mediated by the online technology.
O n lin e D is ta n c e L e a rn in g - Online distance learning represents a learn
ing activity where students work on their own at home or at the office
and communicate with faculty and other students via e-mail, elec
tronic forums, videoconferencing, chat rooms, bulletin boards, instant
messaging and other forms of computer-based communication.
The use of the online communication has changed the distance education
process as well the way we learn or teach and the way we interact as a society.
W ithin it the teacher has responsibility to provide ’’caring, accepting,
respecting, and helping social atmosphere” in the education atm osphere
(Merril et al., 2003).
This naturally demands an additional challenge from the teacher point of
view, as he or she has to understand the online communication infrastructure
and at the same time work as skill facilitator as well as content provider,
while remaining focused on his or her teacher role.
Today, distance educators face challenges with regards to the care needed
to provide online distance education environments w ith proper education
models which takes full advantage of the online communication capabilities.
W ithin the online distance education process the teacher stopped being
seen as the centre of the knowledge and started to be seen as a coach or
tutor where the main purpose is to guide the learner to achieve his or her
learning goal (Anderson, 2002).
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A teacher should be able to help and understand learner needs, exam
ine their learning progress and keep learners as well as themselves highly
motivated and capable of self-actualisation.
one of the most appreciated online distance teacher qualities from a
student perspective is being a knowledge specialist, being friendly and ap
proachable (Gaskell and Simpson, 2000).
The teacher is responsible to structure the information in an organised
way and present it in a motivating context to the learner.
It requires th a t, the information presented is credible, respectable, bal
anced and accurate, rigorous and w ith appropriate depth.
Achieving a balance of comfort, control and challenges can be difficult for
the distance teacher, as it depends on many variables like those related with
learners social, psychological and technological virtual learning environment
(Wilson, 1996b).
A qualified online distance education provides and fosters a virtual learn
ing environment w ith online distance independent learners and effective com
munication (Wilson et al., 1993).
All m aterial and activities present in such virtual learning environments
should be consistent and with few distractions (divided into short chunks,
easy to use and intuitive), as the learner tends to easily be distracted with
their surrounding information environment.
Contrary to the face-to-face education it is difficult to provide a quick
answer to learners doubts and therefore those have to be minimised in such
environments. A poorly designed virtual learning environment2 can lead
to learners’ doubts and th a t together w ith communication delays can lead
sometimes to frustration or lack of m otivation (Wilson, 1996b).
Due to the complexity of online distance education, sometimes the
teacher uses the help of an instructional designer3 to design the virtual
learning environment.
Today theories offer advice for pre-determined education m ethods, al
though those are only probable scenarios and are not deterministic (Capitao
and Lima, 2003; Funderstanding, 2001; Perraudeau, 1996).
2Purther information regarding virtual learning environments will be provided on chap
ter 4, section 4.2.
3An instructional designer is someone who has the technological and pedagogical knowl
edge and should work with the teacher advising and helping him or her to design and
implement the most adequate’ distance education methodologies (Wilson, 1996b).
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D is t a n c e e d u c a t io n m o d e ls

Education theories are characterised also by distinct pedagogical philoso
phies (traditional and contemporary).
T ra d itio n a l - The traditional pedagogical philosophy includes the Behav
ioristic and Cognitivist education models. W ithin the traditional ped
agogical philosophy, the teacher decides w hat is im portant for the
learner and designs the module w ith the purpose to conduct the knowl
edge for them .

The Bloom, Gagne, or Reigeluth and Moore tax

onomies are methodologies which aim the definition of the instruc
tional purpose in a cognitive domain. Usually the Bloom taxonomy is
the one elected (Capitao and Lima, 2003).
Today distance education theories tend to implement m ethods which
allow learners to construct their learning w ith more personalised learn
ing activities th a t includes the use of a constructive education theory.
C o n te m p o r a ry - The contemporary pedagogical philosophy includes the
constructivist education model.

Knowledge is constructed by the

learner from experience. Learning is an active process in which learn
ers construct new ideas or concepts based upon their current/past
knowledge.
The teacher should try and encourage students to discover principles
by themselves. The teacher and learner should engage in an active
dialogue. The task of the teacher is to translate information to be
learned into a form at appropriate to the learner’s current state of un
derstanding.
Principles:
• Instruction m ust be concerned w ith the experiences and contexts
th a t make the learner willing and able to learn (readiness).
• Instruction m ust be structured so th a t it can be easily grasped
by the learner (spiral organisation).
• Instruction should be designed to facilitate extrapolation and or
fill in the gaps (going beyond the information given).
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The education models are theories oriented to the teaching process
design, offer guidance for the most adequate m ethods to use in certain
scenarios (Reigeluth, 1999). These education models:
• Are oriented to the content structure.
• Identify the education m ethod who facilitates learning and in
witch situation those methods should be applied.
• Can be applies differently on different situations.
• Do not guarantee results, only enlarge the probability for success.
Education models m ain purpose is to offer guidance for the teaching and
learning practice. There is no perfect education models, they represent mere
guidance, sometimes become useful to joint different methods (Reigeluth and
Frick, 1999; Snelbecker, 1999).
According to Capitao and Lima (2003) these models are divided into the
following categories,
C o n s tru c tiv is t le a r n in g e n v iro n m e n ts (C L E ) o f J o n a s s e n -P re s e n ts
a model for designing constructivist learning environments (CLEs)
th a t emphasises the learner’s role in knowledge construction (meaning
making).
Q uestion/case/problem /project - the focus of any CLE is the question,
case, problem or project th a t becomes the learner’s goal to resolve.
The problem drives the learning, which is the fundam ental difference
between CLEs and objectivist instruction.
O p e n le a rn in g e n v iro n m e n ts (O L E ) o f H a n n a fin , L a n d a n d O liv e r
- As the above model is based on the learner centred apprenticeship.
It promotes the constructivist acquisition of knowledge throughout the
problem resolution.
The CLE of Jonassen model, the OLE of Hannafin and Land and
Oliver are more indicated for a situation where the main aim is to
develop a critical thinking by presenting m ultiple perspectives on real
world problem ’s resolution.
S e le c tin g , O rg a n isin g , I n te g r a tio n (S O I) o f M a y e r - Presents a mod
erate, individual constructivist approach to text design for learners
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engaged in a non-manipulative, non-discovery constructivist learning
environment. He advocates the SOI model for designing text-based
instruction to enable the learner to construct their own meaningful
learning outcomes. The SOI model is intended for the design of in
structional messages.
S = selecting relevant information
0 = organizing information in a meaningful way to the learner
1 = integrating the new information w ith the learner’s prior knowledge
The SOI model is recommended for direct instruction forms as expos
itive learning m ethods such as:
• Learning concepts, learning concept definitions, identifying crit
ical and non critical attributes and present examples and non
examples.
• Learning principles, demonstration, definition and practical prin
ciples.
It sees the learner as constructor of his or her own learning and suggests
learning methods which emphasise discussion.
P r o b le m -C e n te re d C o a c h in g in I n s tr u c tio n o f M e rril - The Merrill
instruction model (problem, activation, dem onstration, application
and integration) lead to pedagogical practices which can be used to
gether with the above practices.
There are also social cognition theories which devotes much attention
to those social factors which influence the cognitive functions. Social
cognitions relate to motivation, expectations and performance (Ban
dura, 2002).
A tte n tio n , R e le v a n c e , C o n fid e n c e a n d S a tis fa c tio n (A R C S ) o f J o h n K e lle r
- The ARCS of John Keller is directed a t the affective domain which
promotes motivation in the learning process, with special consideration
given to attention, relevancy, trust and satisfaction.
From a constructivist point of view the CLE of Jonassen model, the
OLE of Hannafin model, Land and Oliver, SOI of Mayer model and
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the elementary teaching instruction concepts of Merril are the most
common (Reigeluth and Frick, 1999).

3.5

C losing rem arks

In the early days, distance education only allowed low levels of interaction
between the teacher and the learner. Today, w ith online communication it
is possible to achieve higher interaction levels and a faster access to global
information.
W ith the online communication, both teacher and students may now
be as far apart as needed. B ut a distinction m ust be made between an
integrated education model promotes more interactive and effective virtual
learning environments from those which promote mere transmission or con
tent delivery.
After overlooking the main concepts of teaching and learning at a dis
tance, the main idea to retain relates to the following issues:
C o n c e p tu a l fra m e w o rk , s e c tio n 3.2 Identifies the teaching and learn
ing forms as constituent of a distance education process. Furthering,
were also considered: the distance education environment elements,
education theories and the distance education communication process.
E v o lu tio n a n d tre n d s , s e c tio n 3.3 This presents the distance education
history.
C o n te m p o r a ry a p p ro a c h e s , se c tio n 3.4 This addresses today’s dis
tance education tendencies.

C hapter 4

Online distance learning
4.1

In trod u ction

The World W ide Web represents an infrastructure with virtual world forms
and shapes, new relationships, organisations and the learning communities.
These online communities share common goals, ideas and thoughts, they
also exchange information, support each other, create their own relations
and discuss ideas.
Educators see those online communications as information resources to
support learning. Inspired by them they conceive an avalanche of distance
education approaches through the use of a variety of software.
The new environments brought new possibilities for educators. They im
proved distance education techniques and methods and today online tech
nology enables the development of online distance learning environments,
which combines the online tools w ith instructional design models in ju st a
single environment.
More than ever, today’s online distance learning process is seen as a
collaborative and constructive learning process, where students and teacher
construct and transm it their knowledge to each other.

Therefore, these

online learning environments besides integrating an online communication
technology infrastructure, also combine human, social and cultural interac
tions.
Understanding th a t m ixture of hum an relations with the online technol
ogy use to communicate and interact a t a distance is an essential key to the
development of an online distance learning environment.
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The lack of an online community sense could lead people to feelings of
frustration and aggressive behaviours. An online community fosters tru st
among its members and therefore, foster their will to co-operate (Preece,
2000). M aintaining and developing, a learning community sense could pos
itively influence people’s interactions as well as the character of the online
community and their tru st beliefs.
Further, this chapter 4 first illustrates the online distance learning pro
cess, giving a particular importance to developing online communities within
the online distance learning process.
Section 4.2 considers the online learning infrastructure. Section 4.3.2
also addresses the im portance of online learning communities and the need
for co-operative and collaborative actions in the online learning process.
This chapter ends w ith section 4.3, where the online distance learning
challenges are presented. These challenges might directly or indirectly be
related to the online learning process. They enumerate the tru st and per
formance relation within online distance learning.

4.2

Infrastructure

A distance education environment is made of interactions between teachers,
learners, the education institution and communication tools and those leads
to knowledge construction (Holmberg, 1995).
Today, the online communication via the Internet technology becomes a
chosen medium to deliver distance education. Besides, it assembles the tech
nological infrastructure which brings together media, tools, people, places
and information into one community.
The Internet is a tool used by organisations and individuals to commu
nicate, search and share information.
Today, those online tools are gathered instrum ents which facilitate the
learning management and establish a parallel w ith the face-to-face learning
metaphors, like:
• Textbooks;
• Learning activities: and
• Education methods.
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This technology has developed towards providing online infrastructure
tools th a t integrate different communication instrum ents in just one envi
ronment.
The distance education process through the use of online com m unication
can be achieved in two ways:
D is tr ib u te d te a c h in g a n d le a rn in g Represents the uses of various elec
tronic technologies to provide distinct teaching and learning ap
proaches. It can also be used as a complement to face-to-face education
or distance education. Represents the use of different information and
technology tools to teach and learn a t a distance.
L e a rn in g m a n a g e m e n t s y s te m (L M S ) - A learning management sys
tem integrates the online media available into one environment, where
learners, teachers and adm inistrators can interact with each other and
form a virtual learning environment community (Holyfield, 2003).
However the most common way to teach and learn at a distance includes
the use of a learning m anagement system.
4 .2 .1

L e a r n in g m a n a g e m e n t s y s te m s

A learning management systems assists teachers and learners in their learn
ing activities and facilitates the learning process.

They combine hum an

needs and technology in a virtual environment.
Learning management systems are complemented with carefully chosen
instructional tools through which learners and teachers establish their com
munications.
Most of the learning management systems software1 provide an edu
cation environment which comprises reliable content management mech
anisms, synchronous and asynchronous communications tools, assessment
instrum ents, collaboration support tools and record keeping mechanisms:
C o n te n t m a n a g e m e n t - Normally it is SCORM2 compliant and enables
structured knowledge domain modeling, usage tracking, content em1Such as Webct, Blackboard, F irstC lass or Formare.
2SCORM - sharable content object reference model for learning management systems
content exchange which facilitates the information exchange between LMS platforms and
the learning activities management (Holyfield, 2003).
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bedded assessment and individual note taking. It also provides a coher
ent content access interface across all modules, using a tree navigation
m etaphor.
Syn ch ron ou s and asyn ch ron ou s com m u n ication - Synchronous and
asynchronous communication with several interaction choices ranging
from simple text to m ultipart video conferencing.
C ollab oration su p p ort - Through embedded group work tools.
A ssessm en t to o ls - Such as:
• Questionnaire and query authoring;
• Deliverables management; and
• Marking tools.
R ecord keeping m ech an ism s - From supporting a student form or
record to complex and thorough academic record keeping.
An LMS thus provides the teacher and the learner, w ith a more usable
and accessible environment, where they may interact.
The learning management systems can allow the distance learners more
freedom during his or her learning process. It allow distance learners and
teachers access to more open environments, where students interact with
the computer and with other networked learners, W hich learners can have
access, anywhere and anytime, (Jones, 1996; Moore, 1993) to,
• Their learning materials;
• Their learning activities;
• Their teachers and education institution;
Distance educators use such LMS from multiple perspectives to foster
learning activities. These systems are used to provide,
• A complement to face-to-face education ;
• A mix of face-to-face education with a distance learning education
process; or even
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• A completely distance education process.
Nowadays communication instrum ents facilitate the distance education
process management, but technology per se does not make miracles.
It is also im portant to understand the hum an factor within the online
distance education scenario. It is necessary to understand the teacher and
the learner responsibility in the education process, and stop seeing the tech
nology adoption as the main concern issue in the online distance education
process (Bruck, 2000; Elliott et al., 2002; Wilson, 1997b).
Therefore, the distance education process also involves:
• People’s needs and interactions;
• Educational institution’s aims and values;
• Learning contents; and
• Educational methodologies.
Simply studying the development of the online communication media
and the online communication improvement to provide effective distance
education environments is not enough.
W ith those virtual instruction tools, learning can no longer be seen as
a passive activity. It becomes an autonomous activity, where learners are
responsible for such education processes and access and participate actively
in their virtual learning environment (Richards, 2002).
4 .2 .2

V ir tu a l le a r n in g e n v ir o n m e n ts

W ith the current communication infrastructure some authors even agree
th at people use these with the same confidence as they use a library or
other face-to-face facilities (MacMahon and Luca, 2000; Ryder and Wilson,
1996; Wilson, 1996a).
B ut the education process is still fundamentally a hum an, not a techni
cal or economic activity. The learners’ autonomy and dialogue represent a
potential triangle of interaction with such online m edia (Moore, 1993).
W ithin the distance learning process, people are encouraged to work and
co-operate in a collaborative virtual learning environment and therefore con
struct their own knowledge (Brown et al., 1993; Koumpouros, 2000; Wilson,
1996b).
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Educators see those learning communities and web resources as learning
support. A community, sharing common goals, ideas and thoughts among
their members, exchange information.

Its members support each other,

create their own relations and discuss their ideas.
Those communities inspired an avalanche of distance education ap
proaches3 and the use of a variety of software.
Education approaches contem plate more the hum an computer interac
tions and people co-operative actions within a single online learning com
munity (Kumar, 1996; Preece, 2000; Spotts, 1999).
Those online communities serve not only for socialisation, but also to
meet specific learning goals and support. More than ever, distance educators
see the online distance learning process as a constructive learning process
built up through collaborative learning interactions (Brooks and Brooks,
1999; Brown et al., 1993; Perkins, 1991; Ryder, 2004).
W ith those tools it becomes easier to develop successful virtual learning
environments more adapted to the education context, which facilitate the
distance education process (Capitao and Lima, 2003; Moore and Kearsley,
1996).
A virtual learning environment should use an effective technological me
diated environment presenting a credible, respectable, balanced and accu
rate, often rigourous and appropriated information depth.
According to Cavanaugh (2002) a qualified virtual learning environment
depends on a clear and precise information and communication to students.
Students need access to clear, complete and timely information on,
• Module requirements, technical requirements, prerequisites skills,
equipment requirements, support services, financial resources, costs
and admissions.
• Tuition, m aterials, interaction, learning expectations and learn
ers/teacher support; it also should provide information regarding
• Qualitative feedback regarding learners performance, needs, and
acheivements.
Any successful distance educator understands and recognises the tim e
and the effort necessary for planning and developing their online distance
3Some of those instructional design methodologies are addressed in chapter 3.
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learning process.
An effective virtual learning environment (VLE) should offer students
opportunities to interact through more than one media channel and the
student should become proficient a t choosing the most appropriat channel
for her or his specific needs (email, chat discussion forum, listserv, or phone,
audio-video conference, fax or even face-to-face meetings).
W ithin the online distance learning scenarios, the teacher as a coach
provides and facilitates guidance, which gradually decreases as learners be
come more proficient. He or she also mediates, diagnoses, and scaffolds the
communication and facilitates the discussion, their key role being to support
the community (Preece, 2000).
This new infrastructure reimposes the use of a multidimensional problem
in the distance education structure. Besides the module m aterials, learn
ing activities and strategies it also regards learners needs, beliefs, feelings,
culture and social interactions (Wilson, 1996b).
More than ever it is im portant to study and develop effective virtual
learning environments and to think of issues such as isolation and the im
portance of social interaction on the learning context (Wesley, 2002; Wilson,
1996b).
As Preece (2000) states, the essential role of an educator is to facili
tate construction of knowledge throughout experimental, contextual, and
cultural methods in the real world.

4.3

L earning online

Students consider learning online im portant special those in higher educa
tion, some of them even showing their preference for online distance learning
over the face-to-face environment (Greenspan, 2002; Sousa et al., 2004).
Although, learning online implies a need to respect and understand stu
dents’ diversity and various learning styles by providing information diver
sity.
Even given the best plan, program, m aterials and students, distance edu
cators also recognise within their virtual learning environment the influence
of online mediation in the teaching and learning distance process (Alberta,
1999).
Moreover, according to Carswell (1997) and contradicting some initial
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preconceived ideas, the use of the Internet as a communication medium to
teach and learn at a distance has no significant effect on student’s learning
outcomes.
However a computer and, consequently, technology cannot be a substi
tu te of human social interaction. It cannot substitute a friend, family or
work colleagues. Computers simply cannot transm it the emotions felt with
the simple act of a father telling a story to his son. The reason is due to the
fact th at these communication interactions come together with sub-linear,
feelings and caressing messages th a t a com puter cannot transm it (Wilson,
1997b).
T hat is why the computer integration in the learning community takes
a long time, sometimes many years, w ith a continuing need for help to
resisting communities members to accommodate technology into their lives.
The same time as it took, for example, the car, or the telephone to be
adopted in our daily lives.
As pointed out by Haythornthwaite et al. (2000) established rules of
behaviour, conduct and expression th a t help individuals to know and un
derstand how to behave in the online space, and how to expect others to
behave take tim e to be accommodated.
These intrinsic social rules are the rules th a t help the online distance
learning communities feel comfortable in their environment, allowing their
members to invest tim e and tru st in their ties w ith others.
As they build stronger and more intim ate ties, they gain access to the
kind of support and continuity th a t underpins each community, as people
see themselves in a society (Spotts, 1999).
Nevertheless, a simple promotion of collaboration environments among
the community members at a distance, is complex and challenging.
As Hudson (2002) highlights, it can be counter-productive to provide
participants w ith simply ’’free-willing” communication activities w ithin such
online distance learning community environments.
This arises from the fact these possible actions can affect a persons’
cross-cultural beliefs (Bandura, 2002).
It is then im portant to understand the online learning interactions dy
namism, so to be able to provide confidence feelings to those stressed, fearful
or tim id individuals. They will be able, then, to take leadership roles within
the virtual learning environment.
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Therefore, a collaborative environment m ust be maintained through a
well structured and goal-oriented learning environment (Soloman and Felder,
2002; Wilson, 1996b).
Things th a t in a face-to-face learning scenario are already intrinsic in
people’s minds and beliefs as learners expectations, in an online learning
environment still need to be developed and formed in each culture.
Adding to th at is the fact th at, in an online distance education scenario,
students and teacher need to receive a ’’dual education” . They learn,
• how to use new technology; and
• how to gain experience within an online distance scenario; as well as,
• the subject m atter for the program.
Those cognition’s, according to Bandura (2002) can be related w ith peo
ples motivation, expectations and performances.
4 .3 .1

L ea rn ers e x p e c t a t io n s

People usually set goals for themselves, plan actions and foresee possible
consequences of their plans before and during their course of action. Their
aims are to produce their desired outcomes and avoid the undesired ones.
Those desired outcomes motivate and evaluate their self investment, and
during th a t process they can reach positive and negative reactions on their
performance, cultivate new competencies or modeling influences.
Today, communication technologies provide people with direct access to
information, but within any tool they m ust experience sufficient success in
using it and must feel the need to use it, to value their efficacy.
Prom oting encouragement for the online communication use among the
online learning community helps to support and establish a social context
community. This provides a more effective learning, individual performance
as well as sharing of knowledge and avoids feelings of disconnection and
isolation (Richards, 2002; Rovai, 2002).
Online technologies now represent the bridge between the face-to-face
communities and electronic communities for educators and learners, who
cannot be present at the same place and sometimes in time. Those tech
nologies provide a virtual learning environment where collaboration is a
ongoing process where knowledge is constructed.
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In spite of being difficult, to know exactly why students tend to drop
out, Stevenson (2000) believes th a t learners unm et expectations regarding
their teachers and their online support might be one of the factors.
Therefore it is im portant for a teacher to understand his or her students’
needs and expectations as these can be used to help the institutions and the
individuals to improve their quality of learning.
Students typically work in co-operative groups rather than individually.
They tend to focus on projects th a t require solutions to problems rather
than on instructional sequences th a t require learning of certain content skills
(Conway, 1997; Fosnot, 1996).
Altogether, those results elucidate the increasing research need to un
derstand factors th a t influence learners’ and teachers’ resistance to Internet
technology use and which may develop and foster their online learning com
munity.
They also help to understand the factors th a t could or should help dis
tance educators get a b etter grasp of learning m ethods and help them to
establish the necessary bridges between teachers and learners in their new
online learning culture.
4 .3 .2

O n lin e c o m m u n itie s

The feeling of belonging to a group, feelings th a t perm it each member to
share a common knowledge, learn a common subject, or share the same aims
can also be found within an online community.
According to Blanchard and Markus (2004), an online sense of commu
nity includes feelings of membership, of group influence and virtual belong
ing.
Those online sense of community, according toBlanchard and M arkus
(2004); Wilson (2001), can be fostered by the sensations of:
• Member recognition;
• Reciprocal identification of themselves and others;
• Giving and receiving support;
• Em otional attachm ent to the community; and
• Obligation to the community.
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Although such sense of community is not uniform, it can change accord
ing to the participation level and the perceived benefits from participation.
An online sense of community can be represented by a hum an affective re
sponse and a set of behaviours.
Moreover, for this natural social communication to happen it should in
clude a contextual information environment with gestures, voice tone, body
language... things which are difficult to transm it or achieve through online
technology and which are needed in an education environment.
According to Rocha and Goni (2004), 55% of the information transm itted
by a hum an being to another is non-verbal, where 35% is transm itted by
the voice tone, and only 10% is transm itted by words or text.
The lack of those face-to-face non-verbal cues in an online communi
cation could affect or change the way distance educators perceive and the
development of peoples’ online sense of community as well as their beliefs,
expectations and feelings towards it. Research efforts should also focus on
finding ways to provide and complement people’s non-verbal cues in trans
mission online context (Rice, 1987, 1993).
Even a t a distance, teachers should know their students on a personal
level and should m aintain the online community bond actively during the
module fulfilment.
In the same way, learners should encourage interactions with their
teacher and form an online community (Wilson, 1997a).
In the end, the understanding, planning and developing of effective com
munications and interactions are essential foundations to provide an online
sense of presence within an online community (Blanchard and Markus, 2004;
Boyd, 2002; Preece, 2000; Riegelsberger and Sasse, 2002).
Furtherm ore building a sense of community within an online learning en
vironment is im portant for knowledge construction. An online community
facilitates the discussion and solves eventual communication problems, by
meeting user needs and keeping the group focused (Rovai, 2002). Success
ful online distance learning needs care to support and make sure th a t the
technology fits in w ith core values and goals (Wilson, 1997b).
O nline com m u n ity
An online community is formed through a strong and identifiable need to
communicate or interact with a particular community, in this case to com
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municate and interact online. The members of communities have a strong
need to exchange ideas and information among them (Preece, 2000; Rheingold, 1998).
People represent the heart beat of any community although within an
online community the online communication also represents a strong p art
in it. This is despite the belief of some th a t the Internet will never be a
substitute of face-to-face hum an interactions.
According to Preece (2000) an online community nowadays does enable
meaningful communication among people separated by distance, time, and
to some extent by culture.
People usually form an online community for a vast number of reasons:
• To provide information support;
• To form special interest groups (Sigs) and forae; and
• To interact w ith each others.
People join an online community in order to:
• To buy or to exchange a product;
• To work and to establish a network connection w ith work colleagues;
• To learn and to teach; or
• To meet new people or to exchange ideas, for fun or even to connect
w ith their families.
W ithin the virtual communities people learn how to think critically, to
analyse and synthesise information, to learn how to solve problems in such
variety of contexts. Such environments allow students to learn in a relatively
realistic, cognitively m otivating and socially enriched learning context (Leigh
and MacGregor, 1992; Preece, 2000). Because those communities members
share similar aims and feelings and because they are willing to co-operate,
learners are enabled to learn together as a group and benefit from the shared
resources, ideas and beliefs.
As a community people:
• Work w ith the same communication tools w ithin it;
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• Develop the necessary skills to communicate with less constraints; and
• Support each other (psychologically, technically, didactically and pedagogically...) throughout their learning and teaching activities.
Teachers and learners are supported within the online community and
they foster interactions.
Overall, an online distance education community assures teachers and
learners social relations, feelings, expectations, needs and motivations. This
is because at a distance teachers and learners continue to need support,
encouragement and opportunities to innovate. As discussed before, they
need the feeling of belonging to a community with the same shared values,
norms and rules.
4 .3 .3

C o -o p e r a tio n a n d c o lla b o r a tio n

According to Wesley (2002), an online distance learning environment must
involve people’s will to co-operate. It is through those co-operative actions
th at teachers and learners construct their knowledge, skills, attitudes, val
ues, sense and emotions. Therefore, there is a need to consider the social
and cultural ramifications of such environments (Brooks and Brooks, 1999;
Brown et al., 1993; Perkins, 1991; Ryder, 2004).
Interest in the concepts of collaboration and co-operaction can be traced
back to the 1970s and earlier and gain particular emphasis in the late 1980s.
According to M oran and Ian (1993) these issues cover vast areas and those
are difficult to understand even in the simplest forms.
C o -o p e ra tio n . A co-operative learning environment represents the learner
and teacher acting to work together, to joint efforts towards one same
end.
C o lla b o ra tio n . A collaborative learning environment represents a learn
ing structure where students work in groups, m utually searching for
understandings, solutions, meanings or creating a product.
Collaboration represents the m utual engagement of participants in co
ordinating efforts to solve a problem together, and co-operation represents
the division of labor among the participants (Lehtinen et al., 2002).
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W ithin a virtual learning environment, such factors represent a process
where learners may work together and support each other and use a variety of
tools and information resources in the pursuit of learning goals and problem
solving activities (Keith et al., 1993).
Collaborative virtual learning environments consider instruction as an
environment and give emphasis to the ’’place” or ’’space” where learning oc
curs. These represent communities of learners who work together on projects
and learning agendas, supporting and learning from one another, as well as
from the physical environment (Wilson, 1996b).
On the other hand, at a distance or face-to-face people’s interactions need
people to undertake co-operative actions. This constant interaction am idst
the community members seems to create a more motivating environment
than an isolating one (Moore and Thompson, 1997; Preece, 2000).
Healthy online communication integrates a community th a t works to
gether for some purpose and th a t provokes synergy to foster and construct
a healthy learning environment. Otherwise, according to Lehtinen et al.
(2002) an unhealthy online community th a t does not tru st each other to
co-operate, will not fulfil their needs and th a t could damage their learning
or their working achievements.
People’s co-operative interactions lead to a richer online distance learning
process with more collaborative and realistic learning social context (Hedestig, 2004; Lehtinen et al., 2002; M oran and Ian, 1993).
According to Hudson (2002), collaboration represents a genuine interde
pendence involving a shared sense of purpose, a division of labor and joint
activity opened for examination, elaboration and change by all w ithin the
peer group. So, the underlying premise of collaborative virtual learning en
vironments is based upon consensus building up through group co-operation
(Panitz, 1996).
Therefore, people’s co-operative actions among their members lead to
constructivist learning environments. A constructivist learning environment
is an environment where learners work together and support each other and
use a variety of tools and information resources to pursuit a learning goal
or solve a problem (Leigh and MacGregor, 1992).
People’s successful relations are achieved by providing a collaborative vir
tual learning environment with the necessary mechanisms, resources, guid
ance, feedback and support (Brooks and Brooks, 1999; Fosnot, 1996; Kum ar,
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1996; Oliver, 1999; Perraudeau, 1996; Ryder, 2004; Ryder and Wilson, 1996).

4.4

C losing rem arks

Today, online infrastructures reimpose the use of a multidimensional prob
lem in distance education structure, besides the module materials, learning
activities and strategies. Regards also need to be given to learners’ needs,
beliefs, feelings, culture and social interactions.
Online communication can enable users to a simpler virtual learning en
vironment with higher interactions where learners’ autonomy and dialogue
represent a potential triangle of human interaction through such online in
structional tools.
It is then im portant to plan and develop an effective virtual learning envi
ronm ent to promote a community sense, avoiding isolating feelings, m eeting
expectations and prom oting and facilitating interaction and accommodating
individual and group differences.
An online community is developed through a strong and identifiable need
to communicate, interact and exchange information.
In those communities, together with the online communication tools,
people represent the heart beat of the community. They provide and develop
virtual learning environments which allow students to learn in a relatively
realistic, cognitively m otivating and social enriching learning context.
W ithin it a new distance education model promotes people’s online col
laboration and co-operative behaviours am idst the online learning commu
nities th a t have emerged.
The previous sections consider some im portant aspects of the online
distance learning process.
I n f r a s tr u c tu r e , s e c tio n 4.2 focuses on the online distance learning com
munication infrastructure and addresses the influence in the learners’
knowledge construction. It also evaluates the influence of online tool
use to exchange people’s ideas and thoughts, feelings, beliefs and needs.
L e a rn in g o n lin e, s e c tio n 4.3 begins by addressing learners’ needs, ex
pectations, feelings regarding the online distance learning process and
then presents the online community concept and focuses on the hu
m an relations fostered by the continuous use of online communications
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mechanisms to communicate.
It describes the im portance of the online distance learning community
development to provide effective learning.
It also addresses the importance of fostering collaborative virtual
learning environments and people’s co-operative behaviours within the
online communities to improve their learning and work achievements
and construct their knowledge.

C hapter 5

Trust and perform ance
5.1

In trod u ction

Trust is a key to create positive relationships in various settings.
Trust is the central key to a hum an relation, it is the glue th a t holds
m ost co-operative relations together.
W ithin an online distance learning scenario tru st may be perceived as a
trade between individuals and between people and the technology.
Trust is present in so many moments in our life th a t we sometime con
sider it unconsciously. Although, consciously or unconsciously of their exis
tence tru st represents an im portant key of our day life relationships.
Trust contemplates a complex two way interrelationship between the
individuals who are constituent of a society. To establish a trustful relation
implies peoples’ permissions to share knowledge, sharing delegation and co
operative actions. A true relationship depends on m utual tru st between
partners.
To understand tru st and its influence inside a hum an relationship is an
im portant issue, as well as understanding its implications and im portance
inside a social community of learners, workers, partners, or friends. Such
understanding becomes more im portant, specially when those relationships
are made online.
In a virtual learning environment providing an adequate online technol
ogy and a careful learning design per se does not ensure success. It also
implies an online trustful environment with people willing to interact and
work in a collaborative environment, to be successful.
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This chapter provides an overview on tru st and describes its relation
w ith the online distance learning process. It also explains the im portance of
using effective performance assessment measures when teaching and learning
at a distance.
Section 5.2, defines tru st and emphasises its influence and im portance
as a hum an social phenomena within the online learning environment.
Finally, section 5.3 defines the learning performance objectives and the
use of proper assessment techniques to evaluate and m aintain effective online
distance learning processes.

5.2

Trust

Everyday, and often w ithout any reflection, we place our trust in people
and in services those people provide: we tru st our friends will not betray
our confidence, th a t our food will not be poison, we tru st our teacher and
parents to tell us the tru th and teach us well, tru st our country, hope th a t
people listen to us. The list is practically endless and staggeringly broad.
For the most part, the tru st we place in others and the actions we take are
largely unreflective.
However, there are occasions when our evaluation is broken or is weak
ened and in which we have to give more thought to evaluating the risk of
some tru st assignment.
Trust is a complex phenomena, thus defining its key elements and a t
tributes in ’’single static ” definition is not possible because of tru st dynamic
characteristics.
People’s tru st relations change through time.

In the earlier stage of

the relation it assumes a cognitive level and then during the relationship
development it assumes a ’’m ature” stage, during which it crosses to the
emotional level (Lewicki and Bunker, 1996).
C o g n itiv e level o f t r u s t - people’s cognitive level of tru st is assumed at
the beginning of the relationship.
E m o tio n a l level o f t r u s t - people’s emotional level of tru st is assumed
later, when the relation becomes stronger.
Trust reaches the cognitive level during the beginning of the relationship.
This period is when building trustful feelings becomes more im portant, as it
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is the moment in time th a t trust is more fragile. Later the during emotional
level of trust occurs when the relationship becomes stronger.
After gaining people’s trust, violating th a t tru st is dangerous, especially,
if it occurs in the beginning of the relationship because it can have a future
impact on the relationship.
D is tr u s t feeling. Feelings of distrust inside of a relationship, either im
plicit or explicit, can lead or motivate thoughts and emotions of re
venge and become very difficult to be repaired (Tyler and Degoey,
1996).
Repairing th a t tru st bond afterwards is difficult because recovering the
tru st betrayed is a bilateral process and requires both people’s willingness.
It is then im portant to understand people’s interactions to be able to
understand their trust, as well as understand their implications and their
importance inside a social community of learners, workers, partners, or just
within a group of friends.
T hat understanding becomes more im portant, when those relationships
are formed online. Because people’s online relations can be developed w ith
out frontiers, i.e., within an online environment peoples’ relations cross cul
tures and peoples’ beliefs, they are shaped within distinct social values and
context.
To sum up, tru st is represented in so many moments in our daily life
th a t we sometimes consider it unconsciously. Although, consciously or un
consciously of their existence, trust represents an im portant key of our re
lationships. Trust is somewhat difficult to define or difficult to develop,
m aintain or measure. Studying the tru st effect on the individuals’ and or
ganisations’ affordances online is im portant as it might be the case of success
or failure (Weinstein, 2005).
5 .2 .1

B a s ic c o n c e p ts

To establish tru st implies at least the development of a relationship between
one person of an organisation, or a tool, or a process (a t r u s t o r ) and another
person (the tr u s te e ) (Giddens, 1991).
T r u s to r - The person,.organisation, tool or object who or which is trusted.
T ru s te e - one who trusts another person, organisation, tool, or process.
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Usually, the trustee is a person who is willing to ascribe an intention,
a m otivation, an interest or a goal to another person or another object
(website, a server, a group, a society, an institution) (Preece, 2000).
Further, after th at tru st bond is established it needs to be maintained as
tru st floats and changes throughout time; it is a dynamic condition. Trust
definition is complex, due to is dynamic nature and it is a constant engaged
within the hum an relation development.
As pointed out by Hawthorn (1998) trust is founded on peoples’ beliefs,
on m utual self-interest and in functional interdependence.
T h at may be the reason for the lack of consensus among authors regard
ing tru st definition and their degree of influence. Even so, most authors
agree th a t tru st is a key to providing positive interpersonal relationships in
various settings (Lewicki and Bunker, 1996; Mcknight and Chervany, 1996).
To Lewicki and Bunker (1996) tru st is the central key to a hum an re
lation. It is the glue th a t holds most co-operative relationships together.
Hence, a m ajor violation of tru st is not a simple isolated interpersonal event;
rather, it is a significant event th a t is likely to have impact on the parties
and on the relationship.
5 .2 .2

S o c ia l p h e n o m e n a

Trust is a concept which receives attention in social science literature: psy
chology (Giddens, 1991), sociology (Hawthorn, 1998), political science (Luhmann, 1998), economics (Dasgupta, 1998; Gellner, 1998), anthropology, his
tory, socio-biology (Batenson, 1998), computer science (Castelfranchi and
Falcone, 2001; Shneiderman, 2000) and education (Tschannen-Moran, 2001).
Trust is a central key to people’s interaction and how we form a rela
tion (social interaction), at distance or face-to-face. Trust is an im portant
element in,
• providing effective social hum an relations;
• creating, developing and maintaining working, organisational, or net
working relationships; and in
• developing economic relations, or in the m arketing exchange; also is
an im portant element in
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• creating, developing and m aintaining a school environment, as well as
an online distance education environment.
Overall, tru st can be seen from two main perspectives,
• there are those researchers who think of tru st as an im portant mile
stone for forming an organisational life, to facilitate economic transac
tions or as a political influence as Bachrach and G am betta (2001);
Kramer and Tyler (1996); Meyerson et al. (1996); Roderick et al.
(1996); Tschannen-M oran (2003);
• there are others who see the tru st influence in developing effective
co-operation and communication relationships among people, as Gam eta (1998); Lewicki and Bunker (1995); Tschannen-M oran (2001);
Tschannen-M oran and Hoy (1998).
So, as cited above trust is a social and psychological phenomena where
a person may have tru st in an occurrence if he or she expects such leads to
a behavior. Moreover, in cases where th a t trust bond occurs it can provoke
positive motivations and if not it can provoke negative motivations.
To understand people’s tru st we need to understand also their surround
ing environment, as those trust fluctuations depend on social context1.
Trust as a social phenomena contemplates a complex two way relation
ship between the individuals who are constituents of a society (Good, 1998).
Trust is a key element in forming peoples’ interactions and these need to be
established and maintained.
5 .2 .3

O n lin e c o m m u n itie s

The question to be addressed is:
’’How will the rapid technological evolution of the internet as
a medium for social intercourse and commerce forces us to alter
our definition and context for tru st.” (Merill, 1999)
Many authors2 agree th a t the clear understanding of tru st elements and
how it can be built and developed in a hum an social environment is not
1People’s social external and internal conditions.
2A s those cited above.
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only a benefit for each individual, bu t also can be an im portant element for
structured groups or a community and a society.
Trust demands co-operation and interdependence and has been recog
nised as the most efficient mechanism for the community development (Elofson, 2001). Trust is also im portant in developing com puter supported co
operative and collaborative work among those online distance learning com
munities and consequently those co-operative actions will be able to nurture
successful online social interaction (Castelfranchi and Falcone, 2001; Falcone
et al., 2001; Preece, 2000; Wilson, 1997a).
To establish a trustful relation implies people’s permissions, sharing
knowledge and co-operative actions. Likewise, a pure relationship depends
on m utual tru st between partners.
Trust also represents the expectation th a t arises within a community.
Such community must share feelings of honesty, and co-operative behaviors,
those baaed on common shared norms and cultural beliefs (Shneiderman,
2000).

Trust relies on confidence in relationships between two or more persons
or between an occurrence (Giddens, 1991).
Although, as said before, trusting someone is a risk, a risk to interact
and believe in another person or object. And developing these tru st bonds
within an online community can become a even bigger risk.
Trust and p e o p le s’ p ast exp erien ces
People’s tru st is based on her or his previous experiences and group initial
contact (Elofson, 2001).
Such tru st when formed in an online community is developed at a dis
tance using young and unstable communication tools and within a recent
social environment.
According to Giddens (1991), when people approach to a new experience,
what they try to do is to apply rules th a t have governed in previous similar
experiences to gain their tru st in an occurrence or in a person.
Thus, in an online distance learning scenario, people will use their past
experiences, in this case their face-to-face education experience to establish
their tru st bond in a person or in a occurrence, and if those past hopes are
not fulfilled people tend to be less m otivated to tru st (Good, 1998).
As refereed before in chapter 3, section 3.3 online education settings
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bring characteristics closer to those found in face-to-face education settings,
closer enough to prom ote a sense of deceptive familiarity which sooner or
later threatens the distance education process.
Therefore, people’s past influenced and beliefs can be influenced by their
tru st in the online education environment, and those tru st beliefs can lead
them to frustration feelings or lack of m otivation if their trust expectations
are not meet.
The tru st development inside an online community is a valuable resource
to their members, as it will help to support and build relationships w ithin it,
as those online social interactions come surrounded w ith the ideas of tru st,
loyalty, and recognition (Bies and Tripp, 1996; Falcone and Castelfranchi,
2001; Lewicki and Bunker, 1996).
Information and communication technology concerns the or
ganizations of interactions between computers, between humans,
and between humans and computers3. Naturally, this interest in
the interactions characterisation has been brought to the tru st
concept (Jones and Firozabadi, 2001).
But, building tru st in such environments represents a higher risk as peo
ples’ interactions and social communications cannot be achieved when en
countering communication difficulties (Bachrach and G am betta, 2001).
The computer m ediated communications technologies are not yet sophis
ticated enough to inspire tru st in users. As pointed out by N athan et al.
(2002) it can be more difficult to develop tru st in an online setting th an a
face-to-face one and consequently, it may be harder to trust an institution
or a teacher th at we cannot see or touch, th an a teacher we can find in the
corridors, see and get to know in real life as we normally understand it.
W ithin an online distance learning scenario, tru st may be perceived as a
trade between individuals and between people and technology. My interest
here is to study and understand student’s tru st and performance relations
in such scenarios.
Rocco (1998) believed as well th a t co-operation and trust relations in an
electronic context, are possible, although they are weaker than in a face-toface co-operation. As here most of human non verbal cues are not transm it
ted and humans can more easily omit their personality.
3Known as Human Computer Interaction research area.
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Rocco (1998) even proposes a punctual face-to-face meeting to increase
trust, as tru st is the prerequisite for collaborative task success, and trusting
someone at a distance involves risks between those individuals.
Therefore, the development of tru st am idst such online communities can
foster peoples’ online interaction relations and consequently lead to people’s
online co-operative behaviours (Gameta, 1998; Good, 1998).
It is through those online community collaborative environments th a t
people acquire their knowledge and skills.
Thus, there is a need to understand how online information and commu
nications technologies have influenced and modified people’s tru st beliefs,
expectations and motivations and their social interactions (Castelfranchi
and Falcone, 2001).
Right know, the trust phenomena research in the online information and
communications technologies can be seen from two main approaches, from
those who study and understand the online tru st development:
• As a technological social phenomenon. In these approach new techno
logical infrastructures are studied and developed to foster and main
tain tru st among their users (Boyd, 2002; Elofson, 2001; Grandison
and Sloman, 2000; Jones and Firozabadi, 2001); or
• As a hum an social phenomenon, based on hum an social and psycho
logical relations. These, research studies regard new ways of using dif
ferent online technologies to foster online trustful relations among the
online community members or among online technology users (Castel
franchi, 2001; Castelfranchi and Pedone, 2002; Jarvenpaa and Leidner,
1998; Shneiderman, 2000).
It is im portant to recreate tru st within an online distance learning envi
ronment as a new area of study, and do the re-conceptualization of the tru st
problem w ithin those social computer m ediated communications.
There is a need to study more these new social traditions applied then
into the online electronic environments and online learning communities
(Castelfranchi and Pedone, 2002; Shneiderman, 2000; Wilson, 1997a).
The same applies to tru st cognitive and affective tru st components and
their integration in a computer m ediated technology environment. Such phe
nomena are considered im portant in a face-to-face social interaction bu t so
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little studied when in online learning communities (Gameta, 1998; Giddens,
1991; Lewicki and Bunker, 1995).
Ju st studying tru st w ithin the information and communication technol
ogy system security per se is not enough to foster and m aintain trustful
relationships. It is also im portant to address the social and physiological in
terconnectedness of tru st w ith the online communication technology. Those
new technologies have deeply modified our social relations traditional forms
(Castelfranchi and Pedone, 2002).
This kind of language - trust, relationship, forgiveness - is difficult to
find when referring to online distance education scenarios. Few refer to
the interconnectedness of the technology and the hum an social interaction,
specially when on the online distance learning case focused.
5 .2 .4

O n lin e d is ta n c e le a r n in g

The increased omnipresence of network technologies are the preceptor of
new social problems and uncertainties. As referred before, there is a need to
study the possible interference of a com puter computer-mediated commu
nication with a hum an com puter interaction relation and the online hum an
relations.
There is a relevant difference between tru st online and in offline contexts
(Castelfranchi, 2001). As said before in an online context users hardly make
eye or gestual contact w ith their partners. Such online distance commu
nication if not well cared for, implies a lack of dimensions of: character,
personality, nature of the relationship, institutional values, familiarity, shar
ing of system values, gender, age, role, social status, occupation or body
language... those which we normally rely on to form attitudes or base deci
sions of trust.
New tru st sights and new legal and social rules are necessary for building
tru st in the information communication technology societies. And more
research need to be conducted to validate the relationship between users’
online tru st experienced feelings and beliefs, specially within online distance
learning networks.
Castelfranchi and Falcone (2001) also reinforces the need to define tru st
roles and behavior in those online societies, as, things so easily traceable
in face-to-face interactions could represent obstacles to the online tru st.
Thereby it becomes im portant to establish the learners’ tru st emotions and
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relations development within an online learning environment (Lewicki and
Bunker, 1996).
For a virtual learning environment to prosper within those network tech
nologies, learners m ust be willing to use the learning resources and to engage
in a online interaction with their teacher or collegues in a order to support
their own learning 4.
W ithin the online learning environment they need to have more control
over the story line, the flow, the content, and the meaning of the text. They
become more self-learners, control more of their surrounding environment
and participate more in flexible conversations and discussions, reducing the
gap between student and teacher5.
According to G arton et al. (1997) to develop effective co-operative ac
tions among learners is im portant within an online community.
For a learner the decision to attend an online distance learning module
is not easy to make. He or she faces the risk of losing time, money, effort
or ju st failure and those risk decisions could affect their ability to trust,
therefore affecting their learning achievements.
He or she has to face the risk of trusting an institution or a teacher to
be able to fulfil their expectations. If those expectations and beliefs are
not fulfilled he or she could feels unm otivated and tends to not co-operate
and this could lead to lower performance. As Worchel (1979) stated the
potential cost of making a bad tru st bond has become drastically higher,
than the cost of not offering trust.
Under such conditions, learners’ tru st motivations should become a t least
as im portant as learners’ technical skills, knowledge, cultural, social, psy
chological and information processing factors.
L earners tr u st m otivation s
Motivation is a complex concept, closely aligned w ith the will to learn, and
encompassing feelings of self-esteem, self efficacy, effort, self regulation, locus
of control and goal orientation. The psychological feature provides incentive
for a person to act, to believe or expect.
4For further information, see chapter 4
5Further information regarding face-to-face education and distance education is avail
able in chapter 3
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Motivation is the driving force (desire) behind all actions of an organism
and is the reason for the action.
Students’ m otivation can be regarded as intrinsic or extrinsic (Newstead
and Hoskins, 1999).
In tr in s ic m o tiv a tio n . An intrinsically m otivated student is the student
who enjoys the challenge of learning.
E x trin s ic m o tiv a tio n . An extrinsically m otivated student is the student
who is concerned w ith his or her grades. It implies a means to an end,
as a graduate student to be approved in their academic year.
B oth motivations can be seen in a group of students with the same goal.
Thus, their achievement motivations are difficult to measure.
Students achievement motivation can be measured as higher or lower
strength. A lower strength motivated student or an unm otivated student is
a student who for some reason:
• Does not understand his or her main purpose,
• See himself or herself as incompetent,
• Or feel th a t he or she has little control of the surrounding environment.
According to Stevenson (2000) these two ’’m otivating” feelings can be
easily found in an online distance learning environment.
A student becomes demotivated towards their learning goals when the
online distance education approach does not satisfy students’ expectations
or beliefs, or when the online distance student feels th at,
• He or she does not understand because of failures in communications
within the online learning environment;
• Difficulties in use of the communication technology available i.e., learn
ers technology phobia, or
• He or she is lost w ithin the virtual learning environment because it is
not well planned and clearly structured for the students.
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To provide higher m otivated students it is necessary to develop ways to
foster trustful relationships among online learning communities.
This collaboration enables teachers to follow more effectively students
learning needs and expectations within online learning scenarios. Instruc
tional designers, teachers and learners are most effective when they partici
pate w ithin a community where there is cultural and experiences exchange
(such collaboration among them leads to learning) (Williams, 2003; Wilson,
1996a; Wilson et al., 1993).
Therefore, learners’ outcome depend heavily on trust, because learner
tru st beliefs in their learning environment provide students’ co-operative
behaviours and therefore enable them to engage in a constructive learning
environment6.
Online learning processes, as performed nowadays, gives a strong empha
sis on learners, as opposed to teacher in a face-to-face scenario. Learners here
are expected to be self-motivated, self-guided, and self-regulating. Students
must comprehend their achievement and request assistance when needed.
Online communication tools should provide the engagement and encourage
students’ learning performance (Williams, 2003).
5 .2 .5

C o -o p e r a tio n a n d c o lla b o r a tio n

It is agreed th a t the productivity and adaptability of schools can be en
hanced by creating structures th a t facilitate collaboration among teachers
and learners providing them to reflect critically on their own teaching prac
tice.
Trust is seen an im portant element in providing co-operation actions and
therefore enabling the development of collaborative environments among
humans in learning communities (Tschannen-Moran, 2001).
Trust in a school setting is an im portant element. Teachers need to
tru st their colleagues as well as their principals to co-operate to perform ef
fectively and successfully inside their school scenario. The same happens
within teacher and students relationships.

Students need to trust their

teacher and their competencies to learn effectively (Tschannen-Moran, 2001;
Tschannen-M oran and Hoy, 1998).
6Further information regarding online constructive learning environment is available
chapter 4
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A positive school climate has to regard trust, behaviours, feelings and
security among the school community, or learning community, to make dif
ferential impacts on the quality of peoples performance.
Accordingly, any co-operative environments need to have trust, as w ith
out a tru st relation those environments tend to inhibit the level of collabora
tion th a t goes on7 (Castelfranchi and Pedone, 2002). An atmosphere of tru st
can improve group effectiveness, communication, organizational citizenships
and achievement (Gameta, 1998).
Constructivist learning requires more preparation from the students,
teachers, and schools, and more cultivated sense of tru st and belonging
within schools groups (Wilson, 2001). Many online instructors have learned
th a t their classes will rise or fall depending on the strong sense of tru st,
good will, and connectedness among participants.
Therefore, tru st in school community represents an im portant element
of organisational life. In such a complex structure as the online distance
learning environment, tru st relationships represent p art of peoples’ social
online organisational life, th a t is waiting to be studied.
The following section 5.3 describes the main performance related issues
and establishes the relation w ith the online distance education process.

5.3

P erform ance

An assessment process intends to reveal w hat students understand, know
and can do. Measuring a performance enables the identification of students
learning outcomes, based on collected evidence and judgments according to
established assessment criteria and based on various assessment techniques.
A s s e s s m e n t - assessment regards the process of collecting information,
on student achievements and performance.

A balanced assessment

includes a variety of assessment tasks. Ongoing diagnostic assessment
provides information instruction and improves student performance
(Consortium, 2003).
P e r fo r m a n c e - student’s performance relates to a list of students skills
and cognitions th a t students should acquire throughout their learning
7For further information regarding co-operation and collaboration see chapter 4, in
subsection 4.3.2
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process, those enable him or her to do or act according to learning
performance aims previously determined (Organization, 2002).
According to Palm er and Crain (2001) the performance assessment has
three basic components,
• The learning performance,
• The established criteria i.e., performance objectives, and
• The observer’ judgm ents and feedback to be communicated.
By observing a student during such assessment, the teacher can see how
a student learns and use the result of th a t assessment to guide the learner
and to change if necessary the teaching m ethods to a more effective use of
teaching practises. B ut, assessment is not only to infer w hat students have
learned or can do, it also can help students explain, demonstrate, apply and
or reflect upon w hat they have learned.
The power of assessment lies in the ability to incorporate these three
components into the dynamic learning and teaching process. The challenge
here remains to develop and implement precise and adequate performance
assessment criteria, as assessment is a dynamic and ongoing process within
the learning process (Palmer and Crain, 2001).
Consequently a good performance assessment combine these forms of
knowing, enable understanding of what students know and do not know, is
about measuring possible students learning m isunderstandings and provides
more effective learning.

:;

Hence, performance assessment criteria m ust be well-constructed and
defined within online distance learning, because they will help to evaluate
and validate student learning effectiveness. These rarely involves ju st one
m ethod, because those choices have to satisfy all educational purposes (Al
berta, 1999).
Moreover, the choice of which assessment methods to use for effective
learning can determine the success or not of an online distance learning
environment, because those assessment results are based on teacher or in
structor judgements and evaluation of learners’ progress.
In relation to assessment methods two im portant points have to be con
sidered.
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F irstly, provide an assessment m ethod to diagnose students at the begin
ning and during the lessons to acknowledge w hat learners already
know, to help the teacher realise the strengths and weakness of the
learners and suggest ways to modify the learning activities, accord
ingly.
Those can be achieved by performing various assessment methods related
to various aspects of the initial performance objectives (Palmer and Crain,
2001).

Secondly, to clearly define tasks and well structured assessment perfor
mance measures, alert students th a t those are im portant for m easur
ing their performance. As assessment may explicitly be used to guide
students in their study (Wakeford, 1999).
In conclusion,
• Focus first on learning, second on encouraging effort and third on
grading;
• Give as much feedback as possible to the student, i.e., never assess
without giving comments about how they might improve;
• Assess during learning and at the end, set realistic tasks problems,
reward integration and application;
• Learn from students, discover their misunderstandings, then modify
the teaching to address them;
• Get students to participate in the assessment process throughout:
— Discussing appropriate methods and how the methods relate to
course goals.
— Using self and peer assessment activities.
— Offering choice among different m ethods.
• Do everything possible to listen the anxiety raised by assessment, give
lucid and frequent messages; and
• Reduce the competitive aspects of assessment between students.
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In summary, the choice of performance assessment m ethods m ust be
conditioned to the online distance learning performance objectives, as well
as informing student learning progress and providing feedback throughout.
Today, online technology allows access to areas of hum an cognition and
performance not possible to consider within paper based techniques.
Similarly, technology has changed not only the way we do assessment but
our objectives and expectations for assessment (Fry et al., 1999; Gitomer and
Bennett, 2003; Means and Haertel, 2003).
Understanding learners performance within such environments will also
help the teacher or instructor to understand learners’ expectations.
An assessment technique with the necessary feedback to support and
guide students throughout their learning forms an im portant p art of an
online distance learning design.
5 .3 .1

A s s e s s m e n t fu n d a m e n ta ls

According to Cotton (1995) student assessment should be:
• valid;
• reliable;
• practicable;
• fair; and
• useful to students.
The prim ary purpose of assessment and evaluation is to improve students
learning. W ith the information gathered from assessment techniques, we can
determine student’ strengths and weakness, and be guided on the adoption
of the student’s needs and instructional approaches, which can lead us to
greater effectiveness of classroom practices (Organization, 2002).
Assessment makes it possible to compare the performance of students
and to identify patterns of strength and weakness in the students’ instruc
tion.
Basically, there are two main kinds or modes of assessment. Assessment
may be seen as informal and formative within the teaching process, or as
summative, involving formal decisions about progress and level of achieve
ment (Wakeford, 1999).
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F o rm a tiv e a s s e s s m e n ts . Assessments which are carried out during the
course. Their m ain goal is to provide the learners w ith feedback on
how they are doing and to help them to learn better. They do not
normally count towards a final grade or mark nor are used to determine
whether the student will be allowed to progress to a later stage of a
course (Boston, 2002); and
S u m m a tiv e a s se s s m e n ts . Assessments which are normally completed at
the end of a course or module to establish or measure learners’ per
formance acheivements. These differs from formative assessment in
th a t they generally do count towards a final grade or mark, or may
determine w hether the student is allowed to make progress through
the course (Organization, 2002).
An assessment technique can be norm-referenced, criterion-referenced
and ipsative assessment.
N o rm -re fe re n c e d a s se s s m e n t. This is also known as relative assessment
as it is based on comparing the relative performances of students,
either by comparing the performances of individual students within
the group being assessed, or by comparing their performance with
th a t of others w ith some similar characteristics.
C rite rio n -re fe re n c e d a sse s s m e n t. Also known as standard-referenced
assessment which generally involves determining w hether the student
can perform, to a set of minimum standard, a specific set of tasks or
activities within a particular situation or context.
Finally,
I p s a tiv e a s se s s m e n t. This is about the comparison of the students’ per
formance w ith their own earlier performance.
One final assessment procedure distinction to consider is th a t between
term inal assessment and continuous assessment.

Before concluding this

short elaboration on student performance assessment, it should also be noted
th a t assessment procedures may be implemented in several ways. Common
assessment procedures include:
• objective tests;
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• short-answer tests;
• extended-answer tests;
• practical tests;
• situational assessment;
• assignments;
• projects; and
• portfolios.
Some of these assessment procedures can be carried out as closed-book
or open-book assessment and all can be performed by external examiners,
teachers, and peers and by the students themselves, see (Fry et al., 1999).
A classroom assessment should represent the day-to-day teaching and
learning th a t takes place in the classroom (Organization, 2002). Also, as
sessment should provide regular ongoing feedback regarding students’ pro
gression in the classroom performance objectives (Thomas and Cross, 1993).
Those issues m ust be clearly defined to measure students’ achievement and
provide an effective communication between teacher and student.
Assessment ideally should be p art of the learning process and should
be a real world performance w ith relevance to the student and learning
community. Assessment is connected w ith learners as Black and William
(1998) highlight, when classroom assessment combined w ith constructive
feedback to the student, carried out, effectively raises student achievements.
Further the next section will examine the relation between learners’ per
formance and feedback within an online distance learning environment.
5 .3 .2

P r o v id in g fe e d b a c k

An effective performance assessment actually reflects the same combination
of an individuals’ abilities, achievements, skills and potential and ideally it
perm its predictions about future behaviors (Wakeford, 1999).
According to Ramsden (1992), assessment plays a key role in determining
the quality of student learning and is considered something th a t follows
learning. But, unfortunately assessment is often regarded as an addition
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to teaching rather th an an essential p art of it, reporting only a stu d en t’s
achievement based on a m ark or grade.
The main purpose of assessment besides measuring student performance
at the end of instruction is to provide online distance learners w ith help
ful feedback on how they are doing and clear guidance of assessment ex
pectations. For students this is the principal means to reinforce students
autonomy.
Moreover this also serves to help the teacher to adjust or change teach
ing methodology to help learners achieve the initial performance objectives.
Therefore, such assessment methods must be carefully understood to be
effectivelly adopted in the online distance learning process.
In a classroom the teacher make assessments of their students’ learning
every day, as for example observing the way students make use of m aterial
provided for task oriented learning (National Academy of Sciences, 2003).
For these, feedback is im portant as it gives the necessary cues to guide
the teacher and learners to improve their learning performance (Gitomer
and Bennett, 2003; Juwah et al., 2004; National Academy of Sciences, 2003).
This is specially so within an online learning environment where some class
room transm itted cues are diminished because of the online communication
medium.
Such feedback also helps teachers or instructors remain vigilant and
aware of students’ learning performance, helping them to ensure th a t such
an online learning environment includes proper support, guidance, and rich
resources and tools.
Providing feedback in relation to students’ performance enables them to
restructure their understanding and skills and to build more powerful ideas
and capabilities.
Such feedback practice:
• Facilitates the development of self-assessment (reflection) in learning;
• Encourages teacher and peer dialogue around learning;
• Helps clarify w hat good performance is (goals, criteria, expected stan
dards);
• Provides opportunities to close the gap between current and desired
performance;
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• Delivers high quality information to students about their learning;
• Encourages positive m otivational beliefs and self-esteem; and,
• Provides information to teachers th a t can be used to help shape the
teaching.
Learners need a constant monitoring in order to provide the necessary
learning progress feedback. It is through such feedback th a t teacher and
learners identify their learning performance progress and therefore can ad
ju st their learning to their performance objectives. The feedback also helps
teachers identify students misconceptions and modify their instruction ac
cording to student learning aims or expectations Juwah et al. (2004).
Online communication technology is also a valuable aid in supporting
practice as well as providing assessment information for teachers (Jones and
Behrens, 2003). However, many online distance education causes fail due to
underestim ate the consequences of using these new online communication
technologies and the need to accommodate, to respond to and serve learners
needs and provide proper support, guidance, and rich resources and tools.
In a face-to-face scenario learning can be more top-down, hierarchical,
and formal. Here teachers can assume more control of the learning m ethod
ology and are more easily alerted to eventual demotivating, students devi
ations - most of the time based on the unconscious non verbal feedback
cues given by the students in relation to their learning achievements and
frustrations.
On the other hand in online learning scenarios, it is the learner who
assumes most of his or her learning methodology. Because of the nature of
their communications, m ediated by online technology, the online distance
teacher perceives learners demotivating and feelings differently.
Accordingly a virtual learning environment has to be carefully designed
to be able to meet students’ expectations, as learners can easily get unm oti
vated feelings, or be frustrated in ways th a t could affect their performance.
Therefore, online learning effectiveness largely rests upon on the decision
and teacher’s willingness to accommodate students’ needs, to facilitate ef
fective communication among them and their perception of the surrounding
social context, as was refereed in chapter 4.
Many online distance learning environments fail because designers and
teachers neglect these changes in roles and expect learners to just use the
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technology w ithout analysing learner expectations and w ithout designing
ways to support them in their new roles and activities (Cavanaugh, 2002;
Wilson, 1997a, b).
In an online distance learning environment, both teacher and students
depend upon each other to learn. Therefore, a healthy respect for varied
contexts of use will result in learning performance effectiveness, with more
flexible, modular, and accessible online distance learning resources.
A m utual response dialogue between teachers and students, or between
learning resources and users of those resources should end in collaboration
among them.
To sum up as said before, such conversation among them represents an
exchange of ideas and thoughts, based on a relationship w ith a particular
history of tru st, varied motives, mistakes, and forgiveness. These only can
be achieved through an effective online learning community development.

5.4

C losing rem arks

W ithin an online distance learning scenario tru st may be perceived as a trade
between individuals and between people and technology. It helps to foster
an online community where people are willing to communicate, interact,
co-operate and support each other as a community.
This chapter emphasises the importance of tru st within the online learn
ing process.

It also emphasises the need to use effective online learning

performance to be able to cope with learners needs and expectations and to
provide the necessary support and guidance to learners.
T r u s t, s e c tio n 5.2 defined tru st and describes its im portance within on
line distance learning environment. It also stressed the importance
of providing co-operative actions among online learning community
members to provide effective online distance learning environments.
P e rfo rm a n c e , s e c tio n 5.3 considers the importance of using adequate
performance assessment techniques to provide learners w ith an effec
tive learning environment.

C hapter 6

R elated work
6.1

In trod u ction

An online distance learning student and a face-to-face student act differently
in each case scenario.
If an online distance learning community is not well supported and people
do not experience sufficient success in using it, or value their efficacy in its use
to communicate, or interact, or to learn, this can lead to anxiety emotions
and to a lack of tru st in and motivation towards it.
Providing an effective virtual learning environment just by studying the
learning methodologies and by understanding the online technologies, is not
enough per se.
Distance learners need to be reassured emotionally, need feedback, need
to tru st in the system, to tru st in their teacher or instructor, in the educa
tion institution, in the support given, the content provided, in the available
communication, the technology provide and in their surrounding environ
ment.
Learners have to feel inside a community, to feel p art of it, sharing similar
aims and goals, as they build up stronger ties within an online distance
learning community. Once belonging to the community, they gain access to
the kind of support and continuity they need, moving from an individual
position to membership in a known learning community.
This chapter provides a related overview on online distance learning,
tru st and performance.
Section 6.2 addresses research evidence on online communication media,
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people’s expectations and the online community influence on the success of
the online learning process.
Further, in this chapter, section 6.3 presents related evidence regarding
student tru st attitudes, students beliefs and their performance within the
online learning process.

6.2

O nline d istan ce learning

According to M artine and Freeman (1999), the use of different online com
m unication media has proved to be successful for delivering materials and
m aintaining appropriate communication with students and among students.
The use of multiple communication media to provide online distance
learning is an effective resource. According to M artine and Freeman (1999)
online communication is an adequate media to exchange instructional con
tent information and m aintain appropriate contact with students.
However, to Merril et al. (2003), in an online learning environment the
lack of personal contact decreases the personal dimension and the online
learning quality.
According to Merril et al. (2003), distance students who do not have
adequate access to an effective virtual learning environment feel they learn
less, feel anxious, confused and disappointed.
For Wilson (1996b), the answer to a successful online education process
is in the design; it m ust be well planned and guide learners towards their
learning or else it can damage their performance. As said before, inflexible
products th a t block users from experimenting or adapting can be frustrating
and can affect their performance.
The education methodology implemented by the teacher or the instruc
tional designer, has an im portant role to guarantee the learners’ performance
success (Mehringer, 1996).
Students who do not understand the purpose of assessment will not learn.
Therefore, the online learning focus should rem ain on addressing learners’
needs as well as on their learning process, rather than only on the content
(Black and William, 1998; McDonald and Boud, 2003).
According to McDonald and Boud (2003), a direct student involvement
in assessing his or her own work and access to frequent opportunities to
reflect on goals, strategies and outcomes are highly effective in enhancing
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learning and achievement.
Newstead and Hoskins (1999) believe th a t through continuous assess
ment together with proper classroom assessment measures it is possible to
increase students motivation for learning.
Perkins (1991) suggests th a t poorly planned learning environments are
vulnerable to failure due to lack of support, leaving students feeling confused
and face poor performance expectations.
Providing an effective online communication is im portant to help learners
understand their virtual learning environment.
Effective online communications need to utilise the technology affordances to be able to use them appropriately w ith the adequate support
(Jones and Firozabadi, 2001; Lawhead et al., 1997).
6 .2 .1

T h e c o m m u n ic a tio n p r o c e ss

Rovai (2002), in his study1 provides evidence th a t it is the learning m ethod
ology used and not the media th a t m atters in learning effectiveness.
As said before, students who participate in distance education environ
ments m ust be highly m otivated and capable of self-actualisation, and also
need to feel safe, accepted in the community group.

Those factors, axe

characteristics which mostly contribute to learning effectiveness.
Further, he also rem arks on the need to balance instructional design
and technology with the needs of the learners, promoting clarity in learnercontent, learner-learner and learner-teacher interactions.
Perkins (1991) points to the fact th a t an online education process de
pends on the degrees of guidance, and such guidance implies learning in
structional challenge.
To Beyth-M arom et al. (2000), there is a need to change distance edu
cation approaches when w ithin such environments.
According to Shea et al. (2000), changes in organisations - either tech
nological, or cultural - cause different reactions or even resistance.
Wilson (1997b) also highlights people’s resistance to use the com puter
technology in a community. For him, people m ust be committed to th a t
change. For example, a parent cannot expect th a t the computer might work
1Rovai (2002) studies the search for structural differences between higher face-to-face
educational communities and asynchronous learning communities.
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miracles per se, if he or she is not involved in his or her child’s education.
In th a t case a computer can do more harm than good.
His experience of information and communication technology adoption
in schools revealed th a t given the right conditions (with adequate support),
m ajor change can occur within the school community very quickly and with
few negative side effects.
Providing adequate technological support appears to relieve some of ini
tial users’ anxieties and resistance. On the other hand when th a t technology
is unreliable this also affects students performance.
According to Wilson (1997b), technology adoption in a learning commu
nity should be a group decision. The community members must be willing
to co-operate with each other so th a t it succeeds, otherwise it can lead to
feelings of frustration.
Even in the best circumstances, teachers and learners need high levels of
support, training, and access to technology.
As said before, while technology can open up new possibilities, care
should be taken firstly to make sure th a t the technology is fitted to our
core values and goals and not the other way around, specially in an online
learning community.
Once more, according to Wilson (1997b), such change does not happen
quickly or easily.
On the other hand, according to Shea et al. (2000), learners who reported
high levels of satisfaction w ith their help desk support, also showed high
learning satisfaction levels and vice versa.
To respond to these questions it is necessary to identify people’s exist
ing skills, experience and attitudes toward information and communication
technology and online learning.
An online learning scenario includes people’s interactions with the com
m unication media2. However, based on ideas expressed on previews chap
ters, an online learning process represents much more th a n instructional
content design and established communication. It includes also a commu
nity of learners with needs, expectations and beliefs surrounded by people’s
cultural and social behaviours (Cavanaugh, 2002).
2Human Computer Interaction.
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L e a r n e r s e x p e c t a t io n s

As it was said in chapter 3, section 3.4, an online learner expects his or her
online teacher to be knowledgeable, as well as to have affective; friendliness
skills qualities and face-to-face contact is also considered im portant (Gaskell
and Simpson, 2000).
Sims-Knight and Upchurch (2001) state th a t students tend to feel a
constant need to assure the learning methodology adopted is correct and th a t
in the end they will be able to acquire the necessary skills and acknowledges.
To Carnwell and Moreland (2000), student needs concern three different
aspects:
• Academic support;
• Em otional support; and
• Practical support.
And among those three, the emotional support is considered by the stu
dents as the m ost im portant need within online learning environment.
For students, a good virtual learning environment cannot be fully
prepackaged w ith defined learning methodologies. W hen it is not well de
signed and supported, there is a tendency toward chaos and entropy. In
those environments there is also a need to understand:
• Learners’ and teachers’ responsibilities and their learning roles;
• Online distance learning community development;
• People’s social context; and
• Adequate teachers’ and learners’ communication interactions.
Distance learners need:
• To be emotionally reassured;
• Feedback;
• To tru st in their Learning management system;
• To tru st in their teacher or in the instructor;
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• To tru st in the education institution;
• To tru st in the support given;
• To tru st in the content provided; and
• To tru st in the available communication.
Above all they need to tru st in the technology and the surrounding
environment (Carnwell and Moreland, 2000; Carswell, 1997, 1998)
According to Wilson et al. (1998), if the learners’ social context is not
considered in the learners virtual learning environment, people could avoid
using it. His research revealed th a t learners avoid using their virtual learning
environment3 because of reasons such as:
• Hardware and software problems;
• Com puter accessibility and usability problems;
• Module subjects were not compatible with their work and training
routines; and
• No available time on their schedules to attend the module.
An effective an online distance learning environment has to consider
learners’ virtual learning environment adoption (Grandison and Sloman,
2000; Wilson, 1997b).
6 .2 .3

O n lin e c o m m u n itie s

Instructional m aterial constitutes an im portant kind of artefact in our cul
ture and the online learning resources become artefacts which support indi
viduals and groups in their knowledge based activities.
At another level, according to Wilson (1997a), online learning resources
can be seen as tools in the hand of a user, enabling a teacher to effectively
communicate, present information and interact w ith his or her students.
However, those learning resources and interactions are presented within a
social context and those web social relationships help to define how students
interpret those resources (Wilson, 1997a) .
3CD-ROM module (with diverse multimedia products, web site, performance support
and collaborative environments based on training centres).
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It represents an online community where distance learners and teach
ers express their behaviours, conducts and act according to rules on how
individuals should behave in the online space and how to expect others to
behave w ithin these online social contexts (Blanchard and Markus, 2004;
Haythornthwaite et al., 2000; Preece, 2000).
As Chih-Hsiung (2002) stated, students’ social presence in an online
learning process is not only determined by the media attributes (online
communication) but also by users’ perceptions (social context) and also the
activities in which the users are engaged (interactivity).
Accordingly there are three dimensions of social presence within an on
line learning environment:
• Social context;
• Online communication; and the
• Interactivity among the community.
A research made by Carswell (1997) reveals th a t a communication
medium per se does not affect students’ learning outcomes, but their social
context beliefs on the technology can. It does influence learners’ attitudes
toward technology.
Higher technological level users, even when frustrated, appear to main
tain a more optimistic attitu d e toward technology when compared to the
lower technological level users. Those lower technological level users be
lieve th a t the benefits of using instructional technology are not enough to
overcome the barriers.
Also, according to Chih-Hsiung (2002) and Holmberg (2000), social pres
ence is a factor which influences students’ learning performance in online
learning environments because a lack of social presence within the virtual
learning environment can often lead to a high level of frustration.
Moreover, Rovai (2002) agrees th a t by providing social-emotional driven
interaction based on user social context promotes feelings of friendship and
connection among learning community.
As they build up stronger, more intim ate ties in the community, they
gain access to the kind of support and continuity, moving the individual
from a position of isolation to membership in a known community.
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However according to Wilson (1996a), an online community cannot be
seen as given in any specific context. It has to be developed and m aintained4.
An education community is formed by people’s exchanged ideas and
thoughts. Those are based on people’s interactions as a group and an sharing
similar beliefs and values within the community.
Carswell’s (1997) study revealed th a t the communication medium alone
is not enough to improve or impair performance significantly. The main
advantage regards the effect on the student and his or her will to provided
faster and more flexible interactions i.e., their willingness to co-operate.
According to M oreland and Levine (1989), people’s social context can
influence their ability to co-operate and, therefore, influence their ability to
work or learn in a constructive collaborative environment.
To Elofson (2001), the online communication process among the com
munity members requires a m utual dialogue between teachers and students,
or between learning resources and users of those resources. This represents
the learning process where ideas and thoughts are exchanged.
According to Preece (2000), it is easy to find lack of commitment in
online interactions and those can create frustrated relationships and lead to
low performance.
The online learning process is based on people’s interactions and includes
a particular history of tru st, varied motives, mistakes, and forgiveness th a t
has to be created and maintained within the online learning community
(Elofson, 2001).
To work a t a distance as a group, the community members m ust be com
m itted to each other. Those commitments take place within a group accom
m odation process and th a t requires tru st between the community members
(Wilson, 1996a). However people’s online co-operation can be extremely
fragile (Moreland and Levine, 1989).

6.3

Trust and perform ance

According to Kram er and Tyler (1996), faculty tru st between colleagues and
the principal has been linked to school effectiveness, as well as to positive
school climate.
4Results gathered by Wilson (1996a),
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Accordingly, the principal’s and the teachers’ tru st behaviour in a school
environment makes differential impacts on the quality of school relationships
(Barlow, 2001; Hoy and Tschannen-M oran, 2003; Smith, 1999; TschannenM oran and Hoy, 1998).
Bryk and Schneider (2002) work on the relationship analysis of trust.
Students’ achievement indicates th a t trust alone does not guarantee success;
but, schools with little or no tru st have almost no chance of improvement.
They state th a t tru st initiates and fosters a set of organisational conditions
to initiate and sustain the kinds of activities necessary to affect productivity
improvements.
Moreover, Tschannen-M oran and Hoy’s (1998) exploration of the school
tru st climate5 revealed th a t tru st in schools can be viewed from the point
of view of the students, the teachers, the adm inistrators as an organisation
group or from a school community point of view, i.e., one trusts others, not
simply to be consistent in action, but also to act in one’s best interest.
However, it also indicates th a t people at different levels in an organisa
tion use different criteria in their judgments of trust.
On the other hand, when tru st combines technology, distance learning
effectiveness and friendliness, according to M artine and Freeman (1999),
it is not the technology which influences the students’ motivation.

It is

instead their trust in the technological media used and the way they are
implemented.
Evidence supports the view th a t students come to an online distance
learning course full of expectations, hopes and fears about the frequency of
contact w ith their teacher, the type of support provided and the styles of
teaching (Stevenson, 2000).
Also, in those virtual learning environments learners’ tru st attitudes and
m otivations towards com puter technology differs and th a t represents to us an
indicator of their online work performance i.e., a student studying business
has distinct tru st expectations and motivations towards a computer from
those students studying science (Wilson, 1985).
Although, according to Wilson (1985), research on students’ attitudes
and motivations towards computers revealed th a t students accept computers
but, w ith lack of trust. Most of them see computers in a pragm atic way i.e.,
for them , computers axe prim arily tools to support a quality of life.
5A school climate in relation of faculty trust and authenticity
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W ilson (1985) also stated th a t, even between people with supposed sim
ilar social contexts, it is possible to find differences in people’s trust beliefs
and m otivations toward the online interactions and this can affect their per
formance.
Therefore, students’ tru st attitudes and m otivation toward online dis
tance learning play an im portant role in perceiving learning (Akinci, 2000).
For Wilson (2001), learner tru st attitudes have become at least as im
p ortant as questions of technical skills-building or knowledge accumulation,
or learning methodologies w ithin the online education process.
Such attitudes can only be understood by understanding people’s cul
tural and social context.
Building tru st is an ongoing process th at needs people’s collaboration.
The more interaction the parties have over time, the more their willingness
to tru st one another. Trust is based upon the other p arty ’s actions and
their perceptions of one another’s intentions, and integrity (Brewster and
Railsback, 2003).
Evidence was cited by N athan et al. (2002), th a t tru st can be established
in a rich media communication. These findings were related to a virtual team
context where co-workers or partner organisations worked together.
Also Wang and Rubenstein-M ontano’s (2003) analysis revealed th a t
tru st is im portant in people’s computer mediated interactions because as
tru st levels increase and knowledge sharing increases as well.
As reminded by Conway (1997), learners’ performance in relation to
confidence and beliefs depend on the feedback given. However, feedback
which draws attention away from the task and towards learners’ self-esteem
can have a negative effect on students’ attitudes and performance.
Learners’ beliefs influence the learning goals set (personal and academic)
as well as their commitment to these goals. More recognition should be given
to the role of feedback on learners’ beliefs and self-esteem. T hat depends
however on how teachers or instructors provide feedback and how students
construct their own trust attitudes and motivation towards their learning
(Black and William, 1998; Juwah et al., 2004)
Thus, an effective virtual learning environment requires the understand
ing of people’s tru st attitudes and motivations towards online learning
(Brown et al., 1993; Hobbs, 2002; Richards, 2002; Wilson et al., 1998).
For Osberg (2001), research focus should remain on understanding peo-
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pie’s trustful online learning interactions together with learners’ needs and
motivations.
Trust is developed and m aintained by fostering a belief in an individual’s
expertise, experience, competence, and credibility in a determined situation.
Trust represents a key element to learners’ acceptance of their learning
resources to engage them in a successful online learning relationship (Wilson,
1997a) .
For Rovai (2002) learning community members have feelings of belong
ing and trust. The development of a community implies m utual interdepen
dence, connectedness, interactivity, spirit, tru st, common expectations and
also implies shared values and beliefs among members.
These can be defined in terms of four components, spirit, trust, interac
tion and learning:
S p irit - Denotes recognition of membership in the community (friendship,
cohesion).

It is a feeling th a t the community can be trusted and

learner’s lack of spirit may affect the learner’s ability to cope.
T r u s t - Trust represents the willingness to rely on other member of the
community in whom one has confidence. Feedback will also be timely
and constructive in this case.
I n te r a c tio n - Can be either task-driven or social-emotional. It is an im
portant element of the learning process (Moore, 1993). And,
L e a rn in g - Represents the purpose of community and members of the com
m unity grow to feel th a t their educational needs are being satisfied
through active participation in community.
For Dillon et al. (2002), a social sense of community is im portant to
foster safe and trustw orthy online places.

6.4

C losing rem arks

In general, it is agreed th a t online communication media can help to in
crease school knowledge, as it can offer real support on communication, on
presentation, or on access to information.
Today it is through such media th a t people communicate their ideas,
and thoughts and acquire and construct their knowledge.
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However people within those environments have to learn how to com
municate and interact online and a t a distance. An online learner m ust
be highly motivated and capable of self-actualisation within those virtual
learning environments.
They also need to feel safe, accepted in their learning community group,
to be able to engage in a m utual dialogue between teacher and students, or
between learning resources and users of those resources.
Communication among members is the process of exchanging ideas and
thoughts based on relationships with a particular history of trust, various
motives, mistakes and forgiveness, th at has to be created and m aintained.
It is im portant to understand and develop learners’ tru st attitudes to
wards online learning and to provide adequate technical and instructional
support to guarantee learner’s performance success.
This chapter cites the online learning, tru st and performance research
related work.
O n lin e d is ta n c e le a rn in g , s e c tio n 6.2 presents research evidence re
garding the online learning process.
T r u s t a n d p e rfo rm a n c e , s e c tio n 6.3 Highlights the tru st and perfor
mance research related issues within the online learning process.

P art III

A n em pirical approach
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Overview
Following the rationale presented and discussed in part II, these four chapters
provide design implementation, the methodology discussion and present the re
sults of the empirical study undertaken to test the hypotheses underlying the first
chapter.
The trust effects on performance chapter lays the ground work to test the
presented hypothesis.
Further, the Trust factors survey chapter delineates the main trust factors
gathered from Jean Piaget University of Cape Verde student’s opinions when asked
about their trust beliefs when studying at a distance. It also establishes the stu
dents’ profiles regarding information and telecommunication communication.
The Trust and performance study chapter presents and discusses the results of
an experiment undertaken to test if trust and performance are related in some way
and, when so, to foster the understanding of the nature of its relation.
The last chapter, the Online module usage appreciation chapter considers stu
dents’ opinions and examines their study environment, regarding their Information
and Communication Technologies Online distance education module used to im
plement the trust and performance study research methodology.
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C hapter 7

The effects of trust on
perform ance
7.1

In trod u ction

This chapter provides a brief introduction of the following three chapters.
These three chapters present the methodology and the results of an em
pirical study undertaken to foster the understanding of the effects of tru st
on academic performance in online distance learning.
Section 7.2 provides a concise presentation on the assumptions underly
ing the study of the effects of trust on performance.
Next, section 7.3 highlights the research questions and presents the re
search strategy designed to explore the effects of tru st on academic perfor
mance in online distance learning settings.

7.2

T h e relation b etw een tru st on perform ance

Contrary to early distance education, today’s online tools allow communi
cation processes much closer to face-to-face than their off-line counterparts.
This characteristic can, sometimes, lead learners and teachers to expect
online social rules and attitudes to be similar to face-to-face situations.
Unfortunately, online communication lacks in a number of ways less ob
vious or indirect communication features, potentially misleading the parties
involved to confusion, and frustration towards the virtual environment and
their interlocutors.
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In online distance learning, avoiding or diminishing the risks of confusion,
m isunderstanding and frustration in the communication process is crucial as
this process is the only link connecting the student with her peers, teachers
and education institution.
On the other hand, online teachers usually adopt more open, decen
tralised and informal actions to lead the learner to their aims asking stu
dents to assume p a rt of the traditional teacher role, creating their agenda
and taking charge of their own learning whereas the teacher is expected to
come forward w ith answers to the students’ requests (Wilson, 1996b).
This happens as general online distance education methodologies usually
follow a learning methodology which seeks to adapt to each learner’s needs
and guide them towards the satisfaction of their needs and goals.
These learning methodologies imply the engagement of learners and
teachers’ co-operative actions which rely on sound and reliable communi
cation processes. Communication processes th a t are able to foster sound
and trustful online distance learning processes lead to successful teaching
and learning experiences.
Thus, the belief underlying the empirical study about to be presented, is
th a t students’ tru st in the online distance learning process is the common de
nom inator of several related problems leading to low academic performance,
such as:
• Lack of motivation;
• Frustration; and
• Anxiety.
This is so as the above tru st related problems might impair the student’s
will to co-operate and engage in a collaborative interactive environment thus
affecting his or hers academic performance.
In short, trustful online distance learning processes relate to the students’
academic performance.
The next section addresses the consequent research questions and the
strategy outlined to answer these.
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R esearch q u estion s and stra teg y

In order to foster the understanding of the interaction between tru st and
performance in online distance learning, two research questions were stated:
• W hat kinds of tru st are relevant in online distance learning; and
• How does tru st relate to academic performance in online distance
learning.
To find answers to the above questions, an empirical study was conducted
a t graduation level at Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo Verde.
This empirical study was organised in two stages, as pictured in figure
7.1:
S ta g e o n e was designed to identify the m ain tru st factors.

Main tru st

factors th at, according w ith the under-graduated students a t Univer
sidade Jean Piaget de Cabo Verde, are relevant in online distance learn
ing. The design and results of this first stage are presented in chapter

8.
S ta g e tw o goal is the characterisation of the relation between tru st and
performance in online distance learning. The design and results of
this stage are presented in chapters 9 and 10.
Adding detail to the overall research methodology depicted in figure 1.1,
chapter 1, the diagram presented in figure 7.1 provides a more detailed
overview.
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Figure 7.1: Expanded overall research methodology diagram
The following sub-sections further elaborate stages one and two of this
empirical study.
7 .3 .1

S ta g e o n e

This research stage was designed to identify the main tru st factors. In order
to achieve this goal a survey was conducted followed by a factorial data
analysis.
The survey’s questionnaire was completed by first year under-graduate
students at Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo Verde. It included a to tal of
eighty-five questions1 of which:
• Twenty-two questions covered the students’ demographic d a ta as well
as their skils in information and communication technology. Those
twenty-two questions aimed to provide an initial student profile at
Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo Verde.
• Sixty-three related to the influence of tru st in online distance learn
ing. These questions resulted of six clusters of approximately ten (10)
sentences for each one in the six initial draft tru st factors; and
*A translated copy of the survey is available in appendix D.
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Figure 7.2 provides a diagram th a t provides an overall view the survey’s
procedure.
Draft trust
’ factors

Stage one

/

\

<

f
■Trust behaviour

„ ICT expertise
assessm ent

Figure 7.2: Stage one research methodology elements
Four-hundred and eight questionnaires were collected from a sample of
six hundred and seventy three and from those, three-hundred and seventyfour surveys were selected for d a ta analysis.
On those selected, a varim ax rotation analysis identified the survey ques
tions which, according to the students’ opinions and beliefs, might influence
their tru st in online distance learning.
Further, word patterns were identified from those questions which lead
to the identification of three main tru st factors.
Furthermore, the survey’s profiling questions provided an understanding
of students’ tru st distribution:
• Across the three factors;
• Across age and gender;
• Among computer ownership condition;
• Among computer access condition;
• Across Internet access condition:
• Across previous experience in distance education: and
• Across information communication technology (ICT) skills and knowl
edge.
Results gathered from this first stage also contributed to the design of
the second research stage.
Please refer to chapter 8 for a presentation of the design and results of
this first stage.
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S ta g e tw o

As depicted before in figure 7.2, the second research stage was designed to:
• Explore the relation between tru st and performance i.e.,

test the

hypotheses th a t tru st and performance are related in online distance
learning; and in parallel to
• Assess the students’ tru st specific appreciation of the virtual learning
environment provided by Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo Verde.
Providing an additional insight on the use of the Information and
Comm unication T echnologies Online module to explore the relation

between trust and performance.
As schematically presented in figure 7.3, this second research stage used
non-interventionist multi-methodological approach.
[Q1] Initial s e ll tru st
b e lie fs a s s e s s m e n t
[Q2] Initial self ICT
e x p e rtise
assessm ent
First m o m en t

[Q3] Initial
th eo re tic a l ICT
k n o w led g e
a sse ssm e n t

S u m m ativ e
o b se rv a tio n
condition

[Q4] Initial practical
ICT k n o w led g e
assessm en t

S ta g e Two

<

Q uantitative
a p p ro a c h

S e c o n d m o m en t
Third m om ent

[Q5] Final
th eo re tic a l ICT
k n o w led g e
assessm ent

A d d e d v a lu e
o b se rv a tio n
condition

[Q6] Final practical
ICT kn o w led g e
asse ssm e n t

Q ualitative
a p p ro a c h

[Q7] Final self trust
b eliefs a s s e s s m e n t

O b serv ario n d iaries
D a ta A nalysis
Interview s

Figure 7.3: Stage two research methodology elements
This stage of the research uses the Information and Com m unication
T echnologies Online module attended by every under-graduate first year

student at Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo Verde to achieve its goals.
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A quantitative approach caters for testing the hypotheses th at tru st and
performance are related in online distance learning whereas a qualitative
approach deals w ith a parallel assessment of the students’ appreciation of
tru st specific aspects of the virtual learning environment.
The qualitative approach looks into the relation between trust and per
formance from two observation conditions:
• Studying the relation between students’ tru st and their academic per
formance as gathered from the students’ summative assessments re
sults on the ICT Online module; and
• Studying the relation between students’ tru st and their performance,
using the results of students’ academic added values looking into the
variation of the students’ tru st and academic performance as measured
a t the beginning and end of the ICT Online module.
The entire second research stage took place between February and June
2004. The quantitative approach data was gathered in three different mo
ments in tim e whereas the qualitative approach d a ta was collected through
out the entire lapse of time:
F ir s t m o m e n t - The first quantitative d a ta collection moment occurred
before the sta rt of the ICT Online module. At this time, four ques
tionnaires were applied to gather data on the students’ initial:
• Self tru st beliefs (questionnaire [Q l]);
• Self information and communication technology expertise (ques
tionnaire [Q2]);
• Theoretical ICT knowledge (questionnaire [Q3]); and
• Practical ICT knowledge (questionnaire [Q4]).
S e c o n d m o m e n t - This second quantitative d a ta collection moment was
accomplished during the course of the online module. Two question
naires where used to:
• Assess the students’ theoretical ICT knowledge after attending
the equivalent of eight hours of theoretical ICT content lessons
(questionnaire [Q5]); and
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• Assess the students’ practical ICT knowledge after attending the
equivalent of eight hours of practical ICT content lessons (ques
tionnaire [Q6]).
T h ir d m o m e n t - This third and last quantitative data collection moment
took place a t the end of the ICT Online module. A last questionnaire
(questionnaire [Q7]) was applied to gather data on the students’ tru st
beliefs after completing the ICT Online module.
T h r o u g h o u t t h e e n tir e lap se o f tim e - D ata related to the ICT On
line module usage appreciation was collected in observation diaries

throughout the duration of the module. This qualitative data gather
ing was later complemented w ith 35 additional interviews conducted
in end of the module.
The online module ran for fifteen weeks2. Every study participant was
an under-graduate student attending their first academic year.
Results indicates a correlation between the students’ tru st and their
academic performance although those correlation’s were indirect in both
observation conditions.
Generally Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo Verde students’ considered
tru st as an im portant issue in online distance learning and the m ajority
agrees th at initial face-to-face contact w ith a tu to r or teacher would help to
foster an online trustful environment.
Please refer to chapters 9 and 10 for a presentation of the design and
results of this second stage.

7.4

C losing rem arks

This chapter briefly outlines a research project to understand and evaluate
the relation between tru st and the students’ academic performance in online
distance learning. This research project was conducted in Cape Verde, in a
Portuguese speaking context.
Chapter 8, describes the methodology and results of this research’s first
stage. Finally chapters 9 and 10 offer a presentation of the design and results
of this second stage.
2An academic semester last for fifteen weeks in Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo
Verde.

C hapter 8

Trust factors survey
8.1

In trod u ction

This chapter presents the first stage design, procedure and results. Results
are further discussed in chapter 11 together with the discussion of the second
stage results.
The goal of this research stage is to identify the main tru st factors in
online distance learning as perceived by the under-graduate students at Uni
versidade Jean Piaget de Cabo Verde.
Section 8.2 begins by outlining this first research stage’s design and pro
cedure. It includes a description of work undertaken, m aterials and instru
ments, the necessary resources, an action plan, a description of the pilot
study and the participants involved.
Section 8.3 presents the results achieved identifying three main tru st
factors and the behaviour of tru st factors across some of the students’ a t
tributes.

8.2

D esig n and procedure

In order to identify the main tru st factors in online distance learning, a
survey was designed to soundly build the tru st factors from a larger set of
initial tentative tru st factors.
This survey was conducted using a questionnaire specifically built from
a large number of questions related to the initial tentative tru st factors.
The initial tentative tru st factors, listed in table 8.1, were based on the
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theoretical landm arks, presented in chapters 3 through 6, which raised trust
related issues such as:
• Satisfying the students’ needs;
• The availability of resources;
• Communication;
• Social behavior;
• Co-operation;
• Technology’s reliability;
• Processes reliability; and
• Institutional credibility.

Table 8.1: Six draft factors of trust
Draft
factors

[£>1]
[D2]

P3]
\Di]

[£>5]
P6]

Initial trust factors
Trust towards online distance learning
Trust towards online distance learning
facilities
Trust towards student/teacher interac
tion
Trust towards interacting with their
colleagues
Trust towards the virtual learning en
vironment
Trust towards the distance institution

The next section depicts the process of building the questionnaire [QO]1
used on the survey conducted to build the main trust factors.
th rou gh ou t this empirical study questionnaires are numbered [QO] through [Q7]. Only
questionnaire [QO] is used within the first research stage.
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M a te r ia ls a n d in s tr u m e n ts

The only instrum ents used in this research stage was a questionnaire de
signed to foster the construction of the main tru st factors.
The questionnaire2 accounted for eighty-five questions and was divided
in three parts:
• Demographic data questions;
• Information and communication technologies expertise assertions;
• Trust related assertions;
Demographic d ata was collected through nine questions on issues like
place of birth, gender, age, computer ownership and internet access.
Information and communication technologies expertise was assessed w ith
thirteen assertions on, for instance, using the Internet, sending electronic
mail and processing texts. The students were requested to mark these as
sertions using a seven degree Likert scale.
Trust was explored by the remaining sixty-three questions which were
also assertions to be marked by the students using a seven degree Likert
scale.
These sixty-three sentences were generated from the initial tentative
trust factors each factor contributing with an average of ten sentences to be
marked by the students. Each of these assertions was random ly distributed
on the survey after the initial 22 questions and assertions on demographic
data and IC T expertise.
The scale adopted to m ark the ICT expertise and tru st related assertions
is presented below on table 8.2.
2A complete copy of the Portuguese original questionnaire and English translation is
available in appendix D, section D.3.1.
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Table 8.2: Seven degrees likert scale
Likert
scale
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Answers choice
I strongly disagree w ith the sentence
I disagree with the sentence
I partially disagree w ith the sentence
I neither disagree nor agree with the sentence
I partially agree with the sentence
I agree with the sentence
I strongly agree with the sentence

On top of the eighty-five questions and assertions, the questionnaire also
included:
• An initial paragraph of thanks and a brief explanation of survey’s aims;
• A section w ith a detailed explanation on how to answer the questions
and m ark the assertions; and
• Another sentence thanking the students at the end of the question
naire.
The survey was also carefully structured to positively m otivate subjects
to fill it in. It was design bearing in mind that:
• Questions and assertions used short and simple sentences to facilitate
comprehension;
• All assertions indicated strong positive beliefs avoiding the possibility
of misleading;
• Analogous assertions were used to validate purposes as suggested in
Cohen et al. (2000);
• All eighty-five (85) sentences were included in a single A4 form with
four pages to avoid possible lost of d ata and minimize the apparent
survey size; and
• The survey’s look was similar to university forms to provide students
w ith a familiar instrument to deal with.
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The survey was w ritten in Portuguese as it was conducted at Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo Verde. A copy of the questionnaire and an English
translation are provided in appendix D, section D.3.1.
The next section identifies additional resources necessary to conduct this
survey.
8 .2 .2

N e c e s s a r y r e so u r c e s

Main necessary resources were the questionnaire described in the previous
section and the participants depicted later.
O ther resources included the university’s staff help on locating survey’s
sessions spaces and on deploying and attending the survey’s sessions.
For data processing and analysis a personal computer and a statistical
analysis package was also needed.
The next section depicts this survey’s action plan.
8 .2 .3

A c t io n p la n

D ata collection was conducted with special care in order to avoid random ly
completed questionnaires and increase response rate. Each student was in
formed about the survey’s goal and context and requested to sign a consent
form.
The data collection procedure was personally supervised by the re
searcher and all d a ta was collected between October the 7th and the 19th
2002. D ata was then processed and analyzed from November to December
2002. Relevant results and conclusions gathered delineated on January 2003
to enable the immediate deployment of the second stage3 of this empirical
study.
This survey’s overall model is presented on figure 9.1.
The questionnaire’s protocol is provided in appendix D, section D.1.2.
The next section depicts this survey’s pilot test.
8 .2 .4

P ilo t t e s t

A pilot test was carried out on seven university staff members and some
minor corrections were made.
3The second stage of the empirical study is presented in chapters 9 and 10.
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k n o w le d g e

Figure 8.1: Survey implementation diagram
This questionnaire’s pilot test provided useful information regarding its
design. All participants in the pilot test agreed th a t the questions where
clear and easy to understand.
Even so, some sentences needed to be cleared and an illustration was
added to the explanation about how to m ark the assertions w ith the Likert
scale.
Some participants asked questions about sentences with similar meanings
but those were explicitly included for validation purposes.
The next section depicts this survey’s participants.
8 .2 .5

P a r t ic ip a n t s

This survey’s subjects were all undergraduate students from Universidade
Jean Piaget de Cabo verde.
The university has sixteen graduation level courses available. The survey
was conducted in all courses’ first year in order to allow for the greatest
profile mix possible but ’’contam ination” from academic life.
Four-hundred and eighty (480) questionnaires were collected from a pop
ulation of six-hundred and seventy-three (673) available first year students.
Table 8.3 provides a gender distribution by age of the subjects who
participated in the survey.
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Table 8.3: Subjects’ distribution by gender and age
Gender
Female
Male
Students

17 to 21
75
69
144

22 to 26
59
49
108

27 to 52
112
116
228

Total
246
234
480

Gender was equally distributed across age which naturally eliminates
any gender bias.
From these four-hundred and eighty (480) questionnaires, three-hundred
and seventy-four (374) were selected for d a ta analysis.
From the selected three-hundred and seventy-four (374) cases, only
thirty-five students had had some sort of distance education experience as
shown on table 8.4.
Table 8.4: Subjects’ experience in distance education
Subjects’ experience
in distance education
No
Yes

Number
of cases
339
35
374

After data collection, processing and analysis, results were achieved and
are presented on the following section.

8.3

R esu lts

This section presents the result of the survey.
Section 8.3.1 presents the factorial analysis which resulted in the con
struction of the m ain tru st factors.
Section 8.3.2 presents the results of the study on the behaviour of trust.
8 .3 .1

T r u st fa c to r s

A factorial analysis of principal components was conducted to enable the
construction of the main trust factors.
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A three component approach was used. Then, the assertions which con
verged to a value 0.5 or over where selected in each component.
Table 8.5, 8.6 and 8.7 present a translated transcription of those selected
set of assertions per each component.
Word patterns from the selected set of assertions (see figure 8.8) were
ultim ately used to build the tru st factors presented on table 11.1.
Table 8.5: Principal component analysis table with component 1 selected
assertions

Question
[24]

Component 1
0.564421

[28]

0.636617

[29]

0.70874

[36]

0.52624

[38]

0.633097

[39]

0.522383

[42]

0.687053

[48]

0.596409

[49]

0.581602

[56]

0.618898

[58]

0.50326

[65]

0.585211

Survey assertions
In a distance education environment
I ’ll certainly have a better study en
vironment.
I believe th a t a distance teacher is
more qualified.
Certeinly, I will get b etter learning
results with a distance teacher.
In a distance education module the
work is more original.
In a distance education module the
distance teacher will certainly be
more available.
W ithin a distance education envi
ronm ent I will have all necessary
support.
I believe th a t I will work b etter w ith
a distance teacher.
I tru st th a t by studying, at a dis
tance I will get better results.
Learning a t a distance to better fo
cus more in what I want to learn.
Learning at a distance, I will be able
to have more control on my learning
methods.
I tru st in the quality of distance ed
ucation courses.
I believe th a t I have more support
in distance education.
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Table 8.6: Principal component analysis table w ith component 2 selected
assertions

Question
[53]

Component 2
0.506656

[68]

0.516328

[72]

0.591656

[73]

0.532072

[78]

0.512079

[79]

0.550423

[83]

0.58351

Survey assertions
A qualified university must have dis
tance learning.
Nowadays, teaching demands dis
tance education.
I certainly prefer studying at dis
tance through the Internet.
Using digital library is better to
learn.
In distance learning environment
our questions are answered more
quickly.
In a distance education module it
is easy to have positive assessment
grades.
The digital library is a better infor
mation source.

Table 8.7: Principal component analysis table w ith component 3 selected
assertions

Question
[27]

Component 3
0.572249

[32]

0.509066

[33]

0.503217

[40]

0.522467

[52]
[62]

0.539885
0.511099

Survey assertions
The computer is a reliable commu
nication tool.
Distance education provides equal
opportunities for all.
W ith distance education my study
ing possibilities are higher.
The Internet fosters dialogue be
tween colleagues.
The computer is a reliable tool.
The Internet is a very interesting
means of communication.
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Table 8.8: Trust factors’ word patterns

[FI]
[F2]
[F3]

Word patterns
Teacher-qualification; teacher-results; teacheravailability; teacher-support
Distance learning-quality; distance learningteaching
Technology-reliability; technology-opportunity;
technology-communications

Table 8.9: The main tru st factors

[F11
[F2]
[F3]

Main trust factors
Students’ tru st towards the interaction between
students and teachers
Students’ tru st towards virtual learning environ
ment
Students’ tru st towards technology

The next section presents an analysis of the behavior of tru st across some
of the students’ attributes.
8 .3 .2

T h e b e h a v io r o f t r u s t

The following paragraphs depict the results achieved from a analysis of the
behavior of tru st in relation to:
• The tru st factors;
• Age and gender;
• Com puter ownership;
• Computer access;
• Internet access;
• Previous experience in distance education: and
• Information and communication technology (ICT) skills and knowl
edge.
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Trust d istrib u tio n across factors
Student’s tru st more in technology than in the other factors as figure 8.2
and table 8.10 indicate.
Students’ tru st towards the interaction between students and teachers is
slightly below neutral4 ([Fl]=3.51). Students’ tru st towards virtual distance
learning environment is almost neutral([F2]=4.23). Students’ tru st towards
technology shows some positive expectations ([F3]=45.14).

Trust factor dftrfcution

Figure 8.2: Trust distribution across factors

Table 8.10: Trust distribution across factors

[FI]
[F2]
[F3]

M inim um
0.92
1.29
2.00

M axim um
6.25
6.71
7.00

Mean
3.22
4.23
5.14

Trust d istrib u tio n across age
Participant belong to a age rage between seventeen (17) and fifty-two (52)
years old.
An analysis of variance shows no significant differences in relation to any
tru st factor across age groups with the exception of the tru st th a t subjects
4The scale used accounts for 7 levels ranging from 1 to 7. In this case, 4 indicates the
scale’s neutral point.
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had in technology between the youngest and oldest, as figure 8.3 and table
8.11 illustrate.
It is thus possible to conclude th a t tru st in technology is equally dis
tributed across age groups w ith the exception of the tru st in technology
for the younger and the older population which significantly show th a t the
levels of tru st for older students are 20% higher (£(374) = 1.94, p — 0.007)
than the levels of tru st for the younger student group.
■ 17 and 21 (146)
2222 and 26 (108)
" 27 and 52 (120)

pi)

m

F3j

Trust distribution a cro ss a go

Figure 8.3: Trust distribution across age

Table 8.11: Trust factor distribution across age

[FI]
[F2]
[F3]
Students

17 and 21
3.31
4.28
5.00
146

22 and 26
3.11
4.20
5.10
108

27 and 52
3.20
4.20
5.33
120

Trust d istrib u tio n across gen d er
A T -test shows th a t trust in the three factors is equally distributed across
gender. This confirms th a t there is no gender bias towards tru st in this
sample, see figure 8.4 and table 8.12.
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J Mala (187)

!
1
i

Trust distribution across gender

Figure 8.4: Trust distribution across gender

Table 8.12: Trust distribution across gender

[FI]
[F2]
[F3]

Gender
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female

Students
187
187
187
187
187
187

Mean
3.22
3.22
4.23
4.24
5.10
5.18

Trust d istrib u tio n across com p u ter ow nership
A T -test shows a significant correlation in relation to the com puter owner
ship condition regarding:
• Students’ tru st towards the interaction between students and teachers
(£(372) = 1.711 p = 0.25);
• Students’ tru st towards virtual learning environment (£(372) = 1.572
p = .036 ); and
• Students’ tru st towards technology (£(372) = 0.34 p = 0.15 )
Figure 8.5 and table 8.13 indicate th a t having a com puter at home in
fluences the subjects’ trust. In fact a T -test shows a significant difference
between subjects w ith and without computer at home.
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Subjects with a computer a t home have higher levels of tru st when com
pared with subjects with no com puter a t home.

b
Trust cS&tribution a cro ss computor ownership

Figure 8.5: Trust distribution across com puter ownership

Table 8.13: Trust distribution across com puter ownership

[FI]
[F2]
[F3]

With or without
w ith
without
w ith
w ithout
w ith
w ithout

Students
130
244
130
244
130
244

Mean
3.37
3.14
4.37
4.15
5.29
5.06

T rust d istrib u tio n across co m p u ter access
A T -test shows th a t having access to a computer is not enough to foster
trust in factors one and two.
Regarding factor three, tru st towards technology there is however a dif
ference w ith statistical significance (£(372) = 0.303 p = 0.022).
Having access to a computer does increase the subjects’ tru st in tech
nology, see figure 8.6 and table 8.14.
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Trust distribution across computer access

Figure 8.6: Trust distribution across computer access

Table 8.14: T rust distribution across com puter access

[Fl]
[F2]
[F3]

With or without
with
without
with
w ithout
with
without

Students
264
110
264
110
264
110

Mean
3.24
3.17
4.27
4.14
5.20
4.98

T rust d istrib u tion across In tern et access
A T -test shows significant differences in relation to trust factors two
(t(372) = 0.368 p = 0.045) and three (*(372) = 0.692 p = 0.001) distri
bution across the Internet access condition.
Figure 8.7 and table 8.15 indicates th a t subjects who have access to the
Internet do have higher tru st towards the virtual learning environment and
towards technology than towards the relation between students and teacher.
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Figure 8.7: Trust distribution across Internet access

Table 8.15: Trust distribution across Internet access

[FI]
[F2]
[F3]

With or without
with
w ithout
with
w ithout
w ith
w ithout

Students
207
167
207
167
207
167

Mean
3.29
3.13
4.32
4.12
5.27
4.97

Trust d istrib u tio n across p reviou s d istan ce ed u ca tio n ex p erien ce
A T-test shows th a t previous experience in distance education does relate
to tru st in factor one (£(372) = 1.126 p = 0.001) and factor three (t(372) =
1.884 p = 0.001).
On the other hand, regarding tru st towards towards the virtual learning
environment, the subjects tru st levels are equally distributed across the
condition.
Figure 8.8 and table 8.16 illustrate results presented above.
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Figure 8.8: Trust distribution across previous distance education experience

Table 8.16: Trust distribution across previous distance education experience

[FI]
[F2]
[F3]

W ith or without
with
without
with
without
with
without

Students
35
339
35
339
35
339

Mean
3.74
3.16
4.51
4.20
5.60
5.09

T rust d istrib u tion across su b je c t’s IC T skills
There is a significant correlation between IC T skills and:
• Students’ tru st towards the interaction between students and teachers
(r(374) = 0.171 p < 0.01));
• Students’ tru st towards the virtual learning environment (r(374) =
0.206 p < 0.01)); and
• Students’ tru st towards technology (r(374) = 0.206 p < 0.01)).
The higher a subject’s ICT skills, the higher is her or his trust as figures
8.9 represents those correlation.
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Figure 8.9: Trust distribution across subject’s ICT skills

8.4

C losing rem arks

Results are discussed in chapter 11.
This main purpose of this chapter was to present the design, procedure
and results of the first stage of the research project outlined in this docu
ment.

C hapter 9

Trust and perform ance
experience
9.1

In trod u ction

This chapter presents the second research stage’s quantitative approach de
sign, procedure and results. Results are later discussed in chapter 11 to
gether with the discussion of the results from the first stage of the research.
The goal of the quantitative approach of this research stage is to explore
the relation between tru st and performance i.e., test the hypothesis th a t
tru st and performance are related in online distance learning.
Throughout this chapter, the word trust refers to tru st as characterized
by the three tru st factors built in chapter 8. W hen referring to a particular
kind of tru st i.e., as defined by one of the factors, explicit references are
used.
Section 9.2 begins by outlining this second research stage’s quantitative
approach design and procedure. It includes a description of the m aterials
and instrum ents, necessary resources, action plan, pilot study and partici
pants.
Section 9.3 present the results achieved identifying the significant inter
actions between tru st and academic performance.
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D esign and procedure

In order to test the hypothesis th a t tru st and performance are related in
online distance learning an experiment was conducted and examined from
two observation conditions:
• Examining the relation between students’ trust and their academic
performance measured by summative assessments in the ICT Online
module; and
• Examining the relation between students’ trust and their academic
performance using the results of students’ added values1.
To achieve these goals, seven questionnaires were prepared and applied
a t three different moments in time following a carefully delineated action
plan.
The next section presents the questionnaires [Ql] through [Q7]2 used on
the experience conducted to explore the relation between tru st and perfor
mance.
9 .2 .1

M a te r ia ls a n d in s tr u m e n ts

The main instrum ents used in this research stage, included seven question
naires. They were designed to explore the hypothesis th a t there is a relation
between trust and performance in online distance learning.
These questionnaires used a mix of four closed questioning techniques:
• Yes or no questions;
• True or false questions;
• Assertions to be marked by the students using the seven degrees Likert
scale shown on table 9.1; and
• Multiple-choice questions, where students have to choose the correct
answer from a list of four possible options.
1The added values are the variation of students’ trust and academic performance mea
sured at the beginning and at the end of the ICT O nline module.
th rou gh ou t this empirical study questionnaires are numbered [QO] through [Q7]. Only
questionnaire [Ql] to [Q7] are used within the second research stage.
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Table 9.1: Seven degrees Likert scale (repeated)
Likert
scale
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Answers choice
I strongly disagree with the sentence
I disagree w ith the sentence
I partially disagree with the sentence
I neither disagree nor agree with the sentence
I partially agree with the sentence
I agree w ith the sentence
I strongly agree with the sentence

A detailed description of these seven questionnaires will be provided
further on.
Q u estion n aire [Ql] on th e assessm en t o f se lf tr u st beliefs (before)
Questionnaire [Ql] was designed to measure each student’s self tru st beliefs
before the ICT Online module begun and counted twenty-five assertions:
• Twelve were related to the first trust factor3;
• Seven were related to the second trust factor4; and
• Six were related to the third tru st factor5.
All sentences were reused from questionnaire [QO] used to build the tru st
factors.
A translated copy of questionnaire [Ql] is available in appendix D, sec
tion D.3.2.
Q u estion n aire [Q2] on th e self-assessm en t o f IC T ex p e r tise
Questionnaire [Q2] was designed to measure each stu d en t’s ICT expertise
before the ICT Online module began and counted eighteen questions and
assertions:
• Three yes or no questions; and
3Students’ trust towards the interaction between students and teachers
4Students’ trust towards virtual learning environment
5Students’ trust towards technology
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• Fifteen assertions to be marked w ith the seven degree Likert scale.
A translated copy of questionnaire [Q2] is available in appendix D, sec
tion D.3.2.
Q u estion n aire [Q3] on th e assessm en t o f IC T know led ge (before)
Questionnaire [Q3] was designed to measure each student’s ICT knowledge
before the ICT Online module began and counted sixteen questions and
assertions:
• Seven multiple-choice questions;
• Nine true or false assertions; and
A translated copy of questionnaire [Q3] is available in appendix D, sec
tion D.3.2.
Q u estion n aire [Q4] on th e a ssessm en t o f IC T skills (before)
Questionnaire [Q4] was designed to measure each student’s ICT skills before
the ICT Online module began and counted sixteen questions and assertions:
• Seven multiple-choice questions; and
• Nine true or false assertions.
A translated copy of questionnaire [Q4] is available in appendix D, sec
tion D.3.2.
Q uestion n aire [Q5] on th e assessm en t o f IC T know led ge (after)
Questionnaire [Q5] was designed to measure the knowledge on ICT. Ques
tionnaire five was answered by every student after attending the ICT Online
module. And counted thirty-one questions and assertions.
P art of this questionnaire questions and assertions are identical to ques
tionnaire [Q3] and for those a translated copy is available in appendix D,
section D.3.2.
Besides those sixteen questions and assertions enum erated before on
questionnaire [Q3], fifteen more questions and assertions were included on
this questionnaire.
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Although, those additional questions and assertions above mentioned
were not considered for d a ta analyses purposes.
Q u estion n aire [Q6] on th e assessm en t o f IC T skills (after)
Questionnaire [Q6] was designed to measure student’s ICT skills after the
ICT Online module began. Questionnaire six counted with thirty-four ques

tions and assertions.
Sixteen questions and assertions of this questionnaire are identical to
those made on questionnaire [Q4] . For those questions and assertions a
translated copy is available in appendix D, section D.3.2.
The remaining eighteen questions and assertions made on this question
naire, were not considered for data analyses purposes.
Q uestion n aire [Q7] on th e assessm en t o f s e lf tru st b eliefs (after)
This questionnaire is identical to questionnaire [Ql] and a translated copy
is available in appendix D, section D.3.5.
The next section identifies additional resources necessary to conduct this
survey.
9 .2 .2

N e c e s s a r y r e so u r c e s

The experiment was conducted using the Information and Com m unication
T echnologies Online module as its testbed. The ICT Online module was

designed, implemented and deployed specially for this experiment.
Also, as the experiment required th a t students attended the ICT Online
exclusively trough the Internet, and most students had neither a personal
computer or Internet access. Two computer labs were set aside to run this
experiment. Each lab accounted for 20 similar personal computers w ith
Internet connection and was available to students throughout the day.
A convenient side-effect was th a t all students ended-up sharing the same
personal computer and Internet access conditions, thus eliminating a poten
tial source of data noise.
To accomplish this study a large number of Universidade Jean Piaget de
Cabo Verde's staff were also involved which provided:
• Technical support; and
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• Pedagogical support.
For d a ta processing and analysis, a personal com puter and a statistical
analysis package was also needed.
The next section outlines this survey’s action plan.
9 .2 .3

A c t io n p la n

D ata collection was conducted w ith special care in order to avoid randomly
completed questionnaires and to increase response rate. Each student was
informed about the study’s goal, and was context and requested to sign a
consent form.
The data collection procedure was personally supervised by the re
searcher and all data was collected between February and June 2003. It
occurred in three distinctive moments in time:
• The first moment was the 27th of February 2003 during the students’
first ICT Online module lesson. Four questionnaires ([Ql], [Q2], [Q3]
and [Q4]) were distributed a t th a t time.
• The second moment occurred between March the 27th and 24th 2003
and between April 10th and 10th 2003. In th a t period two question
naires ([Q5] and [Q6]) were collected.
• The third and final moment occurred after the students completed the
ICT Online module on June 12th 2003.

D ata was then processed and analyzed. Relevant results were gathered
and conclusions delineated.
The overall model of the quantitative approach of this research stage is
presented on figure 9.1.
The questionnaires’ protocol is provided in appendix D, section D.1.3.
The next section outlines this experiment’s pilot test.
9 .2 .4

P ilo t s tu d y

A pilot test was carried out on university staff members and some m inor
corrections were made.
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Figure 9.1: Experim ent implementation diagram
These questionnaires’ pilot tests provided useful information regarding
their design. All participants in the pilot test agreed th a t most of the ques
tions where clear and easy to understand.
Even so, some sentences needed to be made more clear.
The next section describes this survey’s participants.
9 .2 .5

P a r tic ip a n ts

This experim ent’s subjects were all undergraduate students from U n iversi
dade Jean P ia g et de Cabo verde.

A total of ninety-eight students participated in this experiment. Prom
these ninety-eight students:
• Seventeen attended the P h ysio th erapy course;
• Forty-four attended the E con om y and M an agem en t course
• Thirty-eight attended the C om m unication S cien ces course
As shown in table 9.2, most of these students didn’t have a personal
computer or even access to a com puter or the Internet.
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Table 9.2: ICT facilities profile of first year students attending the ICT
Online module at U n iversidade Jean P ia g et de Cabo Verde
Course

Owns a
com puter

H as com pu ter
access

Physiotherapy
Economy and M anagement
Communication Sciences

3
9
11

8
26
30

H as in tern e t
access
7

18
23

Furthermore, students rated themselves as scoring an average of 48% in
a 100% scale in a self IC T expertise assessment using assertions marked with
a Likert scale (data collected in questionnaire [Q2]).
Examining the results of the assessment of IC T knowledge and skills,
conducted before the ICT Online module started, one finds th a t students
rate on average of 39% in ICT knowledge and 48% in ICT skills.

Self-

assessment and formal assessment results are summarised by figure 9.2.5.
£0

So* ICT «xperttt6 ti&e&sment

ICT

ICT tfcRs

Students tssessm erl before the ICT onfine module started

Figure 9.2: Students’ IC T self-assessment and formal assessment results
before attending the ICT Online module

After data collection, processing and analysis, results were achieved and
are presented in the following section.

9.3

R esu lts

D ata collected during those three distinct moments in time was analysed
under two observation conditions:
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S u m m a tiv e a s se s s m e n t - In this condition, the analysis examined the
relation between students’ tru st and their academic performance mea
sured by summative assessments in the ICT Online module; and
A d d e d v a lu e s - In this condition, the analysis examined the relation be
tween students’ tru st and their academic performance using the results
of students’ added values6.
9 .3 .1

S u m m a tiv e a s s e s s m e n t o b s e r v a tio n c o n d itio n

In order to carry out the analysis of the interaction of tru st and performance
under the summative assessment observation condition, a group of students
with homogeneous ICT expertise was selected. Further, students were rated
as having high, middle or low tru st levels on all tru st factors and global
trust, perceived as an average tru st factor.
H o m o g e n e o u s I C T e x p e rtis e g ro u p
The initial subjects’ group accounted for 98 students. An homogenous group
was selected eliminating students who rated either too high or too low when
compared w ith the group’s statistics (28.98 (x —<r(a;)) < homogeneous self
ICT expertise scores < 66.04 (x + cr(a:))). The new ICT expertise homoge
neous group accounted for 70 students.
Table 9.3 shows the evolution of the general dispersion indicators from
the 98 student group to the homogeneous 70 students group.
The box plot presented in figure 9.3 depicts the homogenous group dis
persion.
6Again, the added values are the variation of students’ trust and academic performance
measured at the beginning and at the end of the ICT O nline module.
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Table 9.3: Initial and homogeneous groups statistics comparison
S ta tistic s

In itia l population

Hom ogeneous population

Size
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Std. Deviation
Variance

98
75
14.81
89.81
47.51
18.53
343.21

70
35.19
29.63
64.82
47.14
9.58
91.77

1 40
3
c

30

I
X

20

Figure 9.3: Homogenous group dispersion

T r u s t c lu s te rs
The 70 student group was later divided into three tru st level clusters.
In order to class students as either High, Middle or Low on tru st, for each
factor and global tru st, the range of tru st scores was broke up into three
intervals with the same size and students were assigned to each cluster on
the basis of their score in each case. Figure 9.4 provides a diagram th a t
illustrates the clustering results.
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19 students
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High
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Students' inital self
trust beliefs

[F3]

Global
trust

Figure 9.4: High, Middle and Low tru st level clusters

V a ria b le s
Finally, under the summative assessment observation condition, variables
are:
In d e p e n d e n t There are four independent variables:
• F I - Trust towards the interaction between students and teachers
as assessed by questionnaire [Ql] before attending the ICT Online
module. Ranges from Low - minimum - to High - maximum.
• F2 - Trust towards the virtual learning environment as assessed
by questionnaire [Ql] before attending the ICT Online module.
Ranges from Low - minimum - to High - maximum.
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• F3 - Trust towards technology as assessed by questionnaire [Ql]
before attending the ICT Online module. Ranges from Low minimum - to High - maximum.
• Global tru st - This tru st level indicator is the average of the
values of F I, F2 and F3. Ranges from Low - minimum - to High
- maximum.
D ep e n d en t There are two dependent variables:
• IC T K n ow ledge score - As assessed by questionnaire [Q5] af
ter completion of the ICT Online module’s relevant component.
Ranges from 0 - minimum - to 100 - maximum.
• IC T Skills score - As assessed by questionnaire [Q6] after com
pletion of the ICT Online m odule’s relevant component. Ranges
from 0 - minimum - to 100 - maximum.
In tera ctio n an alysis
Interaction between tru st and academic performance was explore using the
70 students homogeneous sample and the variables FI, F2, F3, Global tru st,
I C T K n ow ledge score and IC T Skills score.
In order to explore the interaction between tru st and academic perfor
mance, analysis of variance of IC T K n ow ledge score and I C T S kills score
were conducted w ith F I, F2, F3 and Global tru st as independent variables.
This analysis of variance showed that:
• A significant m ain effect of F I such th a t I C T Skills score was higher for
subjects w ithin the Low level of tru st cluster and was lower for subjects
within either the Middle or High level of tru st cluster (F (2 ,67) = 13.649
p = 0.001 and .F(2,67) = 13.649 p = 0.002). See also figure 9.5 for
chart depicting the behaviour of I C T Skills score over F I ;
• A significant main effect of F2 such th a t IC T Skills score were higher
for subjects within the Low level of tru st cluster and lower for subjects
within the Middle level of tru st cluster (F(2,67) = 3.589 p = 0.042).
See also figure 9.6 for chart depicting the behaviour of IC T Skills score
over F2;
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• A significant main effect of F3 such th a t IC T Knowledge score were
higher for subjects within the Low level of tru st cluster and lower
for subjects within the High level of tru st cluster (F (2,67) = 3.539
p = 0.041). See also figure 9.7 for chart depicting the behaviour of
IC T Knowledge score over FJ{; and
• A significant main effect of Global trust such th a t IC T Skills score
were higher for subjects within the Low level of tru st cluster and lower
for subjects within either the Middle or High level of tru st cluster
(F(2,67) = 9.565 p = 0.001 and F (2 ,6 7 ) = 9.565 p = 0.002). See
also figure 9.8 for chart depicting the behaviour of IC T Skills score
over Global trust.

Low

Midtfe

Kgh

Trust towards the relation between students and teachers

Figure 9.5: IC T Skills score over F I (lines highlights the interactions effects)

73X0

j
&
(4X0

low

Middle

High

True! towards virtual learning environment

Figure 9.6: IC T Skills score over F2 (lines highlights the interactions effects)
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76.0

560
Low

Middta
Trust towards technology

Figure 9.7: I C T K now ledge score over F 3 (lines highlights the interactions
effects)

85.0

80.0

Middle
Global bust

Figure 9.8: I C T Skills score over Global tru st (lines highlights the interac
tions effects)
No other significant effects were found but, ju st as contextual informa
tion:
• Figures 9.9 illustrates the behaviour of I C T K n ow ledge score over F I ,
F 2, F 3 and Global trust', and

• Figures 9.10 illustrates the behaviour of I C T Skills score over F I, F2,
F 3 and Global trust.
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Figure 9.9: I C T K now ledge score over F I, F2, F 3 and Global tru st
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Mk*J«

Figure 9.10: I C T Skills score over F I, F2, F 3 and Global tru st
9 .3 .2

A d d e d v a lu e s o b s e r v a tio n c o n d itio n

The analysis of the interaction of tru st and performance under the added
values observation condition used the full students set.
V ariables
Under the summative assessment observation condition there are six vari
ables, which are:
• D elta F I - The difference of the levels of tru st towards the interac

tion between students and teachers as assessed by questionnaires [Ql]
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before attending the ICT Online module and [Q7] after completion of
the module. Ranges from -100 - minimum - to 100 - maximum.
• D e lta F2 - The difference of the levels of tru st towards the virtual
learning environment as assessed by questionnaires [Ql] before atten d 
ing the ICT Online module and [Q7] after completion of the module.
Ranges from -100 - minimum - to 100 - maximum.
• D elta F3 - The difference of the levels of tru st towards technology

as assessed by questionnaires [Ql] before attending the ICT Online
module and [Q7] after completion of the module. Ranges from -100 minimum - to 100 - maximum.
• D e lta global tru st - The difference of the levels of global tru st calcu
lated as the average of the values of FI, F2 and F3 assessed before and
after attending the ICT Online module. Ranges from -100 - minimum
- to 100 - maximum.
• D elta IC T knowledge score - The difference between IC T knowledge
assessment scores as measured by questionnaires [Q3] before the be
ginning of the ICT Online module and [Q5] after completion of the
m odule’s relevant components. Ranges from -100 - minimum - to 100
- maximum.
• D elta IC T skills score - The difference between ICT skills assessment
scores as measured by questionnaires [Q3] before the beginning of the
ICT Online module and [Q5] after completion of the m odule’s relevant

components. Ranges from -100 - minimum - to 100 - maximum.
P relim in a ry resu lts
Prelim inary results show an increase in knowledge, skills and tru st levels
across all factors. Table 9.4 and table 9.5 present the results and respective
charts are depicted in figures 9.11 and 9.12.
Table 9.4: The evolution of IC T K now ledge score and IC T Skills score
M o m en t

Before
After

IC T K now ledge score
46.17
70.52

IC T Skills score
51.02
69.54
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ICT skils score

Figure 9.11: The evolution of I C T K now ledge score and I C T Skills score

Table 9.5: The evolution of F I , F 2, F 3 and Global tru st
M om ent

FI

F2

F3

Global tru st

Before
After

58.6.1
65.40

63.89
67.97

74.34
77.65

63.87
69.06

55.00

Figure 9.12: The evolution of F I, F2, F 3 and Global tru st
An initial analysis of correlation shows a significant correlation (R ( 98) =
—0.406 p = 0.000) between D elta I C T knowledge score and D elta I C T skills
score.

Meaning th at when students knowledge increases, their skills also
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increase. This result helps confirm th a t the Information and Com m unica
tion T echnologies Online module was in fact effective as students’ academic

performance increases coherently, in knowledge and skills, by attending the
module.
In teraction analysis
Interaction between tru st and academic performance was explored using the
98 students sample and the variables D elta F I, D elta F2 , D elta F3, D elta
global tru st, D elta I C T knowledge score and D elta I C T skills score.

Tables 9.6 and 9.7 as well as figures 9.13 and 9.14 present the variables
values.
Table 9.6: The variation of I C T K now ledge score and I C T Skills score
D elta I C T K now ledge score

D elta I C T Skills score

24.35

18.52

25.0
24.0
23.0
22.0
2113

I ”0
19.0
18.0

ir.e
10.0
15.0
Delta ICT knowledge i

Figure 9.13: The variation of I C T K now ledge score and I C T Skills score

Table 9.7: The variation of D elta F I, D elta F2, D elta F 3 and D elta Global
tru st
D elta F I

D elta F 2

D elta F 3

D elta GlobalTrust

6.79

4.08

3.30

5.2
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Figure 9.14: The variation of F I, F 2, F 3 and Global tru st
In order to explore the relation between tru st and academic performance,
an correlation analysis was conducted to tested the interaction of D elta F I,
D elta F 2, D elta F 3 and D elta global tru st w ith D elta I C T knowledge score

and D elta I C T skills score.
This correlation analysis showed that:
• There is a significant correlation between D elta F2 and D elta I C T
knowledge score ( R ( 98) = —0.236 p = 0.019). The chart in figure 9.15

illustrates th a t interaction as a scatter plot;
• There is a significant correlation between D elta F 3 and D elta I C T
knowledge score ( R ( 98) = —0.227 p = 0.025). The chart in figure 9.16

illustrates th a t interaction as a scatter plot; and
• There is a significant correlation between D elta global tru st and D elta
I C T knowledge score (R ( 98) = —0.210 p = 0.038). The chart in figure

9.17 illustrates th a t interaction as a scatter plot.
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D ella ICT k now ledge sc o re

Figure 9.15: Scatter plot of the interaction of D elta F 2 and D elta I C T
know ledge score
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Figure 9.16: Scatter plot of the interaction of D elta F 3 and D elta I C T
know ledge score
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Figure 9.17: Scatter plot of the interaction of D elta global tru st and D elta
I C T knowledge score
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No significant correlation was found between D elta F I, D elta F2, D elta
F 3 or D elta global tru st and D elta I C T skills score.

No significant interaction was found between D elta F I and either D elta
I C T knowledge score and D elta I C T skills score.

9.4

C losing R em arks

This second research stage goal was to study the relation between students’
tru st and their academic performance in online distance learning.
This chapter described a quantitative research approach used to explore
the relation between tru st and academic performance in an online distance
learning scenario.
Results are discussed later in chapter 11.

C hapter 10

Online m odule usage
appreciation
10.1

In trod u ction

This chapter presents the second research stage qualitative approach design,
procedure and results. Results are discussed later in chapter 11. The goal
of the qualitative approach of this research stage is to provide additional
insight on the use of the Information and Comm unication T echnologies
Online module to explore the relation of tru st and academic performance.

Throughout this chapter, the word trust refers to tru st as characterized
by the three tru st factors built in chapter 8. W hen referring to a particular
kind of tru st ie .,

as defined by one of the factors, explicit references are

used.
Section 10.2 begins by outlining this second research stage’s qualitative
approach design and procedure. It includes a description of the m aterials
and instrum ents, necessary resources, action plan, pilot study and partici
pants.
Section 10.3 presents the results achieved on assessing students’ tru st
specific appreciation of the virtual learning environment provided by Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo Verde.
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D esig n and procedure

In order to provide an addition dimension to the experiment conducted to
explore the relation between tru st and performance, two qualitative data
collection techniques were used:
• Observation diaries; and
• Interviews.
The main goal is to assess the students’ appreciation of the virtual learn
ing environment provided by U n iversidade Jean P iaget de Cabo Verde.
The next section presents the observation diaries and interview scripts.
1 0 .2 .1

M a te r ia ls a n d in s tr u m e n ts

The main instrum ents used in this research stage were observation diaries
and interview scripts.
O b s e rv a tio n d ia rie s
The observation diaries accounted for:
• A summary of the sessions events;
• General problems;
• General attitude;
• Students’ observations;
• Methodological remarks; and
• Suggestions.
Appendix D, section D.3.6 provides a sample observation diary sheet.
I n te rv ie w s c rip ts
The interview scripts accounted for questions aiming to asses the students
opinion on the usage of the virtual learning environment. The questions ex
plored several appreciation aspects and a translation is available in appendix
D, section D.3.7.
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The next section identifies additional resources necessary to conduct this
survey.
1 0 .2 .2

N e c e s s a r y r e so u r c e s

As the qualitative data collection has been conducted alongside with the
experiment presented on the previous chapter, necessary resources are the
same as the one used on the experiment (see chapter 9 for more details).
The next section describes the action plan of this survey.
1 0 .2 .3

A c t io n p la n

D ata collection was conducted w ith special care. Observation diaries were
regularly used in order to avoid random ly answered questions. Each student
was informed about the interview’s goal and context. Consent forms were
signed for all conducted interviews.
The data collection procedure was personally supervised by the re
searcher. It occurred in two distinct moments in time:
• Observation diaries were completed during the ICT Online m odule’s
execution; and
• Interviews were conducted after the conclusion of the ICT Online mod
ule.
D ata was then processed and analyzed. Relevant results were gathered
and conclusions delineated.
The overall model of the qualitative approach of this research stage is
presented on figure 10.1.
The interview’s protocol is provided in appendix D, section D.1.4.
The next section elaborates on eventual pilot tests.
1 0 .2 .4

P ilo t s tu d y

The observation diaries form at evolved the first few times it was used but
no pilot study was carried out.
A pilot test of the interview script was carried out w ith university staff
members and some minor corrections were made.
The next section describes this survey’s participants.
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O b s e r v a tio n d ia r ie s

Q u a lita tiv e
a p p ro a c h

S econd m om ent

In te r v ie w s

Data
analysis

O n lin e m o d u le
u s a g e a p r e c ia tio n

tim e

w h ile th e
m o d u le ra n

a f te r th e e n d o f
t h e m o d u le

Figure 10.1: Qualitative data collection implementation diagram
1 0 .2 .5

P a r tic ip a n ts

The subjects were the same as the the ones involved in the experiment
presented on the previous chapter (see chapter 9 for more details).
A total of ninety-eight students participated:
• Seventeen attended the P h ysio th erapy course - they will be referred
to as the sc ie n c e g ro u p ;
• Forty-four attended the E con om y and M anagem ent course - they will
be referred as the e c o n o m y g ro u p ; and
• Thirty-eight attended the C om m unication Sciences course - they will
be referred as the c o m m u n ic a tio n g ro u p .
After d a ta collection, results were achieved and are presented on the
following section.

10.3

R esu lts

As mentioned before this qualitative research approach provides an addi
tional dimension to the experiment conducted to explore the relation be
tween tru st and performance.

It evaluates the students’ appretiation of

the Information and Comm unication T echnologies Online module study
environment provided by U niversidade Jean P ia g et de Cabo Verde.
To achieve those aims this qualitative approach uses observation diaries
and interview techniques.
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A description of Cape Verde and the Information and Comm unication
T echnologies Online module are available on appendix A and B. These

provide additional insight and might help understand the interpretation of
the results..
1 0 .3 .1

O b s e r v a tio n d ia r ie s

Observation diaries techniques aimed to analyse the learners’ Information
and Com m unication Technologies Online module on virtual learning envi

ronment provided by the Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo Verde.
A n alysis fram ew ork
D ata returned from the observation diaries techniques was analysed from
three online distance learning aspects according to Grandison et al. (n.d.)
which are crucial prerequisites for a successful and effective online educa
tional experience.
Figure 10.3.1 provides which scheme of those three elements guided by
the ’’community of learning” theoretical model developed by Grandison et al.
(n.d.).

S o c ial
p resen ce

C o g n itiv e
p re s e n c e

S u p p o rtin g
d is c u r s e

E d u c a tio n a l
e x p e r ie n c e

S e ttin g
c lim a te

S e le c tin g

T e a c h in g
p resen ce
S tr u c tu r e /P r o c e s s

C o m m u n ic a tio n
m e d iu m

Figure 10.2: Community of inquiry (Grandison et al., n.d.)

This framework identifies three elements:
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• Cognitive presence;
• Social presence; and
• Teaching presence.
The next paragraph describes the student’s cognitive presence element.
C o g n itiv e p re s e n c e
This cognitive presence element refers to the extent to which learners are
able to construct knowledge, through sustained online communication. It
mainly addresses observation patterns related to:
• Students’ knowledge construction.
S tu d e n ts ’ le a rn in g m a n a g e m e n t s y s te m u se

During the first two on

line distance activities, students showed difficulties in navigating on the
Formare environment1.
Those initial difficulties were already expected, as this online m odule’s
main goal was to teach students’ computer skills.
Students beginning difficulties in the use of the learning m anagement
system were shown first by the science group and were followed by the
communication group and then the economy group.
According to the observation diaries notes (external observer), the menu
available in the learning management system to access to the interactive
content materials was not intuitive for students.
On their third distance lesson some students continued to show difficul
ties in working with the com puter and in navigating in the learning m an
agement system, but by this tim e the number of students w ith difficulties
diminished.
On their sixth learning activity 2 students claimed to have difficulty in
distinguishing the interactive images from those which were not.
Observation diaries notes (external observer translated quote):
’’The interactive images confuses the students, they showed difficulties in under
standing if the image was an exercise or not.”

xFormare was the learning management system used to fulfil the ICT Online module
at Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo Verde
2Students first practical learning activity
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Students felt confused with the possibility of saving images and also the
exercises available in the interactive content confused students.
Observation diaries notes (external observer translated quote):
’’Some believed that by saving the interactive images would be a possibility to
interact with their distance teacher. Students doubted if the exercise provided in
the content was to assess their skills or not.”

S tu d e n ts’ tech n ica l difficu lties

M any technical errors occurred during

this Information and Com m unication T echnologies Online module proce
dure and those affected students’ knowledge construction.
Those problems occurred random ly throughout the module. W hen those
technical problems occurred several times during short periods students
seemed more anxious and nervous, as it was difficult to work and some
time impossible to study.
Observation diaries notes ( external observer translated quote):
’’The Internet access was so slow that students hardly could work. Some finished
early that day because of that they were less focused in their work .”

Some difficulties related to regarded infrastructure problems such as:
• Electricity failures;
• Internet connection failures; or even a simple
• Mechanical technical problem as for example:
— Com puter failures;
— mouses failures3
There were technical difficulties related to the Learning Management
system errors such as:
• Script errors;
• Browser errors;
• Run tim e errors,
3The computer mouse did not work properly sometimes because of the dust, a common
phenomena in Cape Verde.
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— Provoked closing of the sessions4.
The slow Internet connection or connection failures provoked frustrations
on the spirit of students because it slowed their learning rhythm , especially
when these occurred near an assessment task activity.
Some students’ expressions of disappointm ent whenever a technical prob
lems occurred are provided:
Observation diaries notes (external observer translated quotes):
Today students encountered many technical problems. It was normal to hear com
ments like:
I t w e n t o ff again ... I am going a w a y ,
E v ery M o n d a y w e sta n d in fr o n t o f the c o m p u te r;
W hat a stre ssfu l le sso n ; and
The In te r n e t is to search n o t f o r learn, it is e a sier w hen the tea c h e r teaches u s a n d is respon sible.

Observation diaries notes (teacher observation translated quotes):
Here it is some online chat transcript messages:
U n der th is con dition it is im possible to w o rk ;
I should be in lesson eight but I am only on the seven th ; and
I am n o t going to w ork at hom e, the In te rn e t cost is to high.

Those technical problems affected mainly the science group. The science
group had to delay some of the learning task activities to recover those
missed activities later on.
This situation made learning difficult. Some of the students, even chose
not to do some assessment activities so as to be able to keep up w ith the
rhythm of the other ICT Online module learning students. Even so, the
science group continued to be m otivated in learning.
S tu d e n ts ’ le a rn in g a c tiv itie s

Generally students worked actively and

concentrated in their activities tasks during the entire ICT Online module.
Their learning rhythm was adequate and increased more near an assess
ment task period. In those moments students seemed to be more focused
and efficient.
4Such errors occurred especially when student’s did not refresh the web page from time
to time.
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Almost all students used all their reserved tim e in the computer labo
ratories and asked for extra time whenever they were near an assessment
activity especially during the students skills learning activities.
It was also during those assessment periods th a t students seemed to
be more anxious, nervous and expressed more intolerance with technical
failures.
Observation diaries notes (teacher observations translated quote):
’’Sometimes students during their skills project task had to learn how to use more
than one application and it was difficult because those applications were in English.”

Some students even chose not to do their first project, because of the
difficulty. They felt they needed more time to finish it. Also as refereed
to above, it was during this period th a t most of the technical difficulties
occurred and they needed time to recover their lost time.
However according to the observation diaries notes {external observer)
during th a t period, students continued to collaborate and were anxious to
learn, b u t not as much as they had shown in the beginning of their Infor
mation and Comm unication T echnologies Online module.

The skills assessment difficulties experienced during the ICT Online
module were also aggravated because the applications were in English and
because at th a t time the technical problems provoked a delay in students’
learning activity schedule.
However, according to the learning management system data logs the
m ajority of student’s had delivered their projects.
Generally, in spite of the technological problems all students maintained
their learning rhythm and m otivation throughout all the module.
It seemed th a t it was the science group which had more learning diffi
culties and encountered more technical difficulties.
The economy group was the group with less energy and seemed less
motivated. According to the observation diaries notes (external observer)
the science group was the more m otivated group.
Unfortunately, the science group encountered many problems during
their ICT Online module accomplishment and th a t affected their motiva
tion for learning but this fact was not enough to prevent all of them from
finishing the ICT Online module.
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S o cial p re s e n c e
The second core element of the model is related to the establishment of
a supportive environment, snch th a t students feel the necessary degree of
confort and safety to express their ideas in a collaborative context and to
project their personal characteristics into the community.
Those observed patterns related to:
• Student’s feelings; and
• Students co-operation actions.
L e a rn e r s ’ p e rc e p tio n o f t h e i r v ir tu a l le a rn in g e n v iro n m e n t

Stu

dents in the beginning of the Information and Com m unication T echnolo
gies Online module apparently didn’t understand w hat to expect from their

virtual learning environment. Only later on did they realise they could make
adjustm ents in their learning and task activities.
At the end students used their reserved timeline schedules to work in
their learning activities.
Observation diaries notes (teacher observation translated quote):
’’Students from the communication group studied in the morning and the science
and the economy group studied during the afternoon at Universidade Jean Piaget
de Cabo Verde campus facilities.
However, a student from the communication group chose to work at home and
another preferred to work in the afternoon shedule. Also, a student from the
economy group preferred to work in the morning schedule.”

Those who worked in the morning period seemed more active than those
in the afternoon period.
Teachers, the external observer and the students only expressed anxious
and frustrated feelings whenever an error occurred, especially if it occurred
in short periods of time and near an assessment period.
Observation diaries notes (teacher observation translated quotes):
’’Apparently students were more anxious and nervous when a technical problem
occurred often during short periods of time, especially if those periods were near to
an assessment task. During that period It was common to hear expressions about
the pedagogical support like: Those students have no luck...”
Observation diaries notes ( external observer translated quotes):
’’Student’s easily got impatient and frustrated when the learning management sys
tem showed a ’’runtime error” because it took to much tim e to start it all over.
But, those feelings were just momentary.”
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’’Around 13.25 the Internet got slow and ten minutes later went off and never came
back. According to the technological department it is not an internal problem.
Students waited 40 minutes longer and then went away. This science group had no
luck.”

During those periods, when a technical error occurred near an assessment
activity they also expressed insecurity and claimed th a t they needed more
time to study.
Observation diaries notes (teacher observation translated quote):
’’Students claim that it is difficult to access to a computer outside the reserved
tim e.”

S tu d e n ts c o -o p e ra tiv e a c tio n s

In the middle of the Information and

Com m unication T echnologies Online semester students’ motivation to

wards learning decreased b u t ju st when the module changed from working in
student IC T knowledge to IC T skills5, students’ m otivation towards learning
increased again.
Knowledge content activities required less interaction with their col
leagues and the skills content learning activities enabled more group work.
According to the observation diaries notes (external observer) students
preferred to work alone in their knowledge content learning activities but
during their skills content learning activities they preferred to work in
groups.
During those skills learning activities student started to co-operate more
w ith each other.
Observation diaries notes ( external observer translated quote):
’’The science group seemed to be the most co-operative group, maybe because they
had faced more technical difficulties during their first online learning activities or
because it is a smaller group.”

According to the observation diaries notes (teacher observations) it was
noted th a t the online chat messages exchanged during the Information and
Com m unication T echnologies Online between students and teachers and

between teachers and the pedagogical support enabled a better understand
ing of students’ needs in relation to their surrounding learning environment.
This was especially so during those periods when more technical errors
occurred. During th a t time the notes made by the external observer indicate
5Further information regarding the Inform ation and C om m u nication T ech n ologies On
line is available on appendix section B
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more opinions and solutions related to the teacher’s instructional learning
methods.
Observation diaries notes (teacher observations translated quote):
’’The online chat between me and the pedagogical support enables me to maintain
a closer approach to students problems and needs, mainly the technical problems.”

Students with less developed computer skills capabilities were helped
by those w ith higher skills capabilities and this attitu d e seemed to keep
students more motivated according to the observation diaries notes (external
observer). Even so this Information and Com m unication Technologies
Online module needed more interactive moments, especially those between

students and their teachers.
The external observer felt th a t the teacher should see his students more
as individuals and not as a group especially the science group.

Besides

students expressed the need for more feedback regarding their assessments.
During the skills learning activities moments some students chose the
help from their colleagues instead of their teacher’s help, as they claimed
th a t the teacher feedback was slower.
Observation diaries notes ( external observer translated quote): ’’The teacher takes
too much time to answer and students need immediate answers”

Students also used their reserved time in the computer laboratory for
other things besides performing their learning activities tasks.
According to the observation diaries notes (external observer) students
use the computer to see and send email messages, web pages, images and to
chat w ith their friends.
Observation diaries notes ( teacher observations translated quote):
”It is impressive to see a student who hardly can work with the computer and the
mouse but, already knows how to use a browser and the web-mail.”

W hen a student encountered a technical problem, for example Internet
problems like a web content page in the learning management system it
implied a loss of at least five or ten minutes to recover all over again. So to
compensate for those dead moments some browsed web pages or accessed
to their email.
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Teaching p resen ce
The teaching presence element comprises two functions: the design of the
educational experience and the facilitation of the learning activities.
This teaching presence observation patterns related to:
• The students’ learning activities;
• The students’ learning support; and
• The students’ learning interactions.
The science group encountered an initial adm inistrative problem which
originated from a later Information and Comm unication T echnologies On
line module sta rt up. Subsequently the technical problems made their learn

ing difficult.
Observation diaries notes (teacher observations translated quote):
” Due to administrative problems, the science group started the lessons a week later
than the other groups. Some readjustment had to be made in their learning activity
schedule.”

” Students couldn’t work in this afternoon because of an electricity failure. The
pedagogical support is working in another schedule period for them to finished this
week activity. If that is not possible I will have to readjust again the science group
learning activities schedule.”

During the first distance lessons, students expressed the need to access to
a printed version of the ICT Online instructional content m aterial. Students
claimed they felt more secure on their learning if they accessed a printed
version.
Those were found to be more of the female population, according to the
observation diaries notes (external observer) and at the beginning of their
module.
Observation diaries notes (external observer translated quotes):
” Some students wrote down the content on paper, or used the commands copy/paste
to take the contents with them, maybe to print or read on paper later on.”
(.../...)

”To solve their insecurity some students kept writing many notes on the paper or
tried to copy the content into their floppy disk.”
Observation diaries notes (teacher observations translated quote):
’’Messages exchanged between students, and teacher in the learning management
system show students’ insecurity with instructional content later on.
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[Teacher, I will have access to the interactive content later on].

These were felt mainly during the knowledge learning activities maybe
because it was the first distance learning activity or because it used the
subjects’ content materials as one of the main supports for their learning
activities.
The technical problems prevented students from doing some learning
activities during the task activity timeline. W hen student realised this they
become frustrated.
Observation diaries notes (external observer translated quote):
Today I heard a student saying:
I am s till w orkin g in m y f ir s t p ro je c t and th is abstra ct a c tiv ity is related to the second p ro je c t

Students chose distinct learning methodologies during their ICT Online
module accomplishment especially when practising their skills or knowledge
learning activities.
During their knowledge learning activities the m ajority of students pre
ferred to work alone, in silence and to read the instructional content.
W hen a technical problem occurred students seemed to be more frus
trated for not being able to access their knowledge instructional content.
It was in those periods th a t students expressed the need to access a
printed version of the knowledge instructional content.
Later on, during the skills learning activities this need diminished. Dur
ing their skills learning activities the m ajority of students worked in groups
and used their instructional content only as a guide manual.
Observation diaries notes (external observer translated quote):
” Some students prefer to work with a computer to practice the interactive content
exercises before performing their project task. Others performed directly in their
task projects and used the content as a guide.”

Both learning activities showed different instructional content access
rates.
According to the observation diaries notes (external observer) students’
skills project tasks were too demanding for students. He felt students needed
more tim e to practice.
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Observation diaries notes (external observer translated quote):
Today I hear students saying:
” T his p ro je ct is difficult ; and
One stu d e n t co m m en ted durin g a p ro je ct task: ”I t is g e ttin g too difficu lt... a n d he sm iled

B ut for him the last task skill assessment project was better as it was
more personalised and autonomous. It enabled students to be more creative
and communicative.
Observation diaries notes (external observer translated quote):
’’This last project was less demanding than the other but instead gave students
more autonomy.”

Feedback provided on the skill exercises was not explicit enough and
sometimes confused students.
Observation diaries notes (external observer translated quote):
’’The interactive warnings windows within the instructional content, saying that
students had not finished their exercises yet didn’t help. It just confused them.
The explanation available must be more explicit.”

Students also felt the need for more teacher feedback on their skills as
sessment.
Observation diaries notes ( external observer translated quote):
” Some students felt the need to confirm with their colleagues if they had performed
the exercise correctly”.

M e a n s a n d m a te ria ls to u s e

Sometimes two students had to share the

computers and those seemed less motivated by their learning activities.
Observation diaries notes (external observer translated quote):
’’Student’s who had to shared a computer felt to be less active and less motivated
than the others.”

Some decrease of m otivation was noted in the afternoon periods when
compared with the morning.
M aybe it was due to the fact th a t some computers were positioned in
the direction of the sun and this fact made students work harder.
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Usually students worked w ith a defined purpose.

Observation diaries notes (external observer translated quote):
”It is admirable to see students’ strong willingness to learn, special the oldest
persons and the less experienced students in the science group.”

The students who spend most of their tim e w ith other activities besides
their learning activities became more anxious when near an assessment task
period.
Observation diaries notes (external observer translated quote):
’’Student’s who spend most of their time using the computer for email, for chat,
for browser or for seeing photos... were more nervous and anxious just before an
assessment task.

Feedback from the teacher and pedagogical support helped students to
solve local difficulties and needs punctually.
It also helped to reassure the teacher regarding student’s learning activ
ities, actions, feelings and needs.
Observation diaries notes (external observer translated quote):
’’There was a difference between what the teacher realised was happening inside
the laboratory and what did really happened. Special regarding students feelings
and needs when a technical problem occurred.”

1 0 .3 .2

I n te r v ie w s

D ata gathered from the interviews provided a complementary perspective
on students’ opinions regarding their virtual learning environment and tru st
beliefs.
Interview results are presented in the following paragraphs.
I m p o r ta n c e o f v ir tu a l le a rn in g e n v iro n m e n t im p lie d a c to rs
Assertion one of the interview includes a group of assertions asking stu d en t’s
opinions regarding their:
• Distance teachers;
• Pedagogical support; and
• Colleagues.
Students used a six degrees likert scale of im portance to answer each
assertion and at the end justified their choice.
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According to the students, the

teacher had a partially im portant role w ithin their virtual learning envi
ronm ent ( With an average of 3.3).
Students argued th at:
• It was difficult to exchange ideas w ith each other because communica
tion did not occur easily; and
• Their teacher could not follow their work and did not understand their
difficulties, especially their technical difficulties.
But, there were others who considered that:
• Their teacher had an im portant role in their virtual learning environ
ment because this showed interest in their learning progress.
The next lines present a translated transcription of students’ arguments
about the im portance of their relation to the distance teacher.
”It was impossible to exchange ideas during the online chat.”
’’The teacher couldn’t follow students learning progress.”
”1 preferred the pedagogical support. The pedagogical support helped overcome
my doubt more easily, he understood me better”
’’There were always some things we needed to do face-to-face.”
’’The pedagogical support had to answer some of ours doubts because doing that
throughout the Formare was sometimes difficult.”
’’Our contact with our teacher was difficult. I had a stronger contact with the
pedagogical support. Sometimes I forgot I had a teacher.”
’’The distance teacher should be always near their students to be able to helped
overcome our doubts.”
’’Distance made communication more difficult.”
”1 did not consider him to be important because he couldn’t understand our diffi
culties during the semester.”
”1 had no relation with my distance teacher. Our interaction moments were short
because of the technical difficulties.”
’’The distance teacher was always interested in our progress.”
’’The distance teacher taught me how to communicate at distance.”
’’Even, at a distance, the distance teacher could teach and evaluate our perfor
mance.”
’’The presence of the teacher was not always needed.”
’’Being away, it demanded from students more attention in their learning.”
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’’Even, far away it was possible to learn many things.”
’’The distance teacher always answered demands, though sometimes he took some
time to answer.”
”It was very important because we could contact our distance teacher when we had
doubts.”

P e d a g o g ic a l s u p p o r t im p o r ta n c e

According to the students, their ped

agogical support had an extremely im portant role within their virtual learn
ing environment (W ith an average of 5.6).
Students argued th a t the communication between them was simpler be
cause they were face-to-face with each other and th at led to a stronger tru st
bond between them .
The next lines are a translated transcription of students’ arguments
about the im portance of their pedagogical support.
’’The interaction with the pedagogical support was easily assessed and that simpli
fied my learning and increased my performance.”
”It was very important to maintain the respect inside the laboratories and he also
solved momentary problems more easily.”
”It was always available to overcome our doubts and that increased our perfor
mance.”
” Sometimes it is important to know more about the person whom we communicate
with.”
’’Very important, the pedagogical support was always near to answer our doubts.”
’’Because he was face-to-face, he could understand us better.”
”A face to face communication cannot be compared with a distance person, the
distance communication can be very impersonal.”
’’The pedagogical support was the only one who could overcome our doubts and
solve our technological problems.”
’’W ith the pedagogical support I felt I learned more.”
’’Learning always needs a face to face situation.”
”It was the pedagogical support who helped us during our learning activities.”
”1 trusted more on the pedagogical support because he was always available to
answer my needs.”
’’The pedagogical support overcame our doubts in a more personal way.”

C o lleag u es im p o r ta n c e

According to students their pedagogical support

had very im portant role within their virtual learning environment ( With an
average of 4.9).
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Students considered th a t w ith their colleagues they could easily discuss
their ideas, exchange knowledge or could search for punctual support.
The next lines depict a translated transcription of students’ arguments
towards the im portance of their colleagues.
’’When we could exchange opinions my knowledge increased.”
”It provided a more unified learning environment.”
’’Though sometimes there was some noise, when I needed and when they could my
colleagues helped me.”
’’Some of them helped me.”
’’Very important, we could exchange experiences.”
’’Very important, it improved the communication, because we used a more acces
sible language. Also, with them I felt not shamed to express my doubts.”
’’They were available to help whenever was possible.”
’’Sometimes the noise didn’t help.”
” Our colleagues couldn’t always overcome our doubts.”
’’Not so important, I prefer to work alone.”

Im p ortan ce o f ICT Online m od u le in stru ction al c o n ten ts
The second interview assertion asked students’ opinion about the impor
tance of the Information and Com m unication T echnologies Online module
instructional contents for their learning achievements.
Again, students used a six degree likert scale of importance to answer to
this assertion and justify their choice.
Students considered their ICT Online module instructional contents to
be very im portant for their learning achievements (W ith 6 degrees likert
scale of 5).
These ICT Online module instructional contents represented one of their
main learning supports and because it was not knowledge biased, it enable
them to construct their own learning.

Nevertheless, were some of them

considered it demanding according to their learning expectations.
The next lines present a translated transcription of students’ arguments
about the im portance of ICT Online module instructional contents for their
learning achievements.
”It was my main learning medium. It was throughout the instructional materials
that I learned what I know now.”
”It is not opinion bias. It enables the reader to construct his own opinions about
the learning subjects.”
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”1 liked the way they were presented. Unfortunately sometimes I felt difficulties
in the use of those instructional materials more often because my computer access
difficulties.”
”It helped me to elucidate some doubts.”
’’Well designed, presented, structured and chosen.”
”It was very important although I considered this subject difficult to learn.”
”It enabled me to learn things that I was anxious to learn.”
”It was a modern way of teaching. The text available was very easy to understand,
and I could save it and study every time I needed.”
’’The contents were always available in an easier way to learn and practice.”
’’This way of delivery of the content is better to learn, because we can always access
when we need.”
’’Well designed because it came together with exercises.”
’’Very good especially those abstracts available at the end of each subject.”
’’Four hours of study is too long and the Internet is always failing.”
’’There were not enough computers for all and some didn’t work properly, that
didn’t helped.”
’’Too much to learn for the available time. It has too much detailed information
for first-year undergraduate students.”
’’The contents were available only in the computer but not every student had access
to one.”

Im p ortan ce o f stu d e n ts’ on lin e d istan ce learn in g exp erien ce
The third interview assertion asked students’ opinions about the im portance
of their online distance experience.
Once more, students used a six degrees likert scale of importance to
respond to this assertion and justify their choice.
Students considered their online distance learning experience ( With an
average o f 5) very im portant because the module was always available.
Also because, the Information and Com m unication Technologies On
line module was completed and it addressed different knowledge areas and

argued th a t today it is im portant to learn at a distance.
The next lines present a translated transcription of students’ argum ents
about the importance of their online distance learning experience.
’’Very good because nothing was missing and the instructional subjects addressed
distinct areas of knowledge.”
’’W ith today’s Internet technology it is possible to learn online, special when the
teacher is always available.”
”It is very important because nowadays we need to learn at a distance.”
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”It is very important especially for those who cannot learn face-to-face.”
”1 didn’t notice a difference between a face-to-face learning methodology and an
online learning methodology.”
”It was a very good experience, unfortunately sometimes I couldn’t access a com
puter.”
”It still needs to be worked in some aspects. Everyone should have access to the
online conversation.”
’’The problems arising in the computer did not help.”
’’Was a different way o f learn.”
”1 learned, but this way is not the way I choose to learn.”
’’Despite the fact I had to read a lot, I learned and with that method we can choose
when and how to study.”
”Yes, because the content was always available.”
’’Very important because, it teaches us to be more independent. Even so I believe
that we still need someone nearby.”
”We could learn at home what was very good.”
’’The technology difficulties meant that students were unable to study.”
’’Not important, because the teacher was not always available and sometimes did
not understand my doubts and my technological problems. At the end, students
were damaged because of that.”

S tu d e n ts tru st in th e p o ssib ility o f w orking w ith som eon e at a
d istan ce
The fourth question asked stu d en t’s tru st opinion regarding the possibility
of working with someone a t a distance.
This was an open question w ith justification.
Almost everyone considered tru st an im portant factor to m aintain a
proper distance relation.
The communication established and face to face contact were considered
im portant issues to examine when working w ith someone a t a distance.
The following lines address a translated transcription of students’ argu
ments about the possibility of working with someone a t a distance.
”1 agree, because my distance teacher was always in contact with me.”
”Yes I would, but we need to be always able to communicate with each other.”
”1 agree. I need to trust someone to be able to work, if not I will be doomed.”
”1 agree, because I was able to trust in my distance teacher and I learned a lot with
him. That is why, I am sure that I will be able to trust and work with someone at
a distance again.”
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’’Sometimes I tend to trust but there are other times that I tend not to, especially
if there is a problem.”
”Yes I would. If the online learning conditions were equal to those I had experi
enced. If not, it wouldn’t be easier to trust because I didn’t know his behaviour
and aims. Under those conditions it will be difficult to fulfil his expectations.”
I agree but I need to meet that person face-to-face first to be able to trust.”
”Yes I would, based on this experience I believe that would be easier.”
”1 agree, because to be able to work with someone at a distance that person needs
to be trustworthy.”
”Yes I would. Everyone should know their responsibilities, especial at the university
level.”
”No, because I do not trust a person’s whose face I cannot see. I could only see
what he was writing.”
”No, I do not agree. Nowadays, it is difficult to trust someone at a distance because
is difficult to know that person real intentions.”
”No, at a distance we cannot see what he is doing.”
” It is not possible to trust someone at a distance if I cannot know his behaviour.”
”1 don’t know... It depends on the way we work and it depends on exchange of
information safely.”
”If I had to I would accept it but I didn’t consider it easy. I need a face-to-face
contact to be able to trust.”
”1 don’t know. It depends on my distance interaction with that person.”

S tu d e n ts’ tru st beliefs
The fifth question includes a group of assertions on students’ trust:
• Interaction with the distance teacher;
• University capacity to teach at a distance;
• Interaction with their colleagues;
• Interaction with the pedagogical support: and
• Technology.
Students used a six degrees likert scale of tru st to answer to the above
assertion.
Students partially trusted in the interaction with the distance teacher
(W ith an average of 4).
The same indicators were shown on students’ tru st in the university
capacity to teach a t a distance ( With an average of 4).
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Students did trust on their relation towards their colleagues and towards
their pedagogical support ( With an average o fh ).
Finally, students trusted less in the technology ( With an average of 3.7).
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Figure 10.3: Students’ tru st beliefs within their ICT Online module

Students did consider tru st in the technology as a problem in this Infor
m ation and Communication T echnologies Online module implementation.

It is also interesting to note th a t students rated their tru st beliefs in
relation to those elements a t a distance and those which where face-to-face,
as figure 10.3 illustrates.
At a distance in this case were the teacher and the institution and the
face-to-face elements were represented by the pedagogical support and their
colleagues.
A d d ition al com m ents
This sixth question was an open question students for which could add extra
comments, they considered lacking.
All sorts of issues were found regarding this sixth question.
• Some students expressed their anxiety regarding the technological
problems and argued th a t those affected their learning achievements;
• Others cited the existing communication difficulties; and
• Others asked for more exercises and work.
Sentence transcription, are included in the follow paragraphs:
” I would like to perform more exercises and learning activities regarding information
and communication technology.”
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’’All students should have access to a computer.”
”1 considered important the Information and Communication Technologies Online
module, unfortunately computers were slow considering difficulties in learning.”
”1 would like to enhance the important influence that the Information and Communi
cation Technologies Online module leaning subjects and the classroom environment
had on me.”
”We need to be patience with all these technological problems.”
’’Sometimes, it was difficult to make the teacher understand our technical problems.
He sometimes thought that those problems were excuses so we would not fulfil our
tasks.”
’’Sometimes the computer didn’t work and even so we had to perform our assess
ment tasks.”
’’Having access to a computer outside our lab reserved hours was very difficult and,
even at that time computers were not enough for all of us, which was difficult for
our performance.”
”It was difficult to access an online chat because of the technical difficulties. I
believe those problems affected my final grade.”
’’Those classes were very important to me but, sometime we had to study and work
a lot and the time available to practice was not much.”
’’The pedagogical support was always available to help us but the technological
problems were many and occurred especially near an online chat. The teacher
should be at the university more often.”
’’The next time, please take technological difficulties more in consideration so we
could be able to learn more.”
”1 didn’t like to perform the online chat assessment task, because not everyone
could take part of it.”
’’There were not enough computers available for all students and I didn’t like to
meet my teacher only once.”

Further, the closing rem ark section summarises the main issues high
lighted within these qualitative research.

10.4

C losing R em arks

This second research stage goal was to study the relation between students’
tru st and their academic performance on online distance learning.
This chapter, described a qualitative research approach used to provide
additional insight on the use of the Information and Com m unication Tech
nologies Online module to explore the relation between tru st and academic

performance.
Results are discussed later in chapter 11.

Overview
This part provides both an overall discussion of the results gathered as well as
a summary of the work presented in this document and some future work proposals
based on the content of the previous chapters.
The Overall discussion chapter encompasses all results and aims for a compre
hensive discussion bringing together theoretical landmarks and findings presented
throughout the document.
Besides recalling the path taken, the Summary and future work chapter also
evaluates the relevance of this work’s contribution, underlining the significance of
the undertaken research and the results of the survey, the empirical study and the
complementary research study. The limitations of this work are also acknowledged,
stressing what was proposed but was not addressed and on what should have been
done to foster better and more self-sustainable results.
Finally, some consequent research lines are suggested.
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C hapter 11

Overall discussion
11.1

In trod u ction

This research project has explored tru st in an online distance learning con
text and the nature of th a t relationship.
This chapter begins with a brief description of the research context,
provides an overall discussion of the results and illustrates some possible
implications.
Section 11.2.1 describes Cape Verde and the context of its surround
ings The following section 11.2.2 briefly introduces the design, development
and im plem entation of the Information and Com m unication Technologies
Online module which was the context for research.

The final section 11.3 summarises and discusses the main results achieved
outlined in chapters 8, 9 and 10. It also addresses possible implications for
the online distance education process.

11.2

R esearch co n tex t

This study was performed in Cape Verde at Universidade Jean Piaget de
Cabo Verde.
The following paragraphs briefly introduce us to the research context,
illustrating possible implications and limitations of this context in relation
to the university and to the distance education environment in particular.
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C ap e V erde

Cape Verde belongs to the list of least developed countries (LDC) and is
located in the N orth Atlantic Ocean, 500 km west of Senegal in W estern
Africa.
The Cape Verde economy is fragile, due to its few natural resources, in
cluding serious water shortages and limited agricultural possibilities. There
fore it is heavily dependent on foreign assistance and overseas resources.
Fishing and tourism represent the main Cape Verde areas for economic
growth and development. Tourism holds a considerable potential and it is
the area of the m ajority of foreign investments. Fishing is an im portant
source of livelihood, yet its full potential has not been achieved.
H igher ed u cation
Cape Verde has a population of 418,224, w ith a m ajority of young people
and, in spite of considerable efforts made, there is a lack of higher education
opportunities. In the year 2001, two thousand students had to go abroad in
order to pursue tertiary education compared to the estim ated fifteen hundred
who studied in Cape Verde (Evora-Sagna et al., 2002).
Unfortunately, the m ajority of students who study abroad tend to stay
in those foreign countries, contributing therefore to the increase in the coun
try ’s higher emigration rate.1
D istan ce ed u ca tio n
The use of distance education could help alleviate the shortage of higher
education opportunities.
However, although there have been some initiatives to develop distance
education in Cape Verde, none have borne fruit. The failures of these ini
tiatives have not been analysed so it is not clear w hat the problems were.
Successful experiences of other countries in this area suggest th at, if ap
plied appropriately, distance education could be of immense benefit for Cape
Verde.
1Cape Verdeans’ emigration estimates vary, there are at least as many Cape Verdeans
abroad as in the country. There is much anecdotal evidence that there are more Cape
Verdeans living abroad than in the country but few hard statistics. One problem is that
some Cape Verdeans may be living abroad illegally and therefore not showing up in official
statistics.
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In tern et access
The country’s Internet facilities are still under development, as the Cape
Verde Information and Communication Development (ICT) started rela
tively late (Evora-Sagna et al., 2002).2
The development began in 1996 with an experimental network based
on a 64 kbps connection and the service was commercialised a year later.
Although legally the Internet m arket is open, Cape Verde Telecom (CVT) is
still the only Internet Service Provider (ISP) with limited and costly rates.
At the end of 2001 there was a limited broadband access to the Internet,
w ith 550 basic rate Internet users and 23 prim ary rate subscribers.3
In December 2001, there was an estim ated 2.8 per cent of Internet users
and in 2002 the Internet was hardly visible in Cape Verde. Dial-up Inter
net prices in Cape Verde are high and do not encourage heavy surfing and
Internet penetration is therefore limited. Another reason for lower rate In
ternet use is awareness, as many may not be aware of the Internet benefits
or even its existence. This limits the broadband access to the Internet in
Cape Verde.
In form ation and co m m u n ication tech n ologies d issem in ation
Despite the efforts made by the government to promote the use of IC T in
the education sector there has been no concrete plan to supply all schools
with PC s or connection to the Internet.
Some schools offer basic IC T courses but these courses remain optional.
One of the problems faced is the lack of technical know-how. While schools
are connected to the Internet they often do not know how to use the basic
application or have problems w ith the configuration and basic maintenance.
Even so, all institutes of higher education have some kind of Internet
access. One third of secondary schools are connected to the Internet (9 out
27), a few prim ary schools are connected and the Cape Verde government
is probably the country’s m ajor Internet user.
In conclusion, the use of the Internet facilities could in this case play a
key role in providing greater education opportunities. However, the country
2It was the 29th African country to get connected to the Internet.
3Basic rate has 64 kbps and primary rate interface has 128 kbps, whilst the highest
leased circuit speed available is 256 kbps.
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still needs to make a big effort to push itself in to the information society,
not to mention the knowledge society.
1 1 .2 .2

T h e in fo rm a tio n and C o m m u n ica tio n T e c h n o lo g ie s O n 
line m o d u le

The university developed the ICT Online module as its first undergraduate
online module to foster students’ self-sustained distance learning and ICT
skills. This module forms a p art of the Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo
Verde first year curricula and has been implemented since 2002.
D esig n process
During the ICT Online module design process, a careful analysis was m ade in
order to plan the most adequate teaching, learning and instruction strategy
within the available options.
As it was the first undergraduate online distance learning module the
design aimed to provide;
• an easy and transparent integration of this online module w ith the
undergraduate courses and the existing rules and regulations;
• a sound instructional strategy;
• the identification of students’ profiles and needs;
• the acknowledgement of university capabilities and constraints;
• the choice and implem entation of the necessary technical facilities, as
for example the Learning Management System; and
• the development of content for the ICT Online module.
At first an analysis of a face to face version of the module enabled a b etter
understanding of the university’s environment. This face to face Inform ation
and Communication Technology module analysis took place together w ith
the implementation analysis of three post-graduate online distance learning
modules. During th a t tim e a few teaching and learning strategies, as well as
the university’s suitability for such an initiative, were tested and evaluated.
These two experiences enhanced a number of concerns related to this
module implementation and deployment and highlighted that:
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• students had very little or no ICT knowledge and skills;
• a small number of students had access to a com puter and Internet
facilities;
• the irregularity and the weak quality of the electrical power supply
together w ith a low bandw idth tended to endanger the successful de
ployment of the module; and
• com puter failures to work due to the high tem peratures in the com
puter laboratories.
All these aspects contributed to the number of possible technical prob
lems within the ICT Online module deployment.
By the tim e this project started, in September 2002, the electricity sup
ply had to be stabilized, all com puter labs had to be equipped w ith fans
and air conditioning and the Internet connection went from an ISDN with
64 Kbps capacity to a leased line w ith 128 Kbps.
Today, Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo Verde has a 512 Kbps leased
line together w ith three 1 Mbps digital subscriber lines for a population of
more or less 1700 students and staff members.
T eaching and learning str a te g ie s
The m ain paradigm of use a t the university is based on self-study, through
which learning objects support a pre-determined learning purpose. Special
attention was also given to both individual and environment diferentiation
attributes as mentioned above.
The instructional design is based on goal-oriented learning activities in
which students are requested to perform specific weekly tasks.
This includes a text-based content with exercises, multim edia illustra
tions, interactive graphics, and assessed feedback. Asynchronous and syn
chronous online discussions are also facilitated every two weeks. A very
detailed student guide4 and learning strategy help line is available for both
students and teachers. Each aspect of learning content is hierarchically or
ganised, content w ritten in small chunks to enable a b etter comprehension
and a printable version made available.
4More information regarding this student guide is available in appendix section C.
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Moreover, collaboration opportunities are made available through the
teaching and learning strategy.
As the m ajority of students had no access to the Internet or computer
facilities two computer laboratories together w ith help desk facilities were
available for students. This common space in which the ICT Online module
took place provided opportunities collaboration among the students. Such
opportunities especially occurred when students worked on the skills content
p a rt of the ICT Online module5
In the end, this instructional design strategy aimed to guide students
throughout their module and simultaneously respect their learning styles,
needs and opportunities.
More detailed information regarding Cape Verde and the ICT Online
module implemented at Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo Verde are avail
able in appendix section C and section B.
Im p lem en ta tio n
The ICT Online module was implemented during the second semester of
2002/2003 and involved close to one hundred students. The pass rate was
over 90% w ith grades presenting a normal p attern consistent with other
modules and courses.
Eventually in spite of stressful moments th a t occurred together with
technical infrastructure difficulties, students’ performance improved w ith
tim e as they became more and more used to studying online. At th a t time,
as most students did not have access to a personal computer at home the
computers were heavily used. Also, date access statistics provided by the
Learning Management System showed th a t students continued to use the
ICT Online module six m onths after it finished.

At the end of the module, research indicators revealed th a t students
generally accepted learning online and the m ajority stated th at they would
not mind attending an online module again, in spite of being used to teachercentered classes in which they sit passively waiting for the lecturer to transfer
her or his knowledge.
5Purther information is available in chapter.10.
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Im p act
Today, the university is extending the number of library computers due to
demand and the impact of the ICT Online module on the way students
perceive and use computers and the Internet. At this tim e the university
provides one computer for an average of ten persons.
The university also has integrated new distance education rules and reg
ulations and new online distance learning measures.
Two more online distance learning modules w ith similar characteristics
are being implemented. These are included in all first year course curricula
and involve Portuguese and English contents.
The Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo Verde has also been recognised
by the Instituto Piaget community and Cape Verde community as a distance
education provider. It works in collaboration w ith both communities on the
development and implem entation of distance learning initiatives.

11.3

A chieved resu lts

A multi-method approach was used to attain these empirical research aims
by triangulation of the findings from each approach.
Two distinct research stages were developed.
F ir s t s ta g e - The goal of this stage was to identify the trust factors th a t
influence students’ beliefs and opinions when studying at a distance.
In order to accomplish those goals a survey was designed. It consisted
of an underlying list of probable tru st influence issues which could
influence students’ beliefs and opinions when studying at a distance.
Chapter 8 presents the research stage one design methodology and
results achieved from the quantitative research stage two procedure.
S e c o n d s ta g e - This second research stage integrated two distinct ap
proaches.
• A quantitative approach tested the hypothesis th a t in online dis
tance learning tru st and performance are related. Chapter 9 out
lines the methodology and results achieved.
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• A parallel qualitative approach provided additional insight on the
use of the ICT Online module. It explored the relation between
tru st and academic performance.
C hapter 10 presents the design methodology and results achieved
from this parallel qualitative research stage two procedure.
1 1 .3 .1

T h e m a in t r u s t fa c to r s

A factorial d a ta analysis identified three main tru st factors of students’ tru st
influence in online distance learning:
Table 11.1: The three m ain tru st factors

Trust factor
f [i ]

m
F[3]

Students’ beliefs on trust
Students’ tru st towards the interaction between students and teachers
Students’ tru st towards virtual learning environment
Students’ tru st towards technology

An additional analysis established an Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo
Verde undergraduate student tru st distribution profile. Results indicated
that:
• Students have higher levels of tru st towards the technology when com
pared to the other factors;
• Trust was equally distributed across age with the exception of tru st
towards technology for the younger6 and the older7 population;
• Gender was equally distributed across this sample;
• Having a computer at home does influence subjects’ trust. Although
having access to a computer is not enough to foster students’ tru st in
the first two tru st factors, only on the third tru st factor;
• Having access to the Internet influences students’ tru st in the second
and third factor only;
6The younger population belong to a range of ages between 17 to 21 years old.
7The older population belong to a range of ages between 27 to 52 years old.
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• Having previewed experience in distance education does influence stu 
dents’ trust in the first and third tru st factors; and,
• The higher students’ IC T skills were the higher was their tru st in those
three factors.
A detailed description of research stage one results analysis is available
in chapter 8.
1 1 .3 .2

T h e r e la t io n b e t w e e n t r u s t a n d p e r fo r m a n c e

The overall second research methodology was designed from two distinctive
research approaches, a quantitative and a parallel qualitative approach.
Q u a n tita tiv e a p p ro a c h - The quantitative approach explored the rela
tion between tru st and performance in online distance learning. It
looked into the relation between tru st and performance from two ob
servation conditions:
• A summative observation condition - establishes the correlation
between students’ initial self tru st beliefs and final knowledge and
skills assessments grades;8 and
• An added value observation condition - examines students’ tru st
correlation to students’ performance by analysing tru st indica
tors, and knowledge and skills m arks gathered before and after
students attended their. ICT Online module9
Q u a lita tiv e a p p ro a c h - The parallel qualitative research approach ap
preciated students’ tru st in relation to specific aspects within the ICT
Online module provided by Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo Verde.

In this approach observation and interview techniques were used.
Results found through the quantitative research approach, indicated a
significant correlation between students’ tru st and their academic perfor
mance in all three tru st factors.
More specifically on the first observation condition an analysis of variance
(ANOVA) showed a statistical significantly negative correlation between stu 
dents’ summative assessment and students’ tru st between:
8A1so known in this work as summative assessment.
9Also known in this work as added value performance.
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• F I and IC T Skills score.
— Subjects with Low level of tru st cluster had higher IC T Skills
score; and
— Subjects within either Middle or High level of tru st cluster had
lower IC T Skills score.
• F2 and IC T Skills score.
— Subjects w ith Low level of tru st cluster had higher IC T Skills
score; and
— Subjects with Middle level of tru st cluster had lower IC T Skills
score.
• FS and IC T Skills score.
— Subjects with Low level of tru st cluster had higher IC T Skills
score; and
— Subjects w ith High level of tru st cluster had lower IC T Skills
score.
• Global trust and IC T Skills score.
— Subjects with Low level of tru st cluster had higher IC T Skills
score; and
— Subjects within either Middle or High level of tru st cluster had
lower IC T Skills score.
On the second observation condition an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) indicated statistically significant negative correlation between stu 
dents’ tru st and their added values performance between:
• Delta F2 and their Delta IC T knowledge score;
• Delta F3 and Delta IC T knowledge score; and
• Delta global trust and Delta IC T knowledge score.
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Additional results are presented in chapter 9.
The qualitative second research stage assesses students trust on specific
appreciation of their ICT Online module provided by Universidade Jean
Piaget de Cabo Verde and indicated positive aspects of the module, never
theless some negative aspects were also found.
The ICT Online module positive aspects were:
• ICT Online instructional content; and

• Students pedagogical support;
The ICT Online less positive aspects were:
• Technical failures (electricity, Internet, com puter hardware and learn
ing management system); and
• Teacher and student communication difficulties;
During those less positive aspects students tended to become anxious
and sometimes frustrated because they believed those aspects affected their
academic performance.
But, as referred to previously, in spite of those stressful moments, the
m ajority of students considered their online distance learning experience
positive and most of them agreed they would not mind attending another
online distance learning module.
Students completed the module with a good impression of the content
and the learning strategies adopted. During the interviews they stated th a t
the content provided was clear, easy to understand and unbiassed.
The m ajority of students believed th a t an online distance learning rela
tionship is maintained by tru st and to m aintain a trustful relationship it is
necessary to have a t least one face to face meeting.
The lack of communication between the distance teacher and the stu 
dents seemed also to influence students’ tru st in their learning capabilities.
Some believed th at faster and more punctual feedback might solve such
uncertainties throughout the module.
1 1 .3 .3

D is c u s s io n

In discussing these results a brief review will be made of the concept of
tru st developed in this study and consideration given to how this might be
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an influence for successful online distance learning processes.
This review is also intended to help understand possible students’ tru st
beliefs influences on the above results. Consideration is also given to stu
dents’ beliefs about tru st and online learning.
T rustful relation s
Trust is an aspect of so many moments in our life th a t we mostly consider it
unconsciously. It represents an im portant key in our daily life relations, as it
represents a social and psychological phenomenon where a person may have
tru st in a occurrence if he or she expects such to lead to certain behaviour.
Most of the time it is the central key to hum an relations; it is the glue th a t
holds most co-operative relations together (Lewicki and Bunker, 1996) .
A real relationship is dependent on a m utual trust between people or
w ith another object such as a Website, a server, a group, a society or an
institution. (Preece, 2000). It is the central key to people’s interactions and
how we form our social interactions at a distance or face to face.
Trust is related to the will to co-operate and work in a collaborative
environment a t distance or face to face. Although, trusting someone or an
object represents a risk.
This can become an even greater risk when it is developed w ithin an
online distance education scenario where new and unstable communication
tools are applied and supported in a new social environment. It is diffi
cult to establish healthy social interaction if communication problems are
encountered in this environment.
In some cases the computer mediated communication tools are not yet
sophisticated and m ature enough to inspire trust.
As Hawthorn (1998) pointed out it can be more difficult to develop tru st
in an online setting than a face to face one and consequently, it m ight be
harder to tru st in an institution or a teacher th a t we cannot see or touch,
than a teacher we can find in corridors, see and get to know in real life as
we normally understand it.
This is especially so, when these online environments can bring char
acteristics closer to those found in face to face education settings; closer
enough to promote a sense of deceptive familiarity, which sooner or later
threatens the distance education process.
This easily occurs because people’s past influences help to define future
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tru st occurrences. If those beliefs and tru st expectations are not meet feel
ings of frustration and lack of motivation can follow.
A clear understanding of trust elements and how they can be built and
developed in a hum an virtual social environment can be a benefit for each
individual, for a structured group, a virtual community and to the older
society.
Im p lications
According to the empirical results there are three main tru st factors which
concern most students when in an online distance learning environment.
These related especially to students’ tru st in the:
• Interaction between students and teachers;
• Virtual learning environment; and
• Technology.
Results from this study also indicated th a t there is a relation between
students’ tru st and their academic performance in online distance learning.
In contrast to w hat most of us expect, when trust increases students aca
demic performance tends to decrease. Students who ranked higher on trust
beliefs achieved lower academic performance results.
Maybe when the tru st is too great, the unexpected difficulties introduced
by the environment produce a global failure of performance (Castelfranchi
and Falcone, 2004).
Results also indicated th a t special care should be taken to understand the
implications of those tru st beliefs and their changes throughout the learning
experience.
These changes occurred during specific moments in time, such as a tech
nical failure, or poor teacher student communication periods, especially if
those occurred near an assessment period.
Results also revealed th a t when learning the knowledge content of the
module, students seemed to be less m otivated. Most of them preferred to
work alone.
On the other hand, when learning the skills content of the module, they
were more motivated to work and learn. The m ajority worked in groups
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and were not so dependent on the Learning M anagement System and the
Internet.
The underlying reasons for the relationships between tru st and perfor
mance th a t were highlighted by this study are both complex and context
specific. The aim and scope of the study do not enable more th an some
tentative conclusions about the possible reasons for some of the more unex
pected but most interesting results. In relation to the students in this study
it is possible that:
• Those students who trusted too much tended to work less and therefore
learn less.
• Higher tru st expectation could be associated with higher levels of self
confidence, less effort and consequently lower performance.
• The technological difficulties and poor communication th a t students
encountered during the module may have contributed to the increased
feelings of frustration from those who had higher levels of trust. This
frustration could have led to a decrease in their motivation to work
and co-operate on their learning aims.
It seems like teaching a child how to walk. A child needs to learn how to
deal with their initial expectations and frustrations to be able to tru st and
walk alone. She or he has to gain confidence and balance by her or himself.
All these feelings become associated w ith their learning process. Our
role as a m other, father or educator is not to walk with him or her, b u t to
to stand beside him or her to be able to support whenever necessary. If we
insist on walking w ith him or her and showing our fear it will be undermine
his or her learning process and performance achievements.
Understanding of tru st and the degree of influence on students’ perfor
mance within an online distance learning process is more difficult th an it
m ight first seem. To understand people’s tru st we also need to understand
their surrounding environment, as people’s level of tru st and its fluctuation
depends also on their social context.
In this case time, space and technology w ithin the online distance learn
ing process can influence students’ trust beliefs and therefore influence their
m otivation and will to co-operate. The answer for a successful online dis
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tance learning design should rem ain in providing an adequate level of tru st
needed to:
« m aintain students’ m otivation towards their learning;
• help students in dealing w ith their frustrations in good time;
• provide for students’ feelings of safety and acceptance within their
learning community group; and
• Help students to engage in a m utual dialogue w ith their teacher and
colleagues.
This leads us to conclude th a t today, distance education pedagogues
should aim to integrate trustful virtual learning environments, especially
those who are concerned with constructivist education models.
For a virtual learning environment to prosper within those network tech
nologies, learners m ust be willing to use the learning resources and to engage
in a online interaction with their teacher or colleagues in order to support
their own learning.10
They need to be able to assume more control over the story line, the flow
and of the learning content. For them to become more self-directed learn
ers, control more of their surrounding environment and participate more in
flexible conversations and discussions, the gap between student and teacher
needs to be reduce.
For a learner the decision to attend an online distance learning module
is not easy to make. He or she faces the risk of losing tim e, money, effort or
just failure and those decisions could affect their ability to tru st and hence
their learning achievements.
He or she has to face the risk of trusting an institution or a teacher to
be able to fulfil their expectations. If those expectations and beliefs are
not fulfilled he or she could feel unmotivated and tend not to co-operate
leading to lower performance. As Worchel (1979) stated the potential cost
of making a bad tru st bond has become drastically higher, than the cost of
not offering trust.
10For further information, see chapter 4
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Under such conditions, learners’ tru st motivations should become at least
as im portant as learners’ technical skills, knowledge, cultural, social, psy
chological and information processing factors.11
Trust can be perceived as a trade between individual and an object, in
this case the technology used to establish the online communication.
It is therefore im portant to recreate tru st within an online distance learn
ing environment as a new area of study, and to do the re-conceptualisation of
the trust problem within those social com puter mediated communications.
Simply studying tru st within the information and communications technol
ogy systems is not enough to foster and m aintain trustful relationships. It is
also im portant to address the social and psychological interconnectedness of
tru st with the online communication technology, as those technologies have
deeply modified our traditional social relations.
In an online context users hardly make eye and gestural contact with
their partners.

If such online distance communication is not well cared

for, it implies a lack of the dimensions of: character, personality, nature of
the relationship, institutional values, familiarity, sharing of system values,
gender, age, role, social status, occupation or body language... those on
which we normally rely to form attitudes or base decisions of trust.
As well as presenting the empirical work the results in this document
serve as a rem inder of the importance of tru st in online distance learning
environments and highlight the need to keep on studying the influence of
tru st within this process.
It also illustrates th a t even with minimal technological conditions it is
possible to ensure a successful online distance learning environment.

It

indicates th a t it is possible to implement online distance learning in a reliable
and sustainable module in a developing country.
However minimal conditions have to be established which do not always
concern the technological conditions, bu t also concern the institution, teach
ers and students willing to teach and learn at a distance.
As indicated earlier besides the technology, people’s social context and
their willingness to participate, a solid and structured virtual learning envi
ronment are also im portant factors to ensure the success of an online distance
education process.
11Further information regarding face-to-face education and distance education is avail
able in chapter 5
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C losing rem arks

This chapter acknowledges the distinctive nature of this research context
and describes and discusses results from this empirical study.
It reflects on the understanding of the concept of tru st and possible
influences and implications for the design of online distance learning and
pedagogy.

C hapter 12

Sum m ary and future work
12.1

T h eoretical landm arks

W ith today’s development of the Internet, distance education as we know it
has changed. W ithin such a context new education paradigms have emerged.
Those paradigms imply a reorganisation and a renewal of the distance
education environment and its context.
W ithin the online context, the immediate and frequent communication
is m ediated by the online technology.
Today, online technology help to increase school knowledge, as it offers
m ajor support in communication, on presentation or for access to informa
tion.
C ontrary to earlier distance education, online distance education brings
us closer to th e communication characteristics of face-to-face education. Un
fortunately this is close enough to promote a sense of deceptive fam iliarity
which sooner or later threatens the distance teaching and learning process.
Teaching and learning a t a distance is different from face to face teaching
and learning. Here students, besides learning their subject m atter for the
program, have to learn how to use the technology to communicate because
in this case both are separated in time and sometimes in space.
It is then im portant to develop an online distance education instructional
design methodology which may overcome isolation. The importance of so
cial interaction online and the development of a supportive online learning
community is fundamental to teach and learn online.
If such online communication is not well cared for it leads to a lack of
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character, personality, familiarity, in the sharing of system values, gender,
age, people’s roles, social status... those dimensions which we normally rely
on to determine people’s attitudes or decisions based on trust.
Students need to feel safe, accepted in their learning community group, to
be able to engage in a m utual dialogue with the teacher and their collegues.
An online distance learner has to be highly m otivated and capable of
self-actualisation.
Prom oting trust within those learning environments is an im portant as
pect for online learning as it helps to support learners activities. A trustful
communication environment increases the hum an will to communicate, in
teract, cooperate and support each other as a community.
Those communications among community members represent the pro
cess of exchanging ideas and thoughts based on relationships with a partic
ular history of trust, varied motives, mistakes and forgiveness th at has to
be created and maintained.
This is especially so in online distance learning communication where
users hardly establish an eye or gestural contact.

12.2

Em pirical approach

A part from all conceptual and theoretical landm arks, this document also
provides a description of an empirical approach conceived to understand the
interaction between trust and performance in online distance learning.
The first research stage - the tru st factor survey chapter 8 - identified
the main tru st factors relevant in online distance learning.
To accomplish this goal a survey was conducted. Results gathered iden
tified three main trust factors in online distance learning. Together w ith this
trust factor identification, the survey results also enabled the understanding
of the tru st distribution of Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo Verde under
graduate students.
The goal of the second research stage characterised the relation between
trust and performance in online distance learning. It explored the relation
from two distinct approaches, a quantitative approach and a qualitative
approach.
The quantitative approach - Trust and performance experience, chapter
9 - explores the relation between trust and performance in online distance
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learning. The qualitative approach - Online module usage appreciation,
chapter 10 - evaluates students’ tru st related appreciation of the Informa
tion and Comm unication T echnologies Online module study environment

provided by Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo Verde.
Students were motivated to learn and work actively in their Information
and Comm unication T echnologies Online module throughout the entire

lapse of time, in spite of the frequent technical and communication problems
found.
Such technical difficulties lead students to frequent anxiety and frus
tration. Even so, most students considered positively their online distance
learning experience and were willing to experiment again.
Results also indicate th a t there is a relation between tru st and perfor
mance although students’ high tru st beliefs tend to correlate w ith students’
low academic performance and vice versa.

12.3

F uture work

Trust has become one of the main subjects of study within the information
society technologies. These new online environments, procedures, interac
tions and communications depend on peoples’ trust and confidence in them .
Providing online interactivity and knowledge are not enough in today’s
online learning communities. Trust is also an im portant element, the ques
tion is to find out how tru st is built in those environments and how it can
be maintained.
Trust is a complex and dynamic feature and there is no simple answer
or solution for its development or support within those online societies.
Today the use of information and communication technology to teach
and learn at a distance has modified people’s tru st beliefs towards learning.
Following these first steps and within those online learning communica
tions, futures possibilities include the need to understand how,
• the use of information and communication technology to communicate
influences people’s trust beliefs, expectations and m otivations towards
learning;
• the fast and continuous evolution of these online information societies
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influence people’s trust beliefs and how those can affect their perfor
mance;
• this young and recent distance communication technology still needs
to be adapted to people’s social relations, needs and tru st beliefs; and
finally how,
• these new online social communications and interactions may have
influenced people’s past tru st beliefs.
A collaborative online learning environment is built up throughout on
line community interaction and people’s will to co-operate w ith each other
being supported by a trustful environment. W ithin those social virtual en
vironments people will be able to exchange ideas, thoughts and learn with
each other.
Usually people rely on non-verbal cues and past experience to estab
lish their trustful relations. However this online learning social environment
makes it difficult to exchange non-verbal cues and represents a new ex
perience for m ost learners when compared with the face-to-face learning
environment. It is then necessary to understand,
• How teachers and learners tru st within their online learning commu
nity and how do their trust beliefs influence their online interactions;
and
• How do learners’ expectations and tru st beliefs influence online inter
actions and their academic performance.
This docum ent’s work provides an initial step for the understanding of
the influence of people’s trust beliefs in an online distance learning envi
ronment and its relation with students’ academic performance. However,
results indicated th a t high levels of tru st lead students to decrease their
performance.
Therefore, more research has to be done in those areas so as to under
stand,
• W hat level of tru st is needed to support and create a collaborative
learning environment which may increase learners’ performance; and
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• W hat degrees of tru st do influence students’ motivation towards learn
ing and w hat prevents it.
To ensure the adequate level of tru st among its community, a collabora
tive online distance learning environment m ust account for tru st indicators.
It is thus necessary to understand:
• How these collaborative environments are designed and operated;
• If tru st needs touch and if it implies the need for face-to-face contact
to provide trustful online learning environments; and
• If tru st can be related to the frequency of synchronous and asyn
chronous interactions between online teachers and learners.
Further, one m ust always account for different experiences and cultural
background as well as for distinct learning and working styles.
One other issue th a t needs to be addressed is the relation between dif
ferent teaching and learning paradigms, tru st and performance.
Finally, even w ith the unexpected results, it still is my belief th a t tru st
is a relevant factor when addressing online distance learning environments
and th a t these research questions are worth pursuing in order to fully grasp
the impact of online distance learning environments.

12.4

C losing rem arks

All work summarised and proposed in this chapter relies on the research
carried out in this study. Thus, as a further challenge, it is suggested th a t
research needs to be developed to explore various additional forms of tru st
influence in online distance learning. Especially relevant are those aspects
which are related to people’s social relations and whether or how much such
aspects can influence their learning performance.

Overview
The appendixes herein included account for:
• A brief presentation of Cape Verde;
• The presentation of the the Information and Communication Technologies
Online module, an online distance learning module designed, developed and
deployed at Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo Verde;
• A translation, from the Portuguese original, of the Information and Commu
nication Technologies Online’s student guide distributed to students when
the empirical study was undertaken; and
• A selection of the empirical study’s materials.
A CD-ROM is additionally included in the back cover of this document which
includes all the materials of the reported empirical study.
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Cape Verde
13This appendix briefly presents Cape Verde.

A .l

G eography

The Republic of Cape Verde is an archipelago located in the N orth Atlantic
Ocean about 500 km west of Senegal in western Africa. P raia is the capital.
&

P ra ia , C a p e V erd e

Figure A .l: Cape Verde (h t t p : //c a p e .a f r ic a - a t la s .c o m /).
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Cape Verde consists of ten islands of which one is uninhabited. It covers
a land area of 4033 square kilometres (see the map in figure A .l).
As shown in figure A.2, Cape Verde’s archipelago is geographically di
vided into two groups:
B a rla v e n to o r w in d w a rd isla n d s in t h e n o r th - Santo Antao, Sao Vi
cente, Santa Luzia, Sao Nicolau, Sal and Boa Vista.
S o ta v e n to o r le e w a rd isla n d s, to t h e s o u th - Maio, Sao Tiago, Fogo
and Brava.
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Figure A.2: Map of Cape Verde (h t t p : / / c a p e . a f r i c a - a t l a s . c o m / ).
This is an archipelago of volcanic origin similar to other islands of the
Macaronesia group (i.e., Azores, Canaries and Madeira). Sal, Boa Vista
and Maio islands are extremely flat while the rest of the archipelago is
mountainous.
Located in the Sahel zone, the Cape Verde is an extension of the Sahara
characterized by several geographic and historical particularities.
While it is the coolest nation in West Africa, it has a history of long
droughts although the southwest monsoon can bring rain between August
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and October. Rainfall is sporadic and not always certain and the occurrence
of droughts has had terrible consequences for Cape Verde, resulting in star
vation during the past. Droughts are also one of the causes for large-scale
emigration.

A. 2

H istory

Uninhabited upon their discovery in 1456, the Cape Verde islands became
p a rt of the Portuguese empire in 1495. A m ajority of today’s inhabitants
are of mixed Portuguese and African ancestry, as it was used as a slave trade
brought from the African mainland.
Positioned on the great trade routes between Africa, Europe and the
New World, the islands became a prosperous center for the slave trade but
suffered an economic decline after the slave trade was abolished in 1876. In
the 20th century, Cape Verde served mainly as a shipping port.
In 1951, Cape Verde’s status changed from a Portuguese colony to an
overseas province, and in 1961 the inhabitants became full Portuguese citi
zens.
Around the same tim e, an independence movement led by the African
P arty for the Independence of Guinea-Bissau (another former Portuguese
colony) and Cape Verde (PAIGC) was founded in 1956. Following the 1974
coup in Portugal, after which Portugal began abandoning its colonial empire,
the islands became independent in July 5th 1975.
On January 13, 1991, the first m ultiparty elections since independence
resulted in the ruling African Party for the Independence of Cape Verde
(PAICV) losing its m ajority to the Movement for Democracy P arty (M PD).
The M PD candidate, Antonio Monteiro, won the subsequent presidential
election, and was easily reelected in 1996.
In an effort to take advantage of its proximity to cross-Atlantic sea and
air lanes, the government has embarked on a m ajor expansion of its port
and airport capacities. It is also modernising the fishing fleet and enhancing
its fish processing industry. These projects are being partly paid for by the
European Union and the World Bank, making Cape Verde one of the largest
per capita aid recipients in the world.
Although, disenchantment with the governm ent’s privatisation program ,
continued high unemployment and widespread poverty helped defeat the
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M PD in elections held in January 2001. The PAICV swept back into power
and Jose M aria Neves became prime minister.

A. 3

D em ograp hy

Cape Verde’s national language is Creole (Kriolu), spoken by practically
the entire population. Creole dates back to the 15 th century and is derived
from old Portuguese and languages spoken in the coastal areas of West
Africa. Although, Portuguese is the official language, it is used in schools
and publications.
Cape Verde is a founding member of the Comunidade dos Pafses de
Lingua Portuguesa, the formal organization of Portuguese-speaking nations.
Although, around one third of the population is comfortable with Portuguese
while over half understands it.
A portion of the population, particularly the educated, is also conversant
in French due to until recently, use of French as a second language in school,
study abroad, proximity to francophone Africa and the availability of French
radio and television broadcasting.
Along w ith Guinea-Bissau and Sao Tome and Principe, Cape Verde is
one of three lusophone members of the Organisation Internationale de la
Francophonie.
English is understood by some, due to relatives abroad and overseas
studies. English is also increasingly chosen as a second language a t school.
Life expectancy is higher th an in Brazil by almost two years. The m ajor
ity of Cape Verde population is young, with over 42 per cent under the age
of 14 and only six per cent over the age of 64. The average Cape Verdean
is 17.3 years old.
Many Cape Verdeans have emigrated and though estimates vary, there
are a t least as many Cape Verdeans abroad as in the country.
There is much anecdotal evidence th at there are more Cape Verdeans
living abroad than in the country but few hard statistics. One problem is
th a t some Cape Verdeans may be living abroad illegally and therefore not
showing up in official statistics.
The country with the most Cape Verdean descendants is the United
States of America and Portugal.
The main two reasons for high emigration level in Cape Verde th a t are
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the country dry conditions and a shortage of institutions of higher learning
has forced students in search of education to go abroad, some of whom never
return home.
Nevertheless, Cape Verde ranks 91 st out of 162 in the United Na
tions Development Program ’s Hum an Development Index (HDI), placing
the country in the middle of the medium hum an development category
Its literacy rate — at some three quarters of the adult population — is
respectable and a reflection of the government’s emphasis on education over
the last decade. The focus now needs to be on increasing literacy among
older adults.
The secondary school enrolment rate is 46 per cent. Although there is a
shortage of higher education facilities constrains tertiary enrolment, where
the rate is only 4.2 per cent.
The last decade has been characterised by an increased emphasis on
education and efforts to invest in future generations.
The government recognises th a t an educated and flexible population and
work force will be able to respond to the country’s social and economic
needs. There has been remarkable progress in establishing and expanding
the prim ary and secondary education system. Efforts to develop the hum an
resource base of the nation and to modernise the educational system today
include the use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT).
In the area of higher education, the nation suffers from a lack of insti
tutions and shortage of qualified teachers. There are ju st five institutes of
higher education and one recently established university.
There are five institutes of higher learning and one recently opened uni
versity. There are an estim ated 1500 higher education students in Cape
Verde. Most students pursing higher studies m ust go abroad due to a lack of
facilities in Cape Verde. The government, often in cooperation w ith donors,
provides scholarships for overseas studies. Around 2000 Cape Verdeans are
pursuing tertiary studies abroad, prim arily in Brazil and Portugal.
In short, these are the main indicators:
N a tio n a l n a m e - Republica de Cabo Verde
P r e s id e n t - Pedro Pires (2001)
P r im e M in is te r - Jose M aria Neves (2001)
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C ap ital and largest city (current estim a te ) - Praia, 99,400;
O ther large city - Mindelo, 66,100;
L anguages - Portuguese, Criuolo;
E th n ic ity /r a c e - Creole 71%, African 28%, European 1%;
R eligion - Roman Catholic (infused w ith indigenous beliefs), P rotestant
(mostly Church of the Nazarene);
L iteracy rate (cu rrent estim a te) - 77%;
P op u lation (current e stim a te) - 418,224 (growth rate: approxim ately
0.7%).
• B irth rate: 25.3/1000;
• Infant m ortality rate: 47.8/1000;
• Life expectancy: 70.5;
• Density per sq mi: 269
T ran sportation R ailw ays : none;
H ighw ays (cu rrent estim a te) : total: 1,100 km; paved: 858 km;
unpaved: 242 km;
W aterw ays : none;
P o rts and harbours : Mindelo, Praia, Tarrafal;
A irp orts : 9.

A .4

E conom y

Although was classified as a Least Developed Country, Cape Verde level of
economic development places it into a lower middle-income nation rather
than low income.
Despite Cape Verde’s economic growth, their currency — the Escudo —
and economy still are fragile. The country has few natural resources and
limited agricultural possibilities. Food im ports are critical, accounting for
about a fifth of im ports in 2000. The economy is heavily dependent on
foreign assistance and overseas worker rem ittances.
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Reduction of poverty is a priority for the government. According to d a ta
from the early 1990s, about a third of the country lives in poverty, of which
14 per cent are classified as very poor.
Tourism holds considerable potential, with its world famous music, stun
ning landscape and historical sites. It represents the m ajority of foreign
investment has been in this sector.
Fishing is an im portant source of livelihood in Cape Verde, yet its full
potential has not been achieved.
Much fishing is carried out on a smallscale basis and techniques could be
improved through access to information. One way is through wider dissem
ination of information about efficient, appropriate and self-sufficient fishing
techniques.
The Food and Agricultural Organization has a project in Cape Verde
to improve fish catches, by using low-cost, technologically appropriate fish
aggregating devices. The devices attrac t mackerel, tu n a and other fish in the
Cape Verdean waters and the catch has doubled at locations equipped w ith
the device. Information about building the device is on the web and if more
fishers had access to the Internet, it could help improve their livelihood.

A .5

M edia

Access to mass media in Cape Verde is high considering the underdevelop
m ent of the sector and a lack of electricity in some locations.
Over 90 per cent of adult males and around 70 per cent of females read
a newspaper, listened to the radio, or watched television in 1998. This is
due in p art to the nation’s relatively high level of literacy and education.
Exposure to mass media rises sharply with education.
While in 1998 two thirds of adult females w ith no education were not
exposed to any form of mass media, this figure drops to four per cent for
those w ith a secondary education.
Although, Cape Verde has no daily newspaper published, there are two
weekly and several monthly newspapers, all published in Portuguese.
Although, newspapers in Cape Verde face a num ber of obstacles. One is
the high cost of newsprint, making newspapers expensive for many people.
Another is the dispersed geographic situation of the nation, which necessi
tates delivery by air and adds to costs.
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There is also, a nationwide coverage of radio and TV broadcasting al
though there areas of poor reception, especially in the mountainous regions.
There is no local cable television. T hirst for multi-channel television is
met by using satellite dishes for those th a t can afford them , some people
access Portugal’s T V Cabo digital satellite service.
Finally, some indicators:
R a d io b r o a d c a s t s ta tio n s ( c u r r e n t e s tim a te ) - Radios: 100,000;
T e lev isio n b ro a d c a s t s ta tio n s ( c u r r e n t e s tim a te ) -Televisions: 15,000.

A. 6

T elecom m unications

Cape Verde’s first telephones were installed in 1919. Cape Verde telecom
munications goes back to 1874, as a landing point for the first telegraph
submarine cable installed between Europe and Brazil.
However, for the next half century not much was done to expand telecom
munications
A .6 .1

T e le p h o n y

In 1960, there were only 188 telephones in the whole nation and the first
autom atic telephone exchange was only installed a year later. Since indepen
dence in 1975, things have changed. Network growth has been spectacular
and today Cape Verde has over 70,000 land lines in use together w ith over
30,000 cellular mobile signatures.
Nowadays, the telecommunication infrastructure features:
• Fully digitized local exchanges;
• National and international fiber optic links;
• ISDN services, and
• A second-generation GSM mobile cellular network.
Unfortunately, the telecommunication services in Cape Verde are a le
gal monopoly of Cabo Verde Telecom with the concession running until 1
January 2021 and th at represents higher service costs.
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I n te r n e t

Cape Verde’s entry into cyberspace was relatively late — it was the 29th
African country to get connected to the Internet — which is surprising
considering the rapid expansion it had made in other telecommunication
areas.
The Internet developed differently in Cape Verde than in many other
nations.
In most countries, the Internet started as an initiative of the academic
community or a development assistance project. In Cape Verde it was the
incumbent telecommunication operator, Cape Verde Telecom (CVT), who
first introduced the Internet.
An experimental network was launched by CVT in October 1996 w ith a
64 kbps connection to Telepac in Portugal. The service was commercialised
a year later.
In 2002, the Internet was hardly visible in Cape Verde. There were few
Internet cafes, and the existing ones are difficult to locate.
At December 2001, there were an estim ated 12,000 Internet users in the
country or 2.8 per cent of the population.
A comparison based on users would probably find Cape Verde somewhat
behind since it probably has fewer users per subscriber than other developing
countries due to a lack of public access outlets.
Billboards or other signs advertising web sites or email addresses are rare
and information about obtaining a . C V domain name is not easily available.
Nonetheless, there is a Cape Verdean cyberspace with a significant am ount
of information about the country on the Internet.
Even so, this scenario has been changed every year, nowadays there
is more Internet cafes and even more .C V domain in Cape Verde. The
most popular applications are e-mail and information retrieval. There are
a num ber of government databases and plans to develop online government
applications.
C o n n ectiv ity
Although legally the Internet market is open, CVT is currently the only
Internet Service Provider (ISP).
There is limited broadband access to the Internet in Cape Verde. Digital
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Subscriber Line (DSL) and cable modem access are not available.
The former is not available because CVT claims the demand is not
there and the latter because cable television does not exist in the coun
try. Higher speed lines are either provided via Integrated Services Digital
Network (ISDN) or leased circuits. ISDN is available w ith either basic rate
(64 kbps) or prim ary rate interface (128 kbps). The highest leased circuit
speed available is 256 kbps1.
At the end of 2001, there were 550 basic rate and 23 prim ary rate sub
scribers. Many of these are using their ISDN line for Internet access. There
were also 159 leased circuits though it is not known how many are used for
Internet access.
However, Internet access is available from any location w ith a telephone
line and PC with a modem and charged at local call rates. However, rural
telephone lines are lacking. In addition, Internet cafes are not widespread.
All institutes of higher learning have some kind of Internet access. One
third of secondary schools are connected to the Internet (9 out of 27). A
few prim ary schools are connected. By the end of 2000, all ministries were
connected through the government Intranet. Connectivity at the local ad
m inistrative level is less. Few businesses are connected to the Internet let
alone have web sites. There is limited connectivity in the health sector.
P ricin g
Dial-up Internet pricing plans in Cape Verde are fairly limited and do not
encourage heavy surfing and Internet penetration is no higher due to it costs.
C V T’s entry level Internet package amounts to around 12 per cent of
per capita income. To this one m ust added a telephone line sbscription,
telephone usage charges and a PC , an amount clearly beyond the reach of
most Capeverdeans.
There are three m onthly plans based on the volume of usage:
• less than 15 hours;
• between 15 and 20 hours; and
• between 20 and 30 hours.
1Today Universidade Jean P iaget de Cabo Verde has a 512 Kbps leased line together
with three 1 Mbps digital subscriber lines — at the time the study herein reported was
conducted, the university’s Internet access was only a 128 Kbps ISDN line.
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The price per hour drops marginally for each higher plan. Also, if a user
exceeds the hour quota in the plan, each additional hour is charged at a
relatively high price.
There are no pay-as-you-go, flat rate or pre-paid pricing plans. In addi
tion to the Internet access charge, dialup users are charged telephone usage
charges. Users are charged this regardless of whether they are on-line for
one or three minutes.
Another reason th a t there are not more Capeverdeans using the Internet
is awareness. Many may not be aware of the Internet’s benefits or existence
particularly since Internet advertising is alm ost non-existent in Cape Verde
and Internet cafes are scarce and hard to locate.
Considering th a t the Internet m arket has significant potential, efforts
to lower tariffs and increase public access could yield significant growth in
users.
One reason may be uncertainty over interconnection and the use of leased
circuits. T hat was the main reason for University attem pt to install a In
ternet satellite dish was not accomplished. It appears th a t CVT has a legal
monopoly over international connections preventing potential ISPs from es
tablishing their own international gateways.

A .7

Inform ation and com m un ication tech n ologies

Initially, ICT adoption strategy in Cape Verde started to be delineated in
1995 and in October of 1999 was presented a draft plan witch identified the
following future iCT Cape Verdean vision.
The Cape Verde government is probably the country’s m ajor Internet
user. In 1999 few computers within the government had a dial-up Internet
connection but since then Information Communication Technology (ICT)
had developed quickly. IC T is starting to have an impact in the way gov
ernm ent works.
RA FE or Reforma da Administragao Financeira do Estado which stands
for the Public Finance Management Reform Group have been one of the
m ajor ICT driving forces in the government.
The ICT absorption strategy for Cape Verde started to be delineated
in 1995 and by the end of 1999 a draft plan which identified Cape Verde’s
vision for ICTs was presented. Such plan outlines a number of general and
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specific objectives for ICT in the nation:
• A country equipped w ith infrastructure and m odern ICT a t the service
of development and cultural, technological and economic integration;
• A country equipped w ith a strong and dynamic productive sector hav
ing as its base new technologies; and
• A country equipped w ith endogenous competency in the field of ICT.
It identified national needs in a number of different areas including policy,
education and training, communications, health, private sector and public
adm inistration and contains specific projects in those areas.
A . 7 .1

E d u c a tio n

Despite the efforts the Cape Verdean government has made to promote the
educational sector and the success it has had in improving the basic and
secondary school system, there are no concrete plans to supply all schools
w ith PC s or connection to the Internet. There is also a lack of coordination
between projects in the educational sector.
Some secondary schools offer basic ICT courses but these courses, where
available, remain optional.

One problem the schools face is the lack of

technical know-how. W hile some schools cannot exploit PCs because they do
not know how to use the basic applications, other schools have problems w ith
the configuration and basic maintenance. Many schools also have problems
w ith viruses.
As said before, unlike other nations, the introduction and nurturing of
the Internet did not spring from the academic sector.
D ista n ce learning
Education a t the tertiary level is limited and was not enough to m eet de
m and, and consequently many students went abroad for higher education.
ICTs could help alleviate the shortage of higher education options
through distance learning. Cape Verdean tertiary institutions are starting
to enhance their information technology situation. All now have Internet
access and a couple have web sites.
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This could also overcome the geographic discontinuity of the nation by
making cyber education widely available from across the archipelago. Al
though there have been some initiatives to develop distance education in
Cape Verde, none have borne fruit. The failures of these initiatives have not
been analysed so it is not clear w hat the problems were.
The successful experiences of other countries in this area suggest th a t
if applied appropriately, distance learning could be of immense benefit for
Cape Verde.
Distance education has great potential, specially in a country th a t is
geographically separated and divided into several islands and th a t have a
relatively under-developed tertiary educational system. Although, distance
education projects do not seem to have been successful and information
about the experiences is lacking. This area m erits further study to see w hat
the barriers are to implementing distance education in the country and how
they can be overcome.
A .7 .2

H e a lth

The use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) within the
Cape Verdean health sector is relatively basic. W hile the Ministry of H ealth
makes use of computers and the Internet, particularly email, ICT are not yet
widespread tools for the improvement of health. Since the M inistry does not
have its own web site, it cannot provide online information or applications.
The country’s two biggest and most m odern hospitals are in Mindelo
(on the island of Sao Vincente) and in the capital, P raia (on the island of
Sao Tiago). Both have Internet access. There are plans to computerise the
hospitals’ and eventually the clinics’ medical records and set up a database
w ith the medical history of every patient.
Cape Verde does not have its own medical school. The government pro
vides scholarships for students to study overseas. C uba has been a popular
destination for medical studies due to low tuition. On the other hand nurses
do not need to go abroad for training since there are two nursing schools in
Cape Verde.
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C om m erce

For all intents and purposes, e-commerce does not exist in Cape Verde as no
Cape Verdean Web site has the capability to process credit card payments.
Another m ajor barrier to ecommerce is the high Internet access costs
and PC s prices, witch are perceived as prohibitive for most Cape Verdean
companies, the m ajority are Small and Medium Enterprises.
Regarding credit cards, they are difficult to obtain and few people have
them , It seams th a t visa credit card use is right know on an experimental
phase.
Regarding debit cards, since 2000 Vinti4 (24) is Cape Verde’s answer to
the debit card.
It can be used to purchase goods in gas stations and shops th at have the
necessary Point of Sales equipment with the amount directly debited from
the user’s account. Up today, Vinti4 (24) integration in Cape Verde m arket
had function rather well, we only hope th a t the same happens with credit
card use.

A .8

C losing rem arks

This appendix is mainly a synthesis of a number of reports on Cape Verde
and the reader is advised to refer to specialized bibliography for more accu
rate and updated information if required.

A p p en d ix B

T he Information and
Communication Technologies
Online m odule
This appendix presents the Information and Com m unication Technologies
Online module, an online distance learning module designed, developed and

deployed at Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo Verde1.
The university choose this module as its first graduation level online
module to foster students’ self-sustained distance learning and ICT skills as
the ICT module is p art of every curricula.
Designing such a module to be delivered online and a t a distance implied:
• Enabling an easy and transparent integration of the online distance
learning module with every curricula;
• Designing of a sound instructional strategy;
• Identifying, specifying the profile and catering for the needs of all
actors involved;
• The acknowledgment of the university’s affordances and constrains;
• The choice of a learning management system; and
• Developing the enabling content for the ICT Online module.
1From now on Universidade Jean P iaget de Cabo Verde will be referred to just as the
university.
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In this context, this appendix’s sections are:
D esig n - Which caters for a presentation and short discussion of the under
lying teaching, learning and instruction design strategies and options;
I m p le m e n ta tio n - This section presents the chosen learning management
system discussing underlying options and providing a general overview
of its features together w ith the university’s affordances and con
straints. This section also provides the reader a comprehensive un
derstanding of a selection of content development issues;
D e p lo y m e n t - Short description of the m odule’s first run; and
R u n n in g s a m p le s - Finally, the reader is provided with a handful of run
ning samples and a small set of instructions enabling live online ap
preciation of the learning m anagement system.

B .l

D esig n

A face-to-face version of the ICT module, implemented on 2001 and 2002
academic years, provided initial data regarding the students’ IC T usage and
knowledge profiles. These indicators enabled understanding of the univer
sity’s and students’ environment.
Three post-graduation level online distance learning modules also en
abled to test, evaluate and explore, in a more restrict environment, several
teaching and learning options as well as the university’s suitability to such
an initiative.
Based on those above experiences, designing the ICT Online module
main concerns included:
• The university’s student population, as there were indicators th a t stu
dents had very little or none ICT knowledge and skills and also the
only a small number of students own a computer or had Internet fa
cilities; and
• The irregularity of the electric power supply and the quality and band
width of the available Internet connection which tended to endanger
the successful deployment of the ICT Online module.
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W ith the above issues in mind, initial decision included:
• To provide strong technical support on using the learning manage
m ent system through a specialized help desk physically available a t
the university;
• To provide enough access point at the university campus as few stu 
dents would have com puter w ith Internet access a t their homes;
• To foster the inclusion of online learning measures in the university’s
rules and regulations;
• To increase online learning awareness throughout the university’s com
m unity through small seminars and presentations; and
• To design a deployment process as fluid as possible in order to minimize
change resistance.
B .1 .1

T e a c h in g a n d le a r n in g s tr a t e g y

The m ain paradigm behind the development of the ICT Online module
is self-study in which learning objects supports a predeterm ined learning
purpose, mainly composed of learning activities and supporting contents.
To develop a sound educational strategy, special attention was also given
to both individual and environmental discriminative attributes and a model
was adopted which also catered for collaboration opportunities, formative
and sumative assessment as well as for pedagogical and technical support.
As for m ost students, the ICT Online module was their first online learn
ing experience, an additional students’ motivation session was prepared to
be provided before the beginning of the module. Its goal was to elucidate the
students on online distance learning and the foreseeable benefits of attending
a module w ith this one’s features.
Finally, a very detailed student guide was added to the module’s teaching
and learning strategy life support line for both students and teacher.
B .1 .2

I n s tr u c t io n a l d e s ig n s tr a t e g y

This module mainly based his instructional design strategy in goal oriented
learning activities in which students’ are requested to perform specific weekly
tasks and assessed feedback assessed was to be provided every two weeks.
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Instructional strategy includes text-based content w ith exercises, m ulti
media illustrations and interactive graphics, assessment feedback tasks and
asynchronous and synchronous online conversations areas. All communica
tion between students or between students and teachers was to be computermediated, w ith asynchronous and synchronous communications.
Those task assignments aimed to guide students throughout the module,
but simultaneously respecting stu d en t’s different learning styles, needs and
opportunities.
The Information and Com m unication Technologies Online module uses
a combination of:
• Learning activities
— Interactive content;
— Exercises;
• Assessment tasks
— Formative;
* Synchronous communication sessions
— Sumative;
* Questionnaires;
* Small projects;
* Final exam (both over theory and practice)
• Pedagogical support
— Real-time study guide
— Synchronous communication sessions
— Asynchronous message exchanging
• Technical support
— Face-to-face and over the phone
Each learning activity content was hierarchically organized. Content m a
terials were w ritten in a simple way using small text or m ultim edia chunks.
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A printable alternative was also available. Asynchronous interactions were
balance w ith synchronous moments.
Figure B .l provides a diagram th a t attem pts to illustrate this m odule’s
instructional design strategy.
The module runs over a fifteen week period as do all other graduation
level modules at the university. Bars represent continuously available items
whereas diamonds represent isolated tasks.
Face-to-face and online time-lapes are also identified at the top of the
diagram.
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Figure B .l: ICT Online module instructional design strategy
A c to rs
In this online module, the main actors are:
S tu d e n ts - The online students;
I n s tr u c to r s - Teachers and tutors; and
H e lp d e s k - The technical support who catered for the needs of the stu
dents and instructors at this level.
A dditional actors during the design phase were the domain specialists
(the ICT teachers) who helped define the instructional strategy and provided
the necessary learning and assignment tasks’ contents.
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Additional actors during the implem entation phase of the preparation
of this module was P T Inocagao, the developers of the adopted learning
management system, and a m ultim edia programmer as well.
Figure B.2 provides a schematic illustration of the foreseeable interven
tion of the m ain actors in the m odule’s execution.
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Figure B.2: Actors involved during the execution of the ICT Online module

B .2

Im p lem en tation

After studying a number of options, the university’s choice felt on Formare,
a Portuguese built e-learning platform developed by P T Inovagao (British
closest would be B T ).
Contents were developed mainly as web pages (HTML) or digital docu
ments (PD F) all compliant w ith SCORM2.
2The Sharable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM) defines a Web-based learn
ing Content Aggregation Model (CAM) and R un-Tim e E nvironm ent (RTE) for learning
objects. In essence, the CAM defines how to aggregate, describe and sequence learning ob
jects and the RTE defines the run-time communication and data to be tracked for learning
objects. SCORM is a collection of specifications adapted from multiple sources to provide
a comprehensive suite of e-learning capabilities that enable interoperability, accessibility
and reuse of Web-based learning content
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L e a r n in g M a n a g e m e n t S y s t e m

Formare3 operates since 1996. Initially developed as a corporate online
distance training platform, to provide a lifelong learning infrastructure to
Portuguese companies, currently operates w ith a vast num ber of Portuguese
private and public institutions, for example:
• Portuguese M inistry of Eduction for as an online distance training
platform, see Santos (2002).
• The Justice D epartm ent 4.
• The mail company 5.
• Portuguese entrepreneurship association 6, among others.
As shown in figure B.3, it includes reliable content m anagement mech
anisms, synchronous and asynchronous communications tools, assessment
instruments, collaboration support tools and record keeping mechanisms:
C on ten ts m an agem en t - It is SCORM compliant and enables structured
knowledge domain modeling, usage tracking, content embedded assess
ment and individual note taking. It also provides a coherent content
access interface across all modules, using a tree navigation m etaphor.
Synchronous and asynchronous com m u n ication - Synchronous and
asynchronous communication with several interaction privileges rang
ing from simple text to m ultipart video conferencing.
C ollaboration su p p ort - Through embedded group work tools.
A ssessm en t to o ls - Such as:
• Questionnaire and query authoring; and .
• Deliverables management.
R ecord k eeping m echan ism s - Supporting from as simple as a student
form or recird to complex and thorough academic record keeping.
3Please see http://w w w .form are.pt/ for more details.
4Conselho Distrital de Lisboa da Ordem dos Advogados e Centro de Formagao de
Oficiais de Justiga.
5CTT, or Correios de Portugal.
6AEP or Associagao Empresarzal de Portugal.
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Figure B.3: Formare main components
Several reasons contributed to the adoption of Formare by the university
as its learning m anagement system.
First and foremost, it was a Portuguese solution witch simplified stu 
dents’ usage as it was in Portuguese and build around common cultural
m etaphors and seamed quite complete as a learning management system.
Another decision factor was its high level of access and usability such as
devised by the university.
Adding to th at, Formare team was available to collaborate w ith the
university on the develop of this project. Formare as a partner, helped the
university design its online learning scenario and helped to launch a plan
which accounted for teachers’ as well as instructional designers’ training as
well as a technical feasibility assessment (which resulted in the improvement
of the university’s electrical and Internet conditions).
An initial work and continuous discussion between both, Formare team
and University team was and still is m aintained.
Such joint forces from both teams contributed towards an analysis, study
and implementation of basic Formare changes to create a more personalised
university’s learning management system. As a consequence of such team 
work, exchange of knowledge and joint experiencs between both the univer
sity and the Formare team was enabled.
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By January of 2003, the university had already acquired their compe
tencies and skills in developing dynamic contents and instructional design.
By th a t time, three post-graduation level modules were already designed,
implemented and deployed w ith the help of the Formare team . These were
used as a pilot test for the ICT Online module design, im plem entation and
deployment.
B .2 .2

T h e u n iv e r s it y ’s a ffo r d a n c e s a n d c o n s tr a in ts

By the time this project started, in September 2002, the university’s Internet
connection was only an ISDN 64 Kbps line, the campus’ electricity supply
was inadequate and unstable and the computer labs didn’t have any kind of
air conditioning witch helped to increase technical problems.
Nowadays, some of those problems are solved, in six months electric
ity supply was stabilized, all computer labs were equipped w ith fans and
air conditioning and the Internet connection went from an ISDN w ith 64
Kbps capacity to a leased line with 128 Kbps, then 256 Kbps and 3.5 Mbps
bandw idth has of 2004.
B .2 .3

C o n te n t d e v e lo p m e n t

The Information and Communication T echnologies Online content instruc
tional content was developed by a knowledge specialist and further worked
upon by a multimedia programmer. Other instructional components were
developed with the learning management system tools.
All content further tailored to be SCORM compliant using an hierarchi
cal structure witch accounted for modules, units and learning activities with
as estimate total duration of 4 hours of student work.
N orm alised con ten t
The next lines below presents a sample of the ICT Online module’s SCORM
code:
<?xml version="l.0" encoding="iso-8859-l" standalone="no"?>

<manifest identifier="II" version="l.1"
xmlns="h t t p :/ /www.imsproj e c t .org/xsd/imscp_rootvlplp2"
xm l n s :adlcp="http:/ / w w w .adlnet.org/xsd/adlcp_rootvlp2"
xm l n s :xsi="h t t p :/ / w w w .w 3 .org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
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x s i :schemaLocation=
"h t t p ://w w w .imsproject.org/xsd/imscp_rootvlplp2 imscp_rootvlplp2.xsd
h t t p ://w w w .imsglobal.org/xsd/imsmd_rootvlp2pl imsmd_rootvlp2pl.xsd
h t t p ://w w w .adlnet.org/xsd/adlcp_rootvlp2 adlcp_rootvlp2.xsd">
<metadata/>
<organizations default="M0D2">
<organization identifier="M0D2">
<title>Introducao aos computadores</title>
<item identifier="Aula4" identifierref="SC0_4">
<title>Aula 4</title>
<item identifier="Seccao_l" identifierref="SC0_41">
<title>l Introducao</title>
</item>
<item identifier="Seccao_2" identifierref="SC0_42">
<title>2 Objectivos</title>
</item>
<item identifier="Seccao_3" identifierref="SC0_43">
<title>3 0 computador</title>
</item>
<item identifier="Seccao_4" identifierref="SC0_44">
<title>4 Histria e gera\c{c>\-oes de computadores</title>
</item>
<item identifier="Seccao_5" identifierref="SC0_45">
<title>5 Notas finais</title>
</item>
<item identifier="Seccao_6" identifierref="SCD_46">
<title>6 Bibliografia</title>
</item>
</item>
<item identifier="Resumo2" identifierref="SC0_R2">
<title>Resumo</title>
</item>
</o r g a n i z a t i o n
</organizations>
<resources>
<resource type="webcontent" identifier="SC0_4" adlcp:scormtype="sco"
href="Aula4/frame.htm">
<file href="Aula4/frame.htm"/>
<file href="Aula4/top.htm"/>
<file href="Aula4/sumario.htm"/>
<dependency ident ifierref= "RES_CSS"/>
<dependency ident if ierref= "RES_LED"/>
<dependency identif ierref= "RES_API"/>
</resource>
<resource type="webcontent" identifier="SC0_41" adlcp:scormtype="sco"
href="Aula4/lIntro/frame.htm">
<file href="Aula4/lIntro/frame.htm"/>
<file href="Aula4/lIntro/menu.htm"/>
<file href="Aula4/lIntro/lPag.htm"/>
<dependency identifierref="RES_CSS"/>
<dependency identifierref="RES_LED"/>
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<dependency identifierref="RES_API"/>
</resource>
<resource type="webcontent" identifier="SC0_42" adlcp:scormtype="sco"
href="Aula4/20bj/frame.htm">
<file href="Aula4/20bj/frame.htm"/>
<file href="Aula4/20bj/menu.htm"/>
<file href="Aula4/20bj/ I P a g .htm"/>
<dependency identifierref="RES_CSS"/>
<dependency ident ifierref="RES_LED"/>
<dependency ident if ierref= "RES_API"/>
</resource>
<resource type="webcontent" identifier="SC0_43" adlcp:scormtype="sco"
hre f="Aula4/3Comp/frame.h t m ">
<file href="Aula4/3Comp/frame.htm"/>
<file href="Aula4/3Comp/menu.htm"/>
<file href="Aula4/3Comp/lPag.htm"/>
<file href="Aula4/3Comp/2Pag.htm"/>
<file href="Aula4/3Comp/3Pag.htm"/>
<file href="Aula4/3Comp/4Pag.htm"/>
<dependency identifierref="RES_CSS"/>
<dependency ident if ierref= "RES_LED"/>
<dependency identifierref="RES_API"/>
</resource>

</manifest>

Figure B.4 illustrates a hierarchical content tree provided by the SCORM
compliant normalised data.
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Figure B.4: The ICT Online hierarchical electronic content
The next lines presents a code sample used for to register the students’
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progress throughout the Information and Com m unication T echnologies
Online digital content.

/*********************************************************************
♦♦
** FileName: LEDfunctions.js
**

DAEFA - Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo Verde

**

Laboratorio de Educacao a Distancia (LED)

♦♦

// alert("LEDfunctions.js");
// genaral variable of session begining
var inicio;
// Show the page number and total number of pages
var pagina;
var totpag;

function L E D l o a d L e s s o n O

■C
LMSInitializeO ;
// student name
var nome = LMSGetValue("cmi.core.student_name");
// time reading
var tempo_total = LMSGetValue("cmi.core.total_time");
return;

}
function LEDunloa d L e s s o n O

-C
LMSFinishO ;
return;
>

/********************************************************************
♦♦
** Function: L E D l oadSubLessonO
** Inputs:

obj - numero de objectivos da SCO, total numero de paginas

** Return:

Nada

**
** Description:
** Save the time when the user enter the content

**
*********************************************************************/
function LEDloadSubLesson(obj, tot)

•C
//

alert("LEDloadSubLesson(obj)");
LMSInitializeO;
// Save of the hour of content upload
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inicio = new D a t e O .getTimeO ;
// Defio dos objectivos (consulta de cada u m a das
p V a g i n a s da aula)
var objectivos = LMSGetValue("cmi.objectives._count");
//

alert("objectivos= " + obj + "n" + "Contagem = " + objectivos);
var j;
if ( objectivos

!= obj ) {

for ( i = 0 ; i < obj

; i++ ) {

j = i + l;
LMSSetValue("cmi.objectives." + i + ".id",

"Pagina_" + (i + 1));

LMSSetValue("cmi.objectives." + i + ".status",

"incomplete");

>
L M S C o m m i t O ;)pagina = LMSGetValue("cmi.core.lesson_location");
if (pagina == null) -(pagina = 1;}
totpag = tot;
// Se no interessar usar a funo MudaPagina, por
ex. nos Resumos
if (tot != -1) -(
MudaPagina (pagina) 5 3return;

>
/*********************************************************************

**
** Function: LEDunloadSubLessonO
** Inputs:

obj - numero de objectivos ou paginas

** Return:

Nada

**
** Description:
** Save the time when the user leave the content and returns the
** time that he or she spend on it

**
ft* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /

function LEDunloadSubLesson(obj)

//

a lert("LEDunloadSubLesson(obj)");
// Save the time of leaving the content
var fim = new D a t e O . g e t TimeO ;
// get the user time inside the content
var tempo = ConverteHoras((fim - inicio)/1000);

//

alert("Tempo usado:

" + tempo);

LMSSetValue("cmi.core.session_time", tempo );
// Verificao da concluso do SCO
var concluido = true;
for ( i = 0 ; i < obj

; i++ ) {.

var status = LMSGetValue("c m i .objectives." + i + ".status");
if ( status

!= "completed" ){ concluido = false; }}

if ( concluido != false ) ■(
LMSSetValue("cmi.core.lesson_status", "completed");)-
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// Save the number of the last page seen by the user
LMSSetValue("cmi.core.lesson_location", pagina );
LMSCommitO ;
LMSFinishO ;
return;
>

Figure B.5 shows a sample of a student report accessed by the teacher
which contains students’ indicators enable by the code sample above used
upon of the Information and Comm unication T echnologies Online digital
content
Ir \ rs

FORM ARE - D e ta th e d e C o n te u d c s

- U n id a d e s d o C o n te u d o ; ------------------------------------------------------------f 4 HistBria e gcra^Bes de com putadores

i i j £ v e rd a d o s 3

- U n id a d e : 4 H isto ria c g e r o g o c s d e c o m p u ta d o re s *
• D ad o s
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

G era is
N *dosecasosfcunkJ& dd:4
Tampo do ijttfm o a c o sso i unldade: 0C:12:49.B3
Tampo Total: 0037:10.52
tT d a te n ta tlv a sd a sa c tiv fd a d o sd a u n td a d ttO
N* m ixlm o d e tentatlvas (para etofto* do avails j3o): IlmKado
Nota atribulda: Nfioexatc nota oasociada a ©sta Undado
P eso d esta unldada na nota final: 0%
Nota minima d ep a ssa g e m : N5o ex'ste urna rc ta minima da passagem para estauridado
Rcsultado; UnfcJado Convtotada

• Obfecth/os da UnkJade
• ObfectivoO
• Destgnsgao: Pagha^l
■ S tatus: completed
• Nota atribulda: Naoexisle rota associada a csto objoctivo
• O bjective 1
• Destgnag&o: Pogho.^2
• Status: competed
• Nota atribulda: N5o existo rota associada a os to objoctVo
• Objective* 2
• D e ilgnagio: P a g h O
• S tatus: completed
• Nota atribulda: N5o exsto rota associada a csto objcctivo

• Obfectfvo3
• Deslgnag&o: Pagha^A
• S tatus: comptoiod
• Nota atribulda: Nfio existo nota associada a csto objociko

• Objeetfvo4
• DeslgnagSo: Pagha_5
■ S tatus: compfctod
• Nota atribulda: Nik> axlste rota associada a csto objoctko

• ObfsctlvoS
• Destgnagao: P a g h a jt
• S tatus: completed
■ Nota atribulda: Ndo existo nota associada a csto objoctaro

• Obfectlvo 6
> DesJgnagAo: P a g in a l
• S tatus: completed
• Nota atribulda: N toexfetenoa& ssociadaacstoobjcctlvo
• O b(ectfvo7
• Deslgnag&o: Pogho^B
• Status: completed
• Nota atribulda: N3o existo rota associada a osto objoctivo
_______ » O bjective 8

Figure B.5: A sample of a student’s report when attending the ICT Online
module

B .3

D ep loym en t

The Information and Com m unication T echnologies Online was first avail
able on the second semester of 2002/2003. It was used by close to hundred
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(100) students from three different undergraduate courses:
• Physiotherapy;
• Economics and management;
• Communication sciences;
Their pass rate was over 90% with grades presenting a normal behavior
consistent with other modules and courses.
As most students did not have access to a computer at home, computers
available at campus were heavily used. In the end, students generally accept
learning online, in spite of being biased towards teacher centered classes in
which they seat passively waiting for the lecturer to transfer her or his
knowledge.
Today, the university is reinforcing its library computers due to dem and
and impact of the ICT Online on way students perceive and use com puters
and the internet.
Stressful moments occurred together w ith technical infrastructure diffi
culties. Specially when such conditions were close or on critical tim e peri
ods like before assignment delivery dates or ju st before a scheduled ques
tionnaire. Although, online student’s performance improved w ith tim e as
students became more and more used to study online.

B .4

R unning sam ples

This section illustrates the Information and Com m unication T echnologies
Online online learning environment.

B .4 .1

A t y p ic a l s e s s io n o f t h e

Formare L e a r n in g m a n a g e 

m en t sy ste m
First step to attend our ICT Online module is the learning m anagement
system login. Figure B.6 shows the Formare’s learning management system
login window.
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Figure B.6: Formare’s login window
Then, inside Formare we are presented with four main choices at the
entrance point:
• A general Formare’s public area, called ” Convivw” ;
• An adm inistrative area, named ” Secretarial;
• The courses and modules area, called ” Cursos e disciplinas” ; and
• The Formare digital library, called ” Biblioteca Digital” .
As an option, users may also access directly to a general news area, called
” Novidades”.
Figure B.7 presents Formare’s entrance hall window described above.
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Figure B.7: Formare’s entry screen
For users to have access to their course or modules, they need to select the
cursos e disciplinas icon which will lead them to an are where all attended
modules are listed, see figure B.8.
Such list allows users to search past, present or future courses or modules
in which they are enrolled.
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Figure B.8: Formare’s courses and modules list for a specific student
For users to access to the electronic adm inistrative area, it is necessary
to select the Secretaria icon. This will allow them to access an area with
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personal and Formare’s adm inistrative data files, see figure B.9.
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Figure B.9: Sample of Formare’s adm inistrative area contents
For users to access to the general Formare’s public area, depicted in
figure B.10, it is necessary to select the Convivio icon witch leads them
to asynchronous and synchronous conversation areas as well as to a game
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Figure B.10: Formare’s general public areas
To gain access to Formare’s digital library, one m ust select th eBiblioteca
Digital icon. See figure B .ll for a sample of how it looks.
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Figure B .ll: Formare’s digital library
B .4 . 2

T h e ICT O n lin e m o d u le e n v ir o n m e n t

The screen presented in figure B.12, is ICT Online m odule’s entry point.
This is the classroom environment area. W hen a student or instructor gets
here she can immediately identify who is also logged into the module.
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Figure B.12: ICT Online module classroom environment window
Students and instructors can then follow the menu bar located on their
left to navigate throughout the classroom to find:
• Announcements, see figure B.13;
• The m odule’s agenda and study guide, see figure B.14;
• The list of participants B.15;
• A short introduction uploaded by each student, see figure B.16;
• A questions and answers area, see figure B .l7;
• A quizzes and project areas, see figures B .l8 and B .l9;
• The online conversation area where students and teachers can meet
synchronously, shown in figure B.20 and in figure B.21;
• An area w ith ICT Online additional last m inute, see figure B.22; and
• They also can have access to the ICT Online’s study contents. This
window is illustrated in figure B.23.
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Figure B.20: The ICT Online module’s synchronous conversation area
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Figure B.23: ICT Online module contents

B .5

C losing rem arks

U pdated versions of this module are still in use a t Universidade jean Piaget
de Cabo Verde and other modules and courses took it as a starting point
when developing pedagogical their strategies.

A p p en d ix C

ICT Online student guide
This appendix is an English translation, from the Portuguese original, of
the Information and Com m unication Technologies O nline’s student guide
distributed to students when the empirical study was undertaken.
As this translation, the original student guide was comprised of two
m ajor sections:
M o d u le d e s c rip tio n - This section enables an overall awareness of the
m odule’s characteristics covering context and goals, synopsis, target
audience, pre-requisites, contents, expected work load, foreseen activ
ities and assessment criteria.
A c tiv itie s sc h e d u le - This section provides an enhanced to-do list which
aims to keep students focused and aware of all issues related to her or
his expected activities.
The first instance of the ICT Online distance learning module, deployed
during second semester of the 2002/2003 academic year, will now be pre
sented.

C .l

M od u le d escrip tion

The Information and Com m unication T echnologies Online module aims
to provide opportunities for students to learn how to work with a personal
computer and the Internet.
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It includes sixty (60) hours of learning activities. Prom those, th irty (30)
hours regarded theoretical content and the other thirty (30) are dedicated
to practical content issues.
This module is divided in six units w ith a t least an expected eight hours
workload per unit.
The sixty hours (60) of learning activities are distributed throughout a
fifty (15) week semester.
To achieve this module’s goals, a student study guide is available witch
guides students throughout all its contents.
The ICT Online module begins w ith three initial face-to-face lessons
where the instructor provides the stu d en t’s the study guide and the neces
sary skills to atten d their online distance learning module including a brief
explanation on how this module works, an explanation of w hat should be
the student’s main goals and aims and how to use the Formare’s leaning
management system to perform the learning activities.
This module also includes a final face-to-face lesson right in the end of
the module, it aims to provide a module close-up and to carry out a final
assessment.
All learning activities between the face-to-face lessons are achieved online
through the Internet.
C .1 .1

C o n t e x t a n d g o a ls

As paper and pencils, computers have become im portant tools. To learn
and know how to work with a com puter and the Internet are essential skills
for today’s life.
T hat is why this module aims to provides Universidade Jean Piaget de
Cabo Verde student’s computer and Internet usage working competences
and skills.
This module covers computer history, operating system concepts and us
age, Internet information search, exchanging electronic mail, text processing,
spreadsheet usage and presentations preparation.
Students’ should achieve the knowledge and confidence to use informa
tion and communication technologies, such as personal computers and the
internet, throughout their courses and professional lifes.
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S y n o p s is

W ith today’s widespread use of computers and the internet, it is very im
p ortant to know how to use them both personally and professionally.
The Information and Communication T echnologies Online m ain ob
jectives are:
• To learn how to use the learning management system i.e., the Formare
environment;
• To grasp general concepts on the evolution of information and com
munication technology;
• To understand how a personal computer processes information;
• To know how to use the Internet for searching information and ex
changing electeronic mail; and
• To know how to use a com puter’s personal productivity tools.
C .1 .3

T a r g e t s tu d e n t s

First year students.
C .1 .4

P r e -r e q u is ite s

Student to attend this module need to:
• Have an email account and know how to use it;
• Know how to use a world wide web browser; and
• know how to use carry out an online synchronous conversation.
This module provides initial face-to-face lessons to help students fulfill
the pre-requisites.
C .1 .5

M o d u le c o n t e n ts

This module contents includes 7 units:
U n it 0 - Using the Web, electronic mail and the leaning m anagement sys
tem (Formare);
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U n it 1 - Basic computer and internet skills;
U n it 2 - Com puter history;
U n it 3 - Operating system usage;
U n it 4 - Word processing;
U n it 5 - Using spreadsheets; and
U n it 6 - Preparing presentation w ith the computer.
C .1 .6

W o r k lo a d

Sixty (60) hours of learning activities. From those, thirty (30) hours re
gard for theoretical content and the other thirty (30) to cover the practical
content.
C .1 .7

A c t iv it ie s

Activities for this module include:
• Perform an entry level assessment;
• Study the units’ contents:
• Perform the u n it’s exercises;
• Pass the assessment questionnaires;
• Attend online conversations;
• Achieve the project tasks; and
• Pass a final exam.
C .1 .8

A s s e s s m e n t c r ite r ia

According to University rules and regulations, student’s are approved in this
module if they score a final grade equal or higher than 10 on a 20 points
scale.
This module’s assessment instrum ents are now highlighted.
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S u m m ative a ssessm en t in stru m en ts
Students have to:
• Do three assessed and summative practical projects graded on a scale
from 0% to 100%;
• Pass two summative assessment quizzes, graded on a scale from 0% to
100%; and
• Pass a practice and theory final exam also marked from 0% to 100%.
The Information and Com m unication T echnologies Online module fi
nal grade is calculated using this formula:
Final grade = Theory exam * 0.40 + Practice exam * 0.20 + Quizzes * 0.30 + Projects * 0.10

F orm ative assessm en t in stru m en ts
Formative assessment includes:
• The student’s participation on synchronous online conversations;
• One entry level questionnaire to assess the students’ initial skills; and
• Two optional theoretical content questionnaires w ith immediate feed
back.

C .2

A c tiv itie s schedule

Table C .l provides a sample of the m odule’s activities schedule. The module
is divided in units with a predeterm ine num ber of learning activities. Each
learning activities students’ are expected to achieve a number of tasks.
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Table C.l: Activities schedule
Week

Week

Theme and tasks

01

[27.02.03]

This week’s...
th e m e - Computer environment usage. Introduction to the inter
net, World wide Web and electronic mail.
task s - Fulfill all pre-requisites to attend this module; answer an
entry level assessment questionnaire.

Week

02

[14.03.03]

This week’s...
th e m e - Learning management system usage.
ta sk s - Continue learning how to use the World wide Web search
and electronic mail.Formare usage exercises.

Week

03

[From

This week’s...
th e m e - Learning management system usage.

17.03.03
to
21.03.03]
Week
[From

04

ta sk s - Continuing studding the Formare virtual learning environ
ment; and performing exercises on Formare ’s system usage.
This week’s...
th e m e - Computer history.

24.03.03
to

task s - Study relevant online contents.

28.03.03]
Week
[From

05

This week’s...
th e m e - Computer history and first summative assessment,

31.03.03
to

task s - Study relevant online contents; answer a questionnaire.

28.04.03]
Week

06

This week’s...

[From

th e m e - Operating system usage.

07.04.03
to

task s - Study relevant online contents; perform exercises.

11.04.03]
Week
[From

07

21.04.03
to
25.04.03]

This week’s...
th e m e - Operating system usage.
task s - Study relevant online contents; perform exercises; answer
a questionnaire.
(c o n tin u e s n e x t p a g e ...)
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(...c o n tin u e d from p re v io u s page)

Week

Week

Theme and tasks

08

This week’s...

[From

th e m e - Word processing.

28.04.03
to

task s - Study relevant online contents; perform exercises.

02.05.03]
Week

09

[From

th e m e - Word processing.

05.05.03
to
09.05.03]
Week

This week’s...

10

task s - Study relevant online contents; perform exercises; prepare
a small project; participate in an online conversation.
This week’s...

[From

th e m e - Spreadsheets.

12.05.03
to

task s - Study relevant online contents; perform exercises.

17.05.03]
Week

11

[From

th e m e - Spreadsheets.

19.05.03
to
23.05.03]
Week

This week’s.

12

task s - Study relevant online contents; perform exercises; prepare
a small project; participate in an online conversation.
This week’s...

[From

th e m e - Preparing presentations.

26.05.03
to

task s - Study relevant online contents; perform exercises.

30.05.03]
Week
[From

13

This week’s...
th e m e - Preparing presentations.

02.06.03
to

task s - Study relevant online contents; perform exercises; prepare
a small project; participate in an online conversation.

30.06.03]
Week

14

Practical exam.

[From
02.06.03
to
06.06.03]
Week

15

Theoretical exam.

[12.06.03]

Figures C .l, C.2 and C.3 provide a glimpse of the original, printable,
student study guide.
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C losing rem arks

This guide was available online, integrated in the learning m anagement sys
tem database, as well as in a digital document format, ready to be down
loaded and printed.
A hardcopy was given to every student the first time students and teach
ers meet.

A p p en d ix D

Em pirical study m aterials
This appendix contains the empirical study’s1 relevant materials including:
T a sk p ro to c o ls - Task protocols form all d a ta collection activities apart
from the fulfillment of the observation diaries;
C o n s e n t fo rm s - Consent forms use prior to data collection;
D a t a c o lle c tio n in s tr u m e n ts - Questionnaires, observation diaries and
interview scripts used throughout the empirical study;
C o lle c te d d a ta - This section accounts for collected d ata although most
quantitative d a ta is available in electronic format only due to the
amount of d ata items; and
I n te r m e d ia r y d a ta - An intermediary d a ta table used to build the tru st
factors.
A part from the above materials, included in this appendix, a CD-ROM
located a t the back cover of this document also contains all data, documents
and all the ICT Online module materials.

1presented and discussed in chapters 8, 9 and 10
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Task p rotocols

D .l.l

M o tiv a t io n s e s s io n

The following lines provide a translation of the initial motivation session2
attended by Information and Com m unication T echnologies Online module
future students.
1. Thank students for attending.
2. Explain that I am there to talk about the Information and Communication Technologies
Online module students will attend in the second semester.
3. Read the next lines: Instituto Piaget and the university are spread all over the world
(Portugal, Brasil, Cape Verde, Angola e Mozambique and in the future Timor)...
Instituto Piaget wishes to strengthen the cohesion of its community providing all its stu
dents the opportunity to share the same experiences and knowledge and to acquire equal
skills and competencies.
Instituto Piaget aims to achieve this goal through an online distance learning program
This class, and two others, will be the first attending online classes and as such we ask
you to engage in this process with an open mind and a willingness to help us achieve our
common goals.
Your feedback is very important as it will shape future initiatives and your present and
future support is appreciated.
4. Explain that the ICT Online module is at a distance, but they will meet face-to-face their
distance teachers.
5. Explain that teachers will extensively present the module and will always available through
out its duration.
6. Present future online teachers.
7. Thank the students for their participation.
8. Say goodbye.

D .1 .2

[QO] T r u st fa c to r s q u e s tio n n a ir e

The following lines provide a translation of the tru st factors questionnaire
protocol.
[QO] Questionnaire protocol
1. Thank students for participating.
2. Have students read and sign consent form.

2The motivation sessions were carried out before the commencement of the online
module with the presence of the university’s vice-rector.
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3. Read the this introduction: This questionnaire aims to assess your opinions, feelings and
beliefs regarding distance education and the Internet use.
All information gathered here would be private and confidential.
It is hoped that results gathered will benefit the university and its community. The data
gathered will only be used for this purpose.
Please read the instructions and answer the questions sincerely.
4. Explain how yo fill-in the questionnaire: This questionnaire has two kinds of questions yes/no questions and likert scale questions. The likert scale questions represent grades of
agreement rated from one to seven.
(a) means that you completely disagree with the sentence;

(b) means that you disagree with the sentence;

(c) means that partially disagree with the sentence;

(d) means that you neither disagree nor agree with the sentence;

(e) means that you partially agree with the sentence;

(f) means that you agree with the sentence;

(g) means that you completely agree with the sentence.

Please, try not to give neutral answers.
If you need to correct your answer, use a circle to mark the wrong answer use a cross to
select the new correct answer, as shown on the form.
5. Ask if students have any questions.
6. Recommend students to call me if they have any questions.
7. Handout the questionnaire.
8. Collect the questionnaire.
9. Thank the students for their participation.
10. Double-check if there are any missed answers and if so, please ask them to be filled. Thank
him or her again.
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[Q1 t r o u g h Q7] T r u st a n d p e r fo r m a n c e a n d o th e r q u e s 
t io n n a ir e s

The following lines provide a generic3 translation of questionnaires Q 1
through Q7.
[Q1 through Q7] Questionnaire protocol
1. Thank students for participating.
2. Have students read and sign consent form.
3. Read the this introduction: This questionnaire aims to...
All information gathered here would be private and confidential.
It is hoped that results gathered will benefit the university and its community. The data
gathered will only be used for this purpose.
Please read the instructions and answer the questions sincerely.
4. Explain how yo fill-in the questionnaire: This questionnaire has three kinds of questions
- yes/no questions, multiple-choice questions and likert scale questions. The likert scale
questions represent grades of agreement rated from one to seven.
(a) means that you completely disagree with the sentence;

(b) means that you disagree with the sentence;

(c) means that partially disagree with the sentence;

(d) means that you neither disagree nor agree with the sentence;

(e) means that you partially agree with the sentence;

(f) means that you agree with the sentence;

(g) means that you completely agree with the sentence.

Please, try not to give neutral answers.
If you need to correct your answer, use a circle to mark the wrong answer use a cross to
select the new correct answer, as shown on the form.
5. Ask if students have any questions.
6. Recommend students to call me if they have any questions.
7. Handout the questionnaire.
8. Collect the questionnaire.

3Generic as the introduction must change from questionnaire to questionnaire
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Thank the students for their participation.
Double-check if there are any missed answers and if so, please ask them to be filled. Thank
him or her again.

D .1 .4

M o d u le a p p r e c ia tio n in te r v ie w s

The following lines provide a translation of the module appreciation .
Interview protocol
1. Thank students for participating.
2. Have students read and sign consent form.
3. Ask students the questions on the interview script.
4. Thank the students for their participation.
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C onsent form s
T r u st fa c to r s s u r v e y

Figure D .l presents a translated copy of the tru st factor survey consent
form.

Distance education and the use of Internet
Thank you for our collaboration.
D ear volunteer.
T h an k you for yo u r C ollaboration In this r e s e a rc h project.
T his qu estio n n a ire a im s to Infer your tru st opinions, fee lings e n d beliefs reg arding dista n ce
ed u ca tio n e n d th e Internet u s e .
All Inform ation g a th e re d h e r e w ould b e private a n d confidential.

It Is h o p e d th at re su lts g a th e r will benefit th e University a n d th o s e Involved.
This re se a rc h is to b e a c c e s s e d only for J e a n P ia g e t U niversity of C a p e V erd e exam inations
p ro p o se s only.
Once more, thank yon for your collaboration.
The student (N am e)_______________________________________ ,_number___________ .
Signature___________________________________, date_____________________ .

Figure D .l: Trust factors survey consent forms (translated)
D .2 .2

T ru st a n d p e r fo r m a n c e s tu d y

Figure D.2 presents a translated copy of the tru st and performance study
consent form.

Distance education and the use of Internet
Thank you for our collaboration.

D e a r v o lu n te e r .

T h a n k you for your Collaboration in this re s e a r c h project.
T h is qu estio n n aire elm s to Infer y o u r Initial ICT abilities a n d opinions, fe elin g s a n d beliefs
reg ard in g d ista n c e edu ca tio n a n d th e Internet u se .

AH Information g a th e re d h e re would b e private a n d confidential.

It is h o p e d th a t re su lts g a th e r will benefit th e University a n d th o s e involved.
| T his r e se a rc h is to b e a c c e s s e d only for J e a n P iag et University of C a p e V erde exam inations
p ro p o se s only.
Once more; thank you for your collaboration.
The student (N am e)_______________________________________ , number___________ .
Signature___________________________________, date_____________________ .

Figure D.2: Trust and performance study consent form (translated)
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O n lin e m o d u le u s a g e a p p r e c ia tio n in te r v ie w

Figure D.3 presents a translated copy of the online module usage apprecia
tion interview consent form.
Distance education and the use of Internet
Thank you for our collaboration.
D e a r volunteer,
T hank y o u for y o u r C ollaboration in this r e se a rc h p ro je c t
T his q u estionnaire aim s to inFer y o u r opinions. Feelings a n d beliefs regarding your ICT
online d ista n c e education.

AJI information g a th e re d h e re would b e private a n d confidential.

It is hop e d th a t re su lts g a th e r will benefit th e University a n d th o se Involved.
T his re se a rc h Is to b e a c c e s s e d only for J e a n P ia g et University of C a p e V e rd e e x am inations
p ro p o se s only
O rcc more, thank you for your collaboration.
The student (N am e)_______________________________________, number__________ .
Signature__________________________________ , date ____________________ .

Figure D.3:
(translated)

Online module usage appreciation interview consent form
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D a ta collection in stru m en ts

D .3 .1

[QO] T r u st fa c to r s q u e s tio n n a ir e
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Figure D.4 bellow provides an copy of the original tru st factors questionnaire.
Educagao a d ista n d a utitizando a In te rn e t

mb*ptoffHt

nhMn(l>

Figure D.4: [QO] Trust factors questionnaire.
The following lines provide a translation of the questionnaire presented
above.
Trust factors questionnaire.
Thank you for our collaboration.
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This questionnaire identifies your opinions, feelings and beliefs regarding distance education
and the Internet use.
Please answer sincerely to the questions and read these instructions with attention.
Please, answer the following questions.
[01] Name or number;
[02] Where you came from;
[03]
[04]
[05]
[06]
[07]
[08]
[09]

Age;
Study year;
Gender;
Have you computer at home - (Yes/No);
Have you regular access to a computer —(Yes/No)
Have you access to the Internet - (Yes/No)
I already have experience in distance education - (Yes/No)

Please, answer the following sentences using a scale from 1 to 7.
Try not to give neutral answers.
1 I strongly disagree with the sentence;
2 I disagree with the sentence;
3 I partially disagree with the sentence;
4 I neither disagree nor agree with the sentence;
5 I partially agree with the sentence;
6 I agree with the sentence;
7 I strongly agree with the sentence.
If you need to correct your answer, use a circle to make the wrong answer null and use a cross
to select the new correct answer as shown.
[10] The computer is easy to use - (1 to 7 scale)
[11] To use the word processor is easy (for example, Word) - (1 to 7 scale)
[12] I use very well the spread sheet (for example Excel)- (1 to 7 scale)
[13] I am very capable of prepare presentation (for example,with PowerPoint) - (1 to 7 scale)
[14] I am an expert using the Internet - (1 to 7 scale)
[15] I use the Web very well —(1 to 7 scale)
[16] I know how to use e-mail very well —(1 to 7 scale)
[17] I send files by e-mail easily - (1 to 7 scale)
[18] I often use the chat - (1 to 7 scale)
[19] It is easy to downloads files from the Internet —(1 to 7 scale)
[20] I use the web easily to gather information — (1 to 7 scale)
[21] For me it is very easy to compress files - (1 to 7 scale)
[22] I know how to expand files —(1 to 7 scale)
[23] I only trust communicating with someone at a distance if I see their face - (1 to 7scale)
[24] In a distance education environment I’ll certainly have a better study environment - (1
to 7 scale)
[25] In a distance education module I will certainly have more support in the administrative
area - (1 to 7 scale)
[26] I believe that an institution with distance education is technological advanced - (1 to 7
scale)
[27] The computer is a reliable communication tool - (1 to 7 scale)
[28] I believe that a distance teacher is more qualified - (1 to 7 scale)
[29] Certeinly, I will get better learning results with a distance teacher - (1 to 7 scale)
[30] The Internet is a hight quality information resource —(1 to 7 scale)
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[33]
[34]
[35]
[36]
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I believe that is safe to send files through the Internet - (1 to 7 scale)
Distance education provides equal opportunities for all - (1 to 7 scale)
With distance education my studding possibilities are higher - (1 to 7 scale)
In distance education, I would control much better my studding period - (1 to 7 scale)
A distance education course offers better didactical support —(1 to 7 scale)
In a distance education module the work is more original —(1 to 7 scale)

[37] I only trust communicating with someone at a distance if I ear their voice - (1 to 7 scale)
[38] In a distance education module the distance teacher will certainly be more available - (1
to 7 scale)
[39] Within a distance education environment I will have all necessary support —(1 to 7 scale)
[40] The Internet fosters dialogue between colleagues - (1 to 7 scale)
[41] In a distance education module knowledge will be immediate - (1 to 7 scale)
[42] I believe that I will work better with a distance teacher —(1 to 7 scale)
[43] A distance education environment has lower costs — (1 to 7 scale)
[44] A distance education module provides more personalized tasks - (1to 7 scale)
[45] In a distance education scenario the services are always available —(1 to 7 scale)
[46] I only trust communicating with someone at a distance if I exchange written messages (1 to 7 scale)
[47] I trust very much in a distance teacher —(1 to 7 scale)
[48] I trust that by studding at a distance I will get better results - (1 to 7 scale)
[49] Learning at a distance to better focus more in what I wont to learn - (1 to 7 scale)
[50] Providing courses at distance is the trade mark of an technological developed institution
- (1 to 7 scale)
[51] A distance education assessment is certainly more fare and impartial —(1 to 7 scale)
[52] The computer is a reliable tool - (1 to 7 scale)
[53] A qualified university must have distance learning - (1 to 7 scale)
[54] A distance learning environment is very personalised - (1 to 7 scale)
[55] I believe that the materials in a distance classes is of higher quality - (1 to 7 scale)
[56] Learning at a distance, I will be able to have more control on my learning methods - (1
to 7 scale)
[57] In distance education the individual recognition is much higher - (1 to 7 scale)
[58] I trust in the quality of distance education courses —(1 to 7 scale)
[59] I believe that learning materials is of a better quality at a
distance - (1to 7scale)
[60] Studding through Internet enables me not to depend on my colleagues - (1 to 7 scale)
[61] By attend a distance education module I will have for certain a more personalised treat
ment — (1 to 7 scale)
[62] The Internet is a very interesting mean of communication - (1 to 7 scale)
[63] The distance education assessment is much more unbiased - (1 to 7 scale)
[64] I believe that studding at distance facilitates cooperation —(1 to 7 scale)
[65] I believe that I have more support in distance education (1 to 7 scale)
[66] I believe that my relation with a distance teacher is more
personal and direct - (1 to 7
scale)
[67] Distance education is the teaching base of a modern society - (1 to 7 scale)
[68] Nowadays, teaching demands distance education - (1 to 7 scale)
[69] I believe that today technology developed demand distance education - (1 to 7 scale)
[70] Learning at a distance easy - (1 to 7 scale)
[71] In a distance education module I will have all resources needed - (1 to 7 scale)
[72] I certainly prefer studding at distance through the Internet - (1 to 7 scale)
[73] Using digital library is better to learn - (1 to 7 scale)
[74] Learning with a group at a distance learning is better - (1 to 7 scale)
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[77]
[78]
[79]
[80]
[81]
scale)
[82]
[83]
[84]
[85]
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The information exchange in a learning management system is more confidential - (1 to
In a digital library will get better information quality —(1 to 7 scale)
The Internet is a more efficient mean to Provide administrative support - (1 to 7 scale)
In distance learning environment our questions are answered more faster - (1 to 7 scale)
W ith distance education module it is easier to succeed - (1 to 7 scale)
I trust very much in distance education logistic support - (1 to 7 scale)
W ith distance education I will be able to organise my studies to my rhythm - (1 to 7
I believe that a distance education course is better than a face to face - (1 to 7 scale)
The digital library are a better information font — (1 to 7 scale)
It will be very easy to work in group trough the Internet - (1 to 7 scale)
Distance education allows me to better use my time - (1 to 7 scale)

Once more, thank you for your collaboration.
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[Q1 th r o u g h Q4] t r u s t a n d p e r fo r m a n c e q u e s tio n n a ir e s

These four questionnaires were presented to student as ju st one document.
Figure D.5, provides a copy the original form.

Figure D.5: [Q1 through Q4] Questionnaires on tru st and performance
Translation of the above questionnaires are presented in the next four
section of this appendix.
[Ql] S elf tru st beliefs a ssessm en t (before)
Self trust beliefs assessment.
Thank you for our collaboration.
This questionnaire identifies your opinions, feelings and beliefs regarding distance education
and the Internet use.
Please answer sincerely to the questions and read these instructions with attention.
Please, answer the following questions.
Please, answer the following sentences using a scale from 1 to 7.
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Try not to give neutral answers.
1 I strongly disagree with the sentence;
2 I disagree with the sentence;
3 I partially disagree with the sentence;
4 I neither disagree nor agree with the sentence;
5 I partially agree with the sentence;
6 I agree with the sentence;
7 I strongly agree with the sentence.
If you need to correct your answer, use a circle to make the wrong answer null and use a cross
to select the new correct answer as shown.
[1] In a distance education environment I ’ll certainly have a better study environment — (1
to 7 scale)
[2] I believe that a distance teacher is more qualified - (1 to 7 scale)
[3] Certeinly, I will get better learning results with a distance teacher - (1 to 7 scale)
[4] In a distance education module the work is more original — (1 to 7 scale)
[5] In a distance education module the distance teacher will certainly be more available - (1
to 7 scale)
[6] W ithin a distance education environment I will have all necessary support —(1 to 7 scale)
[7] I believe that I will work better with a distance teacher - (1 to 7 scale)
[8] I trust that by studding at a distance I will get better results - (1 to 7 scale)
[9] Learning at a distance to better focus more in what I wont to learn - (1 to 7 scale)
[10] Learning at a distance, I will be able to have more control on my learning methods - (1
to 7 scale)
[11] I trust in the quality of distance education courses —(1 to 7 scale)
[12] I believe that I have more support in distance education —(1 to 7 scale)
[13] A qualified university must have distance learning - (1 to 7 scale)
[14] Nowadays, teaching demands distance education —(1 to 7 scale)
[15] I certainly prefer studding at distance through the Internet —(1 to 7 scale)
[16] Using digital library is better to learn - (1 to 7 scale)
[17] In distance learning environment our questions are answered more faster - (1 to 7 scale)
[18] The internet is a very interesting mean of communication —(1 to 7 scale)
[19] The digital library are a better information font - (1 to 7 scale)
[20] The computer is a reliable communication tool - (1 to 7 scale)
[21] Distance education provides equal opportunities for all —(1 to 7 scale)
[22] W ith distance education my studding possibilities are higher - (1 to 7 scale)
[23] The Internet fosters dialogue between colleagues - (1 to 7 scale)
[24] The computer is a reliable tool - (1 to 7 scale)
[25] The Internet is a very interesting mean of communication - (1 to 7 scale)
Once more, thank you for your collaboration.

[Q2] S elf IC T ex p e r tise assessm en t
Self ICT expertise assessment.
Thank you for our collaboration.
This questionnaire identifies your opinions, feelings and beliefs regarding distance education
and the Internet use.
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Please answer sincerely to the questions and read these instructions with attention.
Please, answer the following questions.
[06] You have computer at home —(Yes/No);
[07] You have regular access to a computer - (Yes/No)
[08] You have access to the Internet - (Yes/No)
Please, answer the following sentences using a scale from 1 to 7.
Try not to give neutral answers.
1 I strongly disagree with the sentence;
2 I disagree with the sentence;
3 I partially disagree with the sentence;
4 I neither disagree nor agree with the sentence;
5 I partially agree with the sentence;
6 I agree with the sentence;
7 I strongly agree with the sentence.
If you need to correct your answer, use a circle to make the wrong answer null and use a cross
to select the new correct answer as shown.
[01]
[02]
[03]
[04]
[05]
[06]
[07]
[08]
[09]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]

I know well how computers evolved through time - (1 to 7 scale)
I understand very well the computer structure
I feel very comfortable using a computer
To use the word processor is easy (for example, Word) - (1 to 7 scale)
I use very well the spread sheet (for example Excel) - (1 to 7 scale)
I am very capable of prepare presentation (for example, with PowerPoint) - (1 to 7 scale)
I am an expert using the Internet - (1 to 7 scale)
I use very well the Web - (1 to 7 scale)
I know how to use e-mail very well - (1 to 7 scale)
I send files by e-mail easily - (1 to 7 scale)
I often use the chat - (1 to 7 scale)
It is easy to downloads files from the Internet —(1 to 7 scale)
I use the web easily to gather information —(1 to 7 scale)
For me it is very easy to compress files - (1 to 7 scale)
I know how to expand files —(1 to 7 scale)

Once more, thank you for your collaboration.

[Q3] IC T know led ge assessm en t (before)
Theoretical ICT knowledge assessment.
Please, answer the following questions.
[01] What is the designation of the computer non-perment memory. (MS-DOS; Hertz; ROM;
RAM)
[02] What is the designation of the unit who measures the central processor unit speed
(number of instructions per minute). (MS-DOS; Hertz; ROM; RAM)
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[03] Name de device who allows a global network computer communication. (Telephone;
Modem; Network interface; Scanner)
[04] The third computer generation come to increase... (The way computer counts, calculates
and evaluate; The velocity process and the computer size; Computer sound capacity; Computer
costs)
[05] A computer works to... (Count, calculate and evaluate; Spreads information; Print
information; Digest information)
[06] Computer can be classified by... (It lightning capacity; Capacity to resist to collisions;
Processing capacity; It abstraction capacity)
[07] A modem is... (A language translator; Output device; Input device; Analog to digital
translator)
[08] A computer work like... (A mechanic machine; Automatic data processor (counts, cal
culates and evaluates); Manual data processor machine (count, calculate and evaluate); Number
manager machine)
[09] First computing device made by the man was... (Chinese Abaco; Shells; Valves; Japanese
Abaco)
[10] A screen can be an output and input device. (Yes/No)
[11] Information can be a set of related data in a given context. (Yes/No)
[12] Secondary memory is a program. (Yes/No)
[13] ASCII is a code use in computers. (Yes/No)
[14] Automatic data processing is called computing. (Yes/No)
[15] An arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) is used for arithmetic operations, but not for compar
isons. (Yes/No)
[16] The sixth computer generation is the most recent generation. (Yes/No)
[17] Transistors replaced the electronic valves on second generation computers. (Yes/No)

Once more, thank you for your collaboration.

[Q4] IC T skills assessm en t (before)
Practical ICT knowledge assessment.
Please, answer the following questions.
[01] What is the nowadays main concern in the development of an operating system? (Pro
cessing maximum users information; Administrate data bases; Developed an intuitive user envi
ronment; Have lot’s of text)
[02] What is the purpose of the windows toolbar? (None; Inform the user about the computer
features; Allows minimize or maximize windows; Allows windows switch)
[03] A double click on the mouse allows... (Change the screen color; Shut down the computer;
Activate a program; Switch on the computer)
[04] The mouse right button... (Activates the contextual functions menu; Starts up an appli
cation; Opens a file; Changes the windows size)
[05] A program who translate user instructions in computer actions is... (Interpreter; Oper
ating system; Information system; Control program)
[06] What is the generic name assigned to diskette or hard disk storage device? (Primary
storage; Secondary storage; Diskette; Hard disk)
[07] The operative system used at the university is... (MS-DOS; MacOS; Linux; Windows)
[08] One of the main operative system goals is to control the hardware. (Yes/No)
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[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
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Computer processor velocity is measure in MegaBytes. (Yes/No)
In My Computer icon we can find all secondary stores devices. (Yes/No)
Selection is a procedure more used in nowadays computers. (Yes/No)
A shortcut is an icon who redirects you to a file or program. (Yes/No)
One of the main computer goals is to understand the surround environment. (Yes/No)
We belong to a graphic interface operative system generation. (Yes/No)
Is not possible to move files between folders. (Yes/No)
Mouse is one device who lost importance in the last computer generation. (Yes/No)

Once more, thank you for your collaboration.
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[Q5] I C T k n o w le d g e a s s e s s m e n t (a fte r )

This questionnaire includes the questions and assertions made on question
naire Q3, see section D.3.2 for a translation and fifteen additional questions
and assertions.
These questions aimed to assess the students’ ICT knowledge after a t
tending the Information and Com m unication T echnologies Online module.

Figure D.6: [Q5] ICT knowledge assessment (after) questionnaire
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[Q6] I C T sk ills a s s e s s m e n t (a fte r )

This questionnaire carries the same questions as questionnaire Q4, see sec
tion D.3.2 for a translation. And eighteen additional questions and asser
tions.
These questions aimed to assess the students’ ICT skills after attending
the Information and Comm unication Technologies Online module.

Figure D.7: [Q6] ICT skills assessment (after) questionnaire
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[Q7] S e lf- tr u s t b e lie fs a s s e s s m e n t (a fte r)

This questionnaire carries the same questions as questionnaire Q 1 (see sec
tion D.3.2 for a translation). These questions aimed to assess the students’
self-trust beliefs after attending the Information and Communication Tech
nologies Online module.

©

Figure D.8: [Q7] Self-trust beliefs assessment (after) questionnaire.
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M o d u le u s a g e o b s e r v a tio n d ia r ie s

Figure D.9 present the original observation diary form.
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Figure D.9: Online module usage appreciation observation diary
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M o d u le a p p r e c ia tio n in te r v ie w sc r ip s

This interview script was used to assess the Information and Comm unica
tion T echnologies Online module usage appreciation as described in chapter
10 .

Figure D.10 present the original interview script.
Educagao

&

distancia utflizando a In tern et

Figure D.10: Online module usage appreciation interview script
The following lines provide a translation of the interview script presented
above.
Interview questionnaire
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Thank you for our collaboration.
This questionnaire tries to feel your opinions, feelings and beliefs regarding online distance
learning.
Please read these instruction and answer the questions sincerely. Your sincere answers will
be vital for the understanding of distance learning at the university.
Please, answer the following questions using a scale from 1 to 6.
If you need to correct your answer, use a circle to mark the wrong answer use a cross to select
the new correct answer, as shown.
[01] Classify, using a six likert scale of relevance, the importance of the following persons
during the module you attended.
• Distance teacher importance online. Please explain why.
• Teaching assistant importance in class. Please explain why.
• Colleagues importance online. Please explain why.
[02] Classify, using a six likert scale of relevance, how much did you appreciated the ICT
Online interactive contents. Please explain why?
[03] Classify, using a six likert scale of relevance, your experience in this online distance
learning. Please write down why you would choose that classification.
[04] Do you trust in your distance teacher? Choose one or more answers bellow who suit you
best:
• No, I could never trust him/her
• Yes, because I have to.
• Yes, because he/she is a knowledge expert in this subject.
• Yes, because I meet him /her face-to-face.
• Yes, because I like this module’s content.
• Yes, because he/she is friendly.
• Yes, because her/she answered whenever I needed.
• Yes, I trust her/him since the first time we exchanged messages.
• Yes, because I could communicate with she/he right away.
• Other... (please specify)
[05] If you had to work again with someone at a distance (teacher, colleague or employer)
would you find it easy to trust him/her. Why?
[06] Classify, using a six likert scale, your trust degree in...
• The teacher/student relation.
• The University capacity to teach at a distance.
• The capacity to exchange ideas and knowledges online between colleagues.
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• The relation with the face-to-face pedagogical support assistants.
• The relation with the face-to-face technical support assistants.
[07]

Are there any other issues regarding this module you wish to address. If so, please explain

Once more, thank you for your collaboration.
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C ollected d ata

The next sections present or locate all collected data.
D .4 .1

Q u a n t it a tiv e d a ta

Due to the am ount of collected quantitative d ata items they cannot be
usefully printed here. All collected quantitative data can be found in the
CD-ROM on the back cover of this document.
D .4 .2

Q u a lit a tiv e d a ta

The following sections enclose a sample of observation diaries and online
conversation transcriptions as well as Formare data gathered during the
ICT Online procedure.

This data was used in the online module usage

appreciation presented on chapter 10.
O bservation diary tran scrip tion s
The following lines are a sample of an observation diary kept by the in
structors. More can be found on the CD-ROM on the back cover of this
document. This particular one reports on observation registered on March
the 20th 2002 from 16:30 to 20:30.
This observation diary report reports on this group of students’ first
online learning experience.

Resumo: A Internet e todos computadores estao a funcionar e os alunos chegam quase todos i
hora marcada. Dois alunos da sala 205 foram para sala 206 por falta de computadores.

0s alunos trabalham com o conteudo pela primeira vez.

Eduindo e um ajudante muito activo

mostra o sistema de navegacao. Que bom.

Muitos alunos copiam o conteudo para imprimir/ler na casa e muitos anotam no pape
(especialmente as m e n i n a s ) .

Tambem estao com duvidas sobre o modulo estar disponivel na Internet para ler mais tarde.
Quase todos ficam ate no fim das aulas.

Problemas gerais:

* Codigo de aceso
* Eles nao se lembram e nao conhecem maiusculas. As maiusculas fazem a diferenca.
* Janelas - alguns fecham a Universidade Virtual quando trabalham com os conteudo
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e nem todos sabem como mover uma janela
* Microsoft debugger mostra alguns erros de javascript, que fecham internet explorer
* A sessao fecha por causa de se passar muito tempo no conteudo
* Duas pessoas sem computador proprio
* 0 sol do fim da tarde da nos olhos
* Nao e possivel ver a turma no entrada do sistema

Comportamento g e r a l : Activo e concentrado mas um pouco menos do que a turma de manha (EGE).
Aprendem tambam muito sobre Internet. Por exemplo, um rapaz esta a ver o jogo de FC Porto
directo. Nao ha muito conversa. Alguns ouvem musica.

Observacoes: E um pouco dificil ver se todos alunos assinam a hora de saida. Nao anotei todos
e nao sei se perguntaram ao Dino

Ideias: Recomendar ter conversa em-linha aberta sempre da mais conversa.

O nline con versation tran scrip tio n s
The following lines are a sample of an online conversation m aintained be
tween students and instructors. More can be found on the CD-ROM on the
back cover of this document.

Log file opened at: 2003.03.20 16:34:49
#PIAGETPIAGET{575AECBl-C08E-4ACE-B3CF-579777996272>: scsousa SEdgar
*** End of /NAMES list.
*** Mode is +
*** Channel created at Thursday, March 20, 2003 15:40:08
[1] scsousa: ola
*** helio (helio©195.8.13.15) has joined channel
#PIAGETPIAGET{575AECBl-C08E-4ACE-B3CF-579777996272>
[2] Edgar: Viva Helio
*** lene (lene@195.8.13.15) has joined channel
#PIAGETPIAGET{575AECBl-C08E-4ACE-B3CF-579777996272>
[3] lene: ol pessoal
[4] Edgar: viva Lene
[5] l e n e : manera
[6] Edgar: Vieram directamente para a conversa em linha, ou leram algumas
mensagenms antes?
[7] lene: por acaso eu li
[8] Edgar: Alguma dvida para as tarefas a realizar na Aula 4 (havia uma
mensagem sobre isto)?
[9] lene: sim
[10] lene: para ir aos contedos
[11] lene: e ler
[12] lene: estou mesmo a ver isso
[13] Edgar: Marlene, ser dificil ler?
*** fernanda (fernanda(3195.8.13.15) has joined channel
#PIAGETPIAGET{575AECBl-C08E-4ACE-B3CF-579777996272>
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[14] lene: como sabes que sou a marlene
[15] lene: no

difcil ler

[16] Edgar: Viva Aleida
*** A00641

(AOO6410195.8.13.15) has joined channel

#PIAGETPIAGET{575AECBl-C08E-4ACE-B3CF-579777996272}
[17] Edgar: Viva Monica.
[18] A 0 0 6 4 1 : Ola Edgar
[19] Edgar: Marlene, j conseguiste ver aos contedos?
[20] A00641: sera que nao te conheo
[21] lene: j quase todos
[22] A00641: es de que curso?
[23] lene: estou a ver historias e geraes
[24] Edgar: Monica, sou o professor, estive convosco a semana passada.
[25] Edgar:

Ok Marlene. Podes ver quase tudo ao mesmo tempo, a conversa

em linha e os conteudos.
[26] A00641: desculpe.pensei que fosse um colega de um outro curso

(...)
[268] Edgar: Claro. Podes escrever sempre que quiseres.
[269] Edgar: At para a semana Elsa.
*** S i gnoff: chia (Leaving)
[270] emoniz: tchau pessoal
[271] Edgar: Thau.
[272] emoniz despede-se da turma.
*** Si g n o f f : emoniz (Leaving)
*** Signoff: gmb (Leaving)
*** gmb (gmbQ195.8.13.15) has joined channel
#PIAGETPIAGET{575AECBl-C08E-4ACE-B3CF-579777996272>
*** gmbl

(gmb0195.8.13.15) has joined channel

#PIAGETPIAGET{575AECBl-C08E-4ACE-B3CF-579777996272}
*** gmb2 (gmb0195.8.13.15) has joined channel
#PIAGETPIAGET{575AECBl-C08E-4ACE-B3CF-579777996272}
[273] Edgar slaps gmb2 around a bit with a large trout
*** Signoff: fernanda (Leaving)
*** joseluis (joseluis0195.8.13.15) has joined channel
#PIAGETPIAGET{575AECBl-C08E-4ACE-B3CF-579777996272>
[274] Edgar: Viva Jos Luis
[275] Edgar: Jos Luis, J est resolvido o teu correio electronico?
*** Signoff: joseluis (Read error to joseluis[195.8.13.15]: Connection
reset by peer)
[276] Edgar: Graciano, tens 3 vezes o teu nome na conversa em linha.
*** gmb2 has been kicked off channel
#PIAGETPIAGET-[575AECBl-C08E-4ACE-B3CF-579777996272} by
Edgar (Edgar)
*** rasmus is rasmus0195.8.13.15 (Rasmus Froman)
*** rasmus is on channels
#PIAGETPIAGET{575AECBl-C08E-4ACE-B3CF-579777996272>
*** rasmus is on IRC via server formare.ptinovacao.pt
Inovacao SA)
*** rasmus has been idle for 45 seconds

([127.0.0.1] PT
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*** rasmus signed on at Thursday, March 20, 2003 19:38:08
[277] — > rasmus

oi

[278] — > rasmus

j podemos ir

[279]

*rasmus* tudo

[280] — > rasmus

ha mas podes vir embora

* * * Signoff: rasmus (Leaving)
*** gmbl has been kicked off channel
#PIAGETPIAGET-[575AECBl-C08E-4ACE-B3CF-579777996272> by Edgar
(Edgar)
*** gmb has been kicked off channel
#PIAGETPIAGET{575AECBl-C08E-4ACE-B3CF-579777996272> by Edgar
(Edgar)
[281] scsousa: by at amanha
*** Edgar has been kicked off channel
#PIAGETPIAGET-[575AECBl-C08E-4ACE-B3CF-579777996272> by Edgar
(Edgar)
Log file closed at: 2003.03.20 20:31:47

L earning m an agem ent sy ste m stu d en t d ata
The following lines are a sample of a student record as generated by the
learning management system. More can be found on the CD-ROM on the
back cover of this document.

Aluno:

xxx

Curso:

Int. Informatica - II, CC0, EGE, Edicao do 2o Sem. de 2002/2003

Acessos ao curso: 41
Classificacao Atribuida: 0
Mensagens enviadas: 0
Mensagens Lidas:

19

Enviou Apresentacao? Sim

Questionarios

Designacao Nota Atribuida No de Tentativas

Questionario 1

0

Questionario 2

0

Trabalhos

Designacao

Projecto 3 Sim
Projecto 2 Sim

99

Projecto 1 Sim

90

Conteudos

Entregue

Validado

Nota

100

Designacao Nota Atribuida Acessos as Unidades

Modulo 2 - Introducao aos Computadores N/A 11
Modulo 4 - Sistemas Operativos e Aplicacoes N/A 12
Modulo 6 - Folha de calculo: o Microsoft Excel N/A 6
Modulo 7 - Apresentacoes multimedia: o Microsoft PowerPoint N/A 0
Modulo 5 - Processamento de texto: o Microsoft Word N/A 8
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Modulo 3 - Tecnologias de Informacao e Comunicacao N/A 8

Modulo 2 - Introducao aos Computadores N/A 11
Aula 5
U n i dade: 1 Introducao
Dados Gerais
No de acessos a unidade:

1

Tempo do ultimo acesso a unidade: 00:01:35.23
Tempo Total: 00:01:35.23
No de tentativas das actividades da unidade: 0
No maximo de tentativas (para efeitos de avaliacao):
Nota atribuida:

Ilimitado

Nao existe nota associada a esta Unidade

Peso desta unidade na nota final: 0'/,
Nota minima de passagem:
Resultado:

Nao existe uma nota minima de passagem para esta unidade

Unidade Completada

Objectivos da Unidade
Objectivo 0
Designacao: Pagina_l
Status: completed
Nota atribuida:

Nao existe nota associada a este objectivo

Actividades da Unidade
Nao existem actividades associadas a esta unidade

Unidade: 2 Objectivos
Dados Gerais
No de acessos a unidade:

1

Tempo do ultimo acesso a unidade: 00:00:49.69
Tempo Total: 00:00:49.69
No de tentativas das actividades da unidade: 0
No maximo de tentativas (para efeitos de avaliacao):
Nota atribuida:

Ilimitado

Nao existe nota associada a esta Unidade

Peso desta unidade na nota final: 0*/,
Nota minima de passagem:
Resultado:

Nao existe uma nota minima de passagem para esta unidade

Unidade Completada

Objectivos da Unidade
Objectivo 0
Designacao: Pagina_l
Status: completed
Nota atribuida:

Nao existe nota associada a este objectivo

Actividades da Unidade
Nao existem actividades associadas a esta unidade

Unidade: 3 0 computador
Dados Gerais
No de acessos a unidade: 3
Tempo do ultimo acesso a unidade: 00:08:28.48
Tempo Total: 00:29:17.68
No de tentativas das actividades da unidade:

0

No maximo de tentativas (para efeitos de a v aliacao):
Nota atribuida:

Ilimitado

Nao existe nota associada a esta Unidade

Peso desta unidade na nota final: 0'/,
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Nao existe uma n ota minima de passagem para esta unidade

Unidade Completada

Objectivos da Unidade
Objectivo 0
Designacao: Pagina_l
Status: incomplete
Nota atribuida:

Nao existe nota associada a este objectivo

Objectivo 1
Designacao: Pagina_2
Status: completed
Nota atribuida:

Nao existe nota associada a este objectivo

Objectivo 2
Designacao: Pagina_3
Status: completed
Nota atribuida:

Nao existe nota associada a este objectivo

Objectivo 3
Designacao: Pagina_4
Status: completed
Nota atribuida:

Nao existe nota associada a este objectivo

Objectivo 4
Designacao: Pagina_5
Status: completed
Nota atribuida:

Nao existe nota associada a este objectivo

Objectivo 5
Designacao: Pagina_6
Status: completed
Nota atribuida:

Nao existe nota associada a este objectivo

Actividades da Unidade
Nao existem actividades associadas a esta unidade

(...)

O ther learning m an agem en t sy ste m d ata
The following tables provide additional learning m anagement system data
on a specific edition of the Information and Comm unication T echnologies
Online for the purpose of illustrating the kind of outputs the system is able

to generate.
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Table D .l: Tutors and local help desk indicators

Instructor
Rasmus
Edgar
Sonia

Module
accesses
33
66
98

Last
access
6/11/03 17:27
18/06/03 18:38:14
14/06/03 15:04:49

Sent
messages
0
10
34

Table D.2: Global indicators
Parameter
Total students
Total messages sent
Total messages read
Total extra resources available
Total of projects
P rojects’ average score
Total questionnaires
Questionnaires’ average score
Total module contents

Count
17
44
507
11
3
94,37%
2
94,08%
6

Table D.3: A student’s activity indicators
Access data
14/03/03
17/03/03
24/03/03
4 /7 /0 3
14/04/03
28/04/03
5/5 /0 3
5/12/03
26/05/03
6/2 /0 3
6/9 /0 3

Last access
19:48:40
18:17:13
17:39:03
17:12:25
18:33:56
18:37:04
18:50:56
18:41:49
17:15:49
18:33:15
18:45:36

Total access
5
31
2
3
5
9
1
4
7
2
2

Read
messages
29
99
158
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Interm ediary data

The following table4 presents a varimax rotation analysis table of three
components witch led to the construction of the three main tru st factors.
It results from data gathered from Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo
Verde students’, as described in chapter 8 using the questionnaire presented
in section D.3.1 in this appendix.
The extraction m ethod was principal component analysis and the m atrix
was transformed with a varimax rotation w ith Kaiser Normalization.
Table D.4: Factor analysis table (varimax rotation analysis table of three
components)
Rotated component m atrix
Question

Component 1

Component 2

Component 3

Q23
Q24

,133
,564

,136
4.15E+01

-6.58E+01
9.44E+01

Q25

,452

9.42E+01

,140

Q26
Q27

,481

,238
-9.58E+01

,139
,572

7.55E+01

3.23E+01
5.15E+01

Q28
Q29
Q30

,208
,637
,709

,223

,168
9.94E+01
5.04E+01
,227

Q33
Q34

,210

,176

,479

,250

Q35
Q36
Q37

,450
,526
,245

,133
,271

Q38

,633
,522

Q31
Q32

9.43E+01
,191

,261

,461
,397
,509
,503
,259
,217
,275
-8.28E+01

,181

,119

,203
,191

,313
,522

,175

,158

8.78E+01

,251
,309

,151
,306

,379
,389

,161
,297

,450
,227

Q46
Q47

,168
,467

,348
8.82E+01

1.19E+01

Q48

,596

,329

Q39
Q40

1.34E+01

Q41
Q42

,467
,687

Q43
Q44
Q45

__________________________________________

,388
,131
(c o n tin u e s n e x t p ag e ...)

4In this table, Q23 through Q85 refer to the question on the original questionnaire
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(...c o n tin u e d from p rev io u s page)

Rotated component m atrix
Question

Component 1

Component 2

Component 3

Q49

,582

,244

Q50

,199
,282

,195

,280
,244

,397

,332

9.48E+01
,162

1.73E+01
,507

,540
,308

Q51
Q52
Q53
Q54

,313

,249

,486

Q55

,488

,306

,417

Q56
Q57

,619

,305
,276

,292
,335

,269

,390

,379
,484

,231

,449
,213
,395

,206
,511
,321
,301
,112

Q58

,403
,503

Q59

,481

Q60

,197

Q61
Q62
Q63
Q64

,443
-8.14E+01
,292
,350

,263

Q65

,585

,461

Q66
Q67

,470
,254

,293
,487

Q68

,170
8.39E+01

,516
,487

Q69
Q70
Q71
Q72
Q73
Q74

,145
,412
,193
,173
,372

Q75

,268

Q76
Q77

-1.65E+01
8.91E+01
,304

Q78
Q79
Q80
Q81
Q82

,247
,340
,269

,325

,114
,198
8.92E+01
,207

,447

,152

,391
,592

,303

,532

,128
,208
,422

,475
,325
,428
,337
,512
,550
,347
,428
,475
,584

,106

,368
8.88E+01
,121
,108
,371
,375

Q83
Q84

,461
8.27E+01
,271

-6.82E+01

,433

,153
,174

Q85

,134

,485

,431
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C losing rem arks

If you are reading the printed version of this document, you can find all of
the empirical study’s m aterials on a CD-ROM located at the back cover.
Otherwise, all files are available, on request, from the author.

A p p en d ix E

P ublished work
The following lines enumerates the published work related w ith this research.
A copy of this publications can be found on the CD-ROM on the back
cover of this document.
E -L e a rn 2005 : Exploring the relation between tru st and academic per
formance in on-line distance learning: early results.
Paper presented at E-Learn 2005 - World Conference on E-Learning
in Corporate, Government, Healthcare, &; Higher Education - Van
couver, Canada.
IC D E 2004 : Trust and Performance in On-line Distance Learning.
Paper presented at ICDE 2003 - 21st ICDE World Conference on Open
Learning and Distance Education - Hong Kong.
IC O O L 2003 : A Research Project over Trust and Performance in On-line
Distance Learning.
Paper presented a t ICOOL 2003, International Conference on Open &
Online Learning, M auritius.
E L H E 2003 : Trust and Performance in On-line Distance Learning.
Paper presented a t ELHE 2003, Erasmus Intensive Program Seminar,
Riga, Latvia.
S IT E 2003 : Understanding e-Learning: Towards an Understanding of
Trust and Performance in On-line Distance Learning.
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Paper presented at SITE 2003, Society for Information Technology
and Teacher Education International Conference, Albuquerque, New
Mexico.
E D -M E D IA 2003 : A Study on the Understanding of the Relation be
tween Trust and Performance in On-line Distance Learning.
Paper presented at ED-MEDIA 2003, World Conference on Edu
cational M ultimedia, Hypermedia & Telecommunications, Honolulu,
Hawaii.
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